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VXS MULTI -FORMAT PRODUCTION CONSOLE
World's premier music production console
Audio quality against which all other mixing consoles
are judged
Neve formant spectrum EQ and dynamics in each channel
8 mono /4 stereo auxes when tracking, up to 48 auxes
when mixing
Master status switching for tracking, mixing and broadcast
Colour TFT screen in meter bridge provides sight -level
automation data and Recall displays
Encore automation /mix data interchange with AMS Neve
digital consoles
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40

NEVE

VXS Multi- Format consoles additionally provide:
Monitoring and output configurability
Up to 8 discrete outputs /4 stereo pairs
Monitoring independent of main outputs
Support for three additional 8 -track ATRs /dubbers, or
2nd multitrack
Additional stereo guide track inputs
Pec /Direct paddle switches for monitor select and
record arm

Optional music and dialogue dual track faders
Optional assignable joystick panners

HEAD OFFICE AMS Neve plc Bullungton Road Burnley Lancs BB11 SUB England Tel
44 (0) 1282 457011
Fax: .44 (0) 1282 417282 LONDON -- Tel: 0171 916 2828
Fax: 0171 916 2827
GERMANY Tel: 61 31 9 42 520
Fax: 61 31 9 42 5210 NEW YORK Tel: (212) 949 2324 Fax: (212) 450 7339
HOl LYWOOD Tel: (213) 461 6383 Fax: (213) 461 1620 TORONTO
Tel: (416) 365 3363 Fax: (416) 365 1044
e -mail: enquiryx ams- neve.com
http: / /www.ams- neve.com
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Classic
THE WORD `classic' is a curious one. It is now attributed to cuts of jeans that
at one time were so classic that you couldn't buy them anymore, cars that you
once wouldn't have accepted a lift on a rainy night for fear of being seen,
songs that you never liked that much first time around but now remind you
of your youth, and bits of gear that by some miracle roll off the production
line with it built -in to the circuitry.
All these interpretations are partly correct but the true case for classic status lies in a combination of these elements. The trousers were right because
despite the onslaught of fashion they proved in the end to be more timeless
you've never heard of a classic flare-and that car can indeed be referred
to as a classic because the ravages of time and rust have made it rare enough
in a world of sameness for someone to invest in keeping it on the road. The
song is also important because it's still being played and everyone needs a
historical backdrop to their lives, while the new classic gear qualifies by its
use of tried and tested technology, albeit with an improvement in presenta-
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tion, despite the onslaught of modern and supposedly better solutions. What
they all have in common is longevity.
As the original pro -audio magazine, Studio Sound has been around longer
than all the others and has been consistent in its relevance to the market it
has served. It has been unswayed by short-term fashions, and remains rare
in maintaining its editorial integrity in a world of advertisement-linked editorial. It has been the backdrop to everyone's career in this industry and continues to employ proven editorial techniques to get the information across.
The presentation may change, you'll notice that the look of the magazine has
been tweaked this month to better present the breadth of its content, but
we'll continue to do what we know we do hest. It's a classic.
Zenon Schoepe, executive editor

Conversion factor
OF WORK went into coordinating the listening test that appears in this
month's Studio Sound. A lot. In one of the many phone conversations both prior
to and post the event itself, Prism Sound's Graham Boswell was moved to
comment `Don't forget to remind them that the number of bits is meaningless'. Although he subsequently qualified his remark as the worthy of `tired
old anoraks', it remains a valid observation and is sure to come back to haunt
anyone rash enough to rate the number of bits quoted for any piece of digital equipment too highly in their buying calculations.
I feel confident that eventually we will have progressed sufficiently towards
24 -bit, 96kHz audio recording that neither sample rate nor resolution will be
an issue. Instead other, more useful, aspects of the performance will find
themselves readily recognised. Eventually. In the meantime, quantum
improvements in digital audio quality will continue to be made but they will
be published in a marketing haze of misleading claims and carefully contrived
spec sheets. The learning process for most end users will be slow and sometimes painful-and made more so by this background of disinformation.
It is against this background, however, that Studio Sound set out to assess
the performance of a selection of tape-based digital recorders. The exercise
is intended to serve a variety of audio pros in a variety of ways, one of which
is to raise the issue of outboard conversion systems.
Although the session eliminated all the recorders' onboard D-As to allowed
listeners to concentrate on the A-Ds, both stages of conversion can be critical-while a recordist's choice of A-D convertor is generally more consequential than that of D-A, a mastering house will make great demands of its
D-As. Either way, it's pretty clear that the selection of convertor competes
with that of many other stages in the signal path in importance. And so it is
that we present subjective evaluations of these various systems previously
only available to those who have auditioned then themselves. Now the
Tim Goodyer, editor
results are yours...
A LOT
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SUPERB RANGE
(With superb range)
Audio's RMS 2000 range of radio microphone systems uses advanced design to give

outstanding sound quality and total reliability. No surprise then that its the number one choice
of professional film sound recordists around the world.

AUDIO LTD, AUDIO HOUSE, PROGRESS ROAD, SANDS, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE HP12 4JD. TEL: +44101 1494 511711. FAX
AUDIO USA. 152 WEST 72ND STREET, SUITE 2R, NEW YORK, NY10023/3351, USA. TEL:

+1

212 362 5338. FAX
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+44101 1494
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212 724 2580
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Frankfurt big and slick
Germany: If any overwhelming im-

pressions persist in the minds of
those who attended February's
Musikmesse. then they are likely to
be concerned with the exhibition's
size, slick organisation and the
sheer distances that have to be
navigated in order to cover the
event adequately. As everyone
knows. the Frankfurt show has
progressed and expanded since its
days of school instruments and
printed music although not at the
expense of these stalwart areas
which are now accompanied by
dedicated sound and light halls
among many others.
The Musikmesse is big. undoubtedly well organised and still
in the ascendant although the
clash in timing between it and
March's AES Convention in Munich has probably been over
played as both shows continue to
address distinct types of attendee.
Even so. the proximity of the two
events. in the same country to
boot. ought to he avoided in future. purely for reasons of logistics.
The piano hall still ritanages to
generate the most unholy of dins
with each keyboard being pounded by a stern -faced virtuoso, hut
for purity of theme Hall 8 took
some beating. Combining a more
traditional mix of sheet music.
drum kits. some guitars. woodwinds. exotic and ethnic percussion. xylophones and assorted instrnnent spares. the atmosphere
here was more relaxed than some
of the more high pressure areas. It
harks hack to the music shows of
my youth before fashionable guitar shapes, configurations and
graphics and the 5 -pin l)I\ took
the whole party off in a c(mpletely new direction. Yes. the old days
were really dull.

Frankfurt has always served as
platform for the Japanese giants
to show off their technological
prowess. and Roland put aside
space for a behind-glass museum
of its former glories. Yamaha was
a little frightening. showing off a
lightning fast tracking MIDI violin.
a silent baby grand piano and of
all things a "Silent Brass" attachment. Demonstrated fixed to the
loll of a tlugelhorn. the plug mutes
the instrument's acoustic output
but also incorporates a pickup.
which, when combined with head
phones and a digital processor.
does for brass what the speaker
simulator did for electric guitar
amps. The belt pack controller can
alter revert) and delay settings and
mix in additional instrument feeds.
The show saw the unveiling of
a number of new processors with
an affordable tag. Focusrite had a
dual compressor and limiter plus a
Channel Strip box, while Drawmer
weighed in with the M \30 dual
gated compressor limiter. BSS pre
viewed the decidedly handsome
Opal range which currently includes dual channel compressor
and gate units.
Other notables included the
regular demonstration in reduced
functionality it has to be said, of the
Mackie digital 8 -buss and Tascam's
still unnamed digital desk passing
audio on its stand. Sony released
the Freedom series of affordable
radio mics and some new DAT machines including the beautiful
PCM -MI portable DAT which it
claimed was the smallest and lightest machine of its type.
Above all else it is the spirit of
Musikmesse that endures as the
show enjoys an overwhelmingly
positive feeling. For this alone it
will continue to grow.
a
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City's SoHo
area has seen the arrival of
a new mastering suite in Ground
Zero. Designed by Tony Bongiovi.
the new facility is the work of
US: New York

Zero Hour Records president Ray
McKenzie and consultant Jimmy
Biondolillo. and is reckoned to be
the first step towards a serious

multimedia complex including
video editing and A- for -V. Ground
Zero. US. tel: +1 212 343 0526

.

Spain:

A

new mobile recording

truck has hit the road- the
Manor Mobiles' Manor 4 which has
been specifically designed for the
European market. The vehicle is
based in Barcelona and will be

managed by Marc Neuhaus. late of
El Camion (now refurbished and

running as Manor Mobile 3).
Neuhaus cites the superior backup
of EMI as a critical aspect of the
launch. Manor Mobile 4. Spain. tel:
+34 929 34 41 41. Manor Mobiles.
UK. tel: +44 181 756 0660

DT

opts for

Telemod
Germany: Deutsche Telekom. one
of the world's largest companies

and operator of most of Germany's
transmitters, is to enable the use of
audio processing equipment at its
transmitter sites for the first time.
Until recently. Germany's radio
stations were only able to situate
audio processors in the studio.
"Deutsche Telekom presents
TeleMod as the cost- effective way
to utilise the advantages of audio
signal processing for VHF transmitters," commented Walter Sieberichs. product manager- FM &
TV Transmitter at Deutsche Telekom. 'The customers of Deutsche
Telekom have the choice of installing their existing equipment at
the transmitter or renting transmitter- located processors."
Initial trials conducted by Deutsche Telekom with the assistance
of Orhan's German distributor BCI
have been pronounced a success.
The situating of our Orhan Optinuxl -FM 8200 at the transmitter
using its composite output has
transformed our sound completely." said Felix Konrad. chief engineer at broadcaster RTL. "There is
absolutely no comparison to how
we operated before. the sound
quality and loudness has improved remarkably.
The change in practice has
cone about due to the enforcement of licensing restrictions by
the Bundesamt fur Post and Telekommunikation (RAPT) that stipulate that the maximum signal deviation is set at plus minus 75kHz
and that the ITt 412-7 recommendation for average modulation performance be net
Orban. Tel: +1 (510) 351 3500.

Internet: www.orban.com
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New THX

certification
US: \ ideu and ielev isiun post opcr. Runs have become the subject
of Lucasfilnt'. ktCMl certificates.

Covering the performance of professional audio- video monitoring
rooms. the new certification otters
FHS stan(lartlisaticm tt :ludic) editing, mixing. telecine. transfer and
quality control for digital multichannel A\' entertainment.
The standards have been derived from tlu)se applied to THX
mixing roont.and theatres and
will oblige rooms to comply to
'technical specifications so accurate decisions can he made on
)

Currently starring
alongside Tom Cruise and
Cuba Gooding in Tristar's Jerry
Maguire, is a healthy selection of
Telex headsets. Among the
technical extras in the romantic
comedy are PH -1 single -phone
headsets. PH -2 intercom headsets.
PH -87 headsets. Audiocom BP -100
belt packs and a broad selection
of microphones. Telex Comms. US.
tel: +1 516 8262
US:

BBC
UK:

both picture and sound during
postproduction..
As well as assessing a finished
facility, part of the certification
process involves (onsultation with
T1 IX engineers on design. construction. selection of equipment
and final testing. Following certification, annual testing is used to
CltsUre consistency'.

The new certification has already been granted to High Tech nology Video Inc in Los Angeles,
and Twentieth Century Fox. All
Post and \ovastar are vv hiking towards their ovv n certifi .ui m.
,

THX Division of Lucasfllm, US. Tel:

415 492 3900.

sets audio levels

\ recent statement from the

lilic's Technical Development
Group set out to clarity the ( rporation's current stand on stereo
audio levels and mono compatibility. Although well established
within the I313C. the M3 convention
is not a standard as such, and
therefore presents potential problems tu the rising number of external prugr :unnte suppliers. Further. while the Group claims that
while M3 does not present a problem tu pntfessi(m al audio staff. automated play -out systems readily
fall frtul of mismatched audio if replay levels are not correctly set.
The statement begins by extending the Corporation's tolerance to include \Ih, the level of

Studio Sound April 1997

which will he modified for transmission. It stresses. however, that
it is essential to avoid confusion in
the documentation of tapes and
that correct line -up tones are used.
For television. these must accompany the vision test signal and
where a \"I' clock is used. tones
should also be recorded between
-20 and -Br with silence between
-111" and zero.
Further information on the M3
and \Ih tones. as well as mono
compatibility is available nil .\ndrew Morrison. Technical Investigations Manager RPR tel: ++4 -1
'hi 5-I3) for radio enquiries and
Laurence Tuerk,Ilead of Resource
Strategy P\IS tel: +.4.1 181 i-h
-3811 for television enquiries.
(

I

Shanghai TV has recently invested
Soundtracs Virtua digital
console. The Virtua is equipped for
64-channel operation and will see
service in Shanghai TV's music
production work. The sale followed
the Chinese broadcaster's
introduction to the desk at the
Broadcast China exhibition last year.
Soundtracs, UK, tel: +44 181 388 5000.
London's Abbey Road Studios saw
two Soundfield Mk.V microphones in
use on a surround recording for the
forthcoming film Humouresque. The
mecs were placed centrally both up
and down stage and the B- format
signal captured undecoded ready for
editing by Classic Sounds in New
York. Production formats will be 20bit 5.1 surround and 20-bit stereo.
Conducted by Classic Sound Inc's
Tom Lazarus, the recording involved
solo violinist Nadja SalermoSonnenberg and the 80-strong LSO.
Abbey Road, UK, tel: +44 171 266
7000. Soundfield, UK, tel: +44 1924
201089.
The American Music Awards
broadcast put six live bands live to
air with a combination of
Audiotronics. Soundcraft and
Soundtracs desks handling the 220
line inputs. The bands made diverse
demands on both mix engineers and
equipment, resulting in the use of
Summit TLA -100A and DCL200
comp-limiters on the vocals.
Summit Audio, US. tel: +1 408 464
2448.
Germany's WDR state radio station
has taken delivery of a further three
Fairlight MFX systems, bringing its
total to six. The two MFX3 Plus 24-24
and one 8 -8 are for the station's new
radio drama studios. the output of
which is is committed to CD-R for
broadcast. Audio Sonic's move
follows that of other European
operations: French post house
Teletota installing a fourth MFX3,
French state broadcaster TF1 taking
its first FAME, Swiss Radio installing
three FAME systems with a fourth on
order. German BOA Video upgrading
its MFX2 to MFX3 Plus level, Spanish
Nisa Studios taking an MFX3 Plus
and UK Zoo Studios post facility
installing a customised FAME.
Fairlight, UK. tel: +44 171 267 3323.
A Detroit concert by Aretha
Franklin given last December
provided the basis for a forthcoming
live album when it was caught on
tape by Randy Ezratty's Effanel Music
mobile. Now equipped with an AMS
Neve Capricorn digital desk (see the
Grammys story in this issue), the
mobile used an SSL G Plus with
Ultimation and BASF SM900
analogue tape running at 30ips
without noise reduction.
Effanel, US. tel: +1 212 807 1100.
BASF, US. tel: +1 415 227 0894.
London's AIR Lyndhurst Studios
has invested in a second Sony PCM3348 DASH multitrack machine.
Since its relocation, the studio has
expanded its traditional areas of
operation from the popular and
classical fields into music for picture
work and broadcast. The purchase of
a further machine is occasioned by
repeated requests for the
established PCM -3348.
AIR, UK, tel: +44 171 794 0660.
Sony Europe, tel: +44 1932 816269.
in a

I

Florida -based Telemundo-one of
America's largest Hispanic television
networks -has ordered an SSL
Scenaria with VisionTrack. Chosen to
provide the required production
capabilities and integration of audio
and video control. the system will be
used for audio-for -video production
and is the first such to be installed in
south Florida.
Telemundo, US, tel: +1 305 884
9654. SSL, US, tel: +1 212 315
1111/ +1 213 463 4444.
Belgium's Videopool is the latest
European customer for Graham
Patten Systems' D-ESAM digital audio
unite mixers. The purchase of the DESAM 200 is a part of a concerted
move into digital systems which also
includes equipment from Abekas and
Accom, and is part of the ongoing
movement of European television
broadcasters towards 16:9 aspect
ratio PAL Plus working.
Graham -Patten Systems, US, tel: +1
916 273 8412.
London post facility De Lane Lea
purchased two Akai DR16s with
18807V Superview graphic displays to
accompany Steve Schwalbe's two
new DD1500 workstations (which are
installed at De Lane Lea) specifically
for work on the recent Channel 4
television production. The Fragile
Heart, the third series of BBC1's Bugs
and the new Crime Traveller series.
The DD1500s will serve track -laying
and Foley duties while the DR16s will
provide subsequent mixing.
De Lane Lea, UK, tel: +44 439 1721.
Akal, UK, tel: +44 181 897 6388.
China Central Television continues
its programme of investment with the
purchase of over 100 Micron UHF
portable mic transmitter and receiver
systems from Audio Engineering. The
new mic systems will be used by
production and ENG crews and
include TX503 hand -held transmitters.
TX501 belt transmitters and
camcorder- mounted SR520 receivers.
The system also includes an 8 -way
MDS -2 modular diversity receiver
system for studio use. Further
investment from CCTV involves the
the installation of two Penny & Giles
PP20 Microprocessor systems. along
with PP2OR remote controllers, for
the broadcaster's postproduction
processing requirements. The PP20
processors are running Studio Suite
packages from P &G's Pythagoras
audio software suite. Additional P &G
kit supplied to CCTV includes an
MM16 digital controller. giving real
time hardware control of a
Soundscape DAW system.
Audio Engineering, UK, tel: +44 171
254 5475. P &G. UK, tel: +44 1495
202000. Soundscape, UK. tel: +44
1222 450120.
British recording complex,
Strongroom Studios, has opted for
Otari's RADAR workstation as its
'preferred' recording option. The
decision accompanies the imminent
construction of three new studio
rooms to bring the facility's total to
five along with numerous
programming and production suites.
In spite of the move to RADAR,
Strongroom has retained its existing
Otan MTR90 analogue machines.
Strongroom, UK. tel: +44 171 729
6165. Stirling Audio, UK, tel: +44
171 372 6370.
-
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Fax: +41 21 963 88 51
Email: crawford @symposia.ch
Web: http: / /www.montreux.ch/
symposia

Tel: +852 2861 3331

Nightwave 97

MIDEM ASIA 97

Rimini Exhibition Centre, Italy
Tel: +39 541 711249.
Fax: +39 541 786686.

Hong Kong
Contact: Jane Garton, Paris
Tel: +33 01 41 90 44 39

Exposhow & Pro-Audio 97

Email: jane_garton@midemparis.ccmail.compuserve.com

'The Measure of Audio'
AES UK Conference
Baden -Powell House, Lc
Tel: +44 1628 663725

Music Instruments Asia 97
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at,ent of CD Recordables, MicroPatent, a leading publisher of patent
information on CD -ROM, realised the potential of this medium as an
ideal way cf distributing information. Soon after, MicroPatent
needed a way to inexpensively label one -off or short run
CDs. With no product on the market tc fulfil this need,
they set about creating a solution.
With the

Earls Court, London. UK

MIDEM Latin America &
Caribbean Music Market
Miami Beach, Florida
Tel: +1 33 1 41 90 44 39
Fax: +1 33 1 41 90 44 50.
Email: jane-garton@midempans.ccmail.compuserve.com
US tel: +1 305 573 06 58
US fax: +1 305 573 70 77

LENEXPO Exhibition Complex, St

Petersburg, Russia
Contact: Irina Neduma
Tel: +7 812 325 6245
Fax: +7 812 325 6245

.r

CANFORI)
/, -.,,

CROWTHER ROAD, WASI1INGTON
TINE & WEAR NE38 OBW, ( K
191 417 0057 fax: +44 191 4160392
http / /www.canford.co.uldindex.htm

tel: +44
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The solution had to be simple and easy to use,

totally safe for the

CD and very cost effective. The result: the NEATO' CD Labele- and
laser and irkjet printable labels. Realising
that there were many individuals and cornpanies with similar needs, MicroPatent put
the device and labels into mass production.
NEATO LLC is now an international business.

PLASA

UK Distributors
for

CD

I

tABELS,

-_The Neato CD

`"
labelling kit:

continues to pioneer the development
The NEATO CD Label Applicator
of labels that are safe for both the disc drive
Assorted Labels
Design software on (D.ROM
and data, een in high speed machines. NEATO
NEATO Label Design
has conducted extensive research into papers and
Templates for MAC and
adhesives with the exacting properties required for
CD labelling including heat -aged testirg, pH balanced
materials art non -ooze emulsion. As a result, NEATO offers
superior laser and inkjet printable CD libels that will not damage
your CD, data or CD -ROM drive.

Cb IK

-AU CDEO

NEATO

NEAT

NEATO

Certified

CD

'
FL

Labels -

Imitated but not Duplicated
Available in 12 colours including white. gall, silver

90 561 571
8

&

dear

The Source for
over 10,000
Professional
Audio and Video
Products

(GERMANY - SoundPooll
0704 69 02 15 J
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post- production performance

(Oxygen not Included)

The new Altimix digital post production

Equally at home with all commonly

system has been designed for the heady

used file interchange formats and

post production environment of

designed for the surround sound future,

tomorrow, where the traditional harriers

Altimix provides the sound engineer

between film, video and audio will have

with extraordinary power and flexibility.

Solid State Logic
Headquarters

Solid State Logic, Begbroke, Oxford, 0X5
Tel

.44

i

18611 H42

4011 Fa%

44

i

1

Email saless;ssolid- slate- Iogic.com

all but disappeared.

URl httpd /www.solid-state -logic.com

Digital audio post just reached new

Based on SSL's powerful DiskTrack "'

heights. So, if you have the creative

and Hub Router technology Altimix

imagination to live above the clouds

USA NY
USA

IA

Japan

call

now

for

incorporates superfast proprietary

-

processors. Altimix features an intuitive

information pack.

and assignable control surface providing

dedicated advanced audio/video editing
and audio mixing tools. Altimix delivers
the competitive edge that's essential to

meet the demands of

a

challenging future.

SSL

-

a

full product

France

Italy

Tel +1 12121 315 1111

Tel

+I

12131

Tel +81
Tel +

1

1

Tel +39

11

463 4444

5474 1144

111

1460 4666

1

121

2622 4956

Canada

Tel +1 14161

431 9131

Asia

Tel +65 285

9100

I

RU, England

Hha 842118

Lafont Panoramix
There is still a world of difference between a surround -capable music
tracking console and a fully -fledged film console. Patrick Stepley
finds a purpose -built film desk winning converts

\

UrlL QUITE RE(I TIN, Lafont
Audio Labs was a largely unfamiliar
name to audio people outside of
France. But things have changed
and continue to change -rapidly for
the Paris -based film console manufacturer
which has not only reported record sales for
the financial year, hut also a huge increase in
exports with a massive 8(Y'%ß of its output now
going to North America.
'Up until 1994 we sold nothing outside of
France apart from a few consoles to Italy'.' says
company founder. chief designer and MD
jean- Pierre Lafont. 'Despite a great deal of
effort, it was very hard for us to get foreign
business. I think people are suspicious at first
of a console that is made in France-it's
maybe like buying a car made in Africa. it has
the wrong association. But, I believe if the
product is right for the market and correctly
priced. it will eventually be accepted. Where it
is made then becomes completely irrelevant.'
With over 20 consoles now installed in
North American postproduction and film studios, and enquiries growing all the time,
Lafont can confidently rest his case. However,
it is only comparatively recently that Lafont
Audio's name has become associated with
sound for picture. In fact, the company began
in 1987 by building music consoles
was
five years later in 1992 that the switch was
macle from music to film studios. with a somewhat disillusioned jean- Pierre Lafont admitting that the French music console market had
become wen'. very difficult.
France, though, with its state subsidised film
industry and prolific output of both feature and
TV films, presented a ready made opportunity
for a home-grown manufacturer. And Lafont
seized it. The company soon built a strong reputation. and today over '0 Lafont desks can be
found in studios throughout France.
The current console range consists of five
analogue models: the Chroma, HD-4, and
Privilege film postproduction consoles: the
Esterel for Foley and dubbing; and a small.
LCRS rack- mounting. machine room transfer
mixer aptly named the Transfer. In addition.
Lafont makes a range of outboard equipment,
including prea mps, equalisers, dynamics
processors and a telephone simulator. all of
which have been selling well abroad. particularly into Hollywood where Lafont. with the
aid of North American distributor Sascom, has
been concentrating his efforts.
The latest development for Lafont Audio is
a brand new console, Panoramix. which will
be its most featured sound for picture desk to
date. and as with other Lafont consoles.
offered at a highly competitive price.
To give a flavour of the Lafont console
range -loth present and future-an overview

-

-it
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of Chroma

is in order. followed by a look at
Panoramix outlining the changes and additions that have been made.
The Chroma was introduced over two
years ago as a hybrid console. Although a
fully- specified LCRS postproduction board
suited equally to rerecording and mixing. it
may also he used for conventional music
recording using a familiar in -line. 24 -bus
architecture.
The desk is supplied in two frame sizes
t0 or 64 channels-and there are three types
of in -line l -O module available which can be
mixed and matched to suit the client. These
are a mic -line module equipped with a compressor. and dual line modules either with
compressor or gate. The console also includes
four stereo input modules-effects returns as
standard with full access to console busing
and simple fixed 3 -band EQ.
The channel strip begins at the top with a
24 -bus routeing matrix of 12 odd-even paired
buttons. This is followed by sends to the eight
auxiliary buses organised into three sections
all with pre -post. chan -mon and on -off
switching. The first section is stereo. sending
either to Aux -2 or Aux 3-4, while the other
two sections contain mono sends for the
remaining auxes. Aux sends 7 and 8 may
additionally be assigned to the 2-t -bus matrix
to increase the desk's auxiliary capability.
However, this facility is directed more at
music studios. and in truth is little used for
sound to picture work where eight auxiliaries
are considered ample. The feature has been
removed from Panoramix.
Next down is the input section. Depending
on module type, this provides input selection
between Mic. Line or Bus, or Line I, Line 2 or
Bus. Bus enables the channel to operate as a
subgroup with full facilities and re- routeing
options. Mie inputs offer 7(k1B gain. phantom
power and 20dß pad-phase reverse is available on all selected inputs. Also included in
this section is a LINK button that parallels the
selected input to the right -hand channel, thus
allowing different processing for scene cross -

-

1

fades and so on.

HE BUILT-IN DVNA.\IICS section (either

compressor or gate) offers useful basic
processing by controlling the main channel VCA. ('sing the fader reverse facility.
dynamics may also be used in the monitor path:
additionally a Source Reverse switch enables
side chain keying from the non -VCA path.
High -pass and low -pass filters are included
for dual line modules. but only a high -pass filter is available on the mie input due to space
restrictions. Filters are continuous 12d13 oct
designs with in -out switching. A high- quality.

4-band equaliser provides broad ranging HF

(800Hz- 18kHz) and

LF (3511z-7(X)Hz)

with

bell -shelf selection. Mid bands are parametric
together covering 100Hz -7kHz with a Q
range of 0.(x3. Gain is ±16e113 and pots have
a stepped action to assist working in the dark.
EQ can be placed either in the channel or
monitor paths. and there is a switchable channel insert point positioned directly after the
equaliser.
Chroma features two main operating
modes-Mix (stereo) and Matrix (surround).
In straightforward Mix node the desk
behaves in the conventional multitrack sense
whereby channel faders route to groups, are
monitored (either tape or bus) on the small
faders and fed via left -right pan to the main
stereo bus. In Matrix mode a quad configuration is adopted such that groups l -t. 5 -8 and
so on feed the LCRS bus with the channel pan
controlling LCR and the monitor pan front back. This arrangement can be repeated
across all 24 groups thus enabling up to six
LCRS steins to be set up for music, effects and
dialogue sources.
Additionally. the monitors may be configured to provide 5.1 speaker selection with
individual selector ,\\ itches routeing to L. C,
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bay, and Optifile Tetra fader /mute automation- alternative moving fader systems, such
as Uptown, are optional.
Of the 21 Chromas that have been sold,
many have been specially customised. particularly to meet the demands of American post
houses. As a consequence, Jean -Pierre Lafont
has been keen to build -in as many features as
possible to avoid the need for customisation
with Panoramix.
'Customising desks is very time consuming
and expensive,' he says 'So when I designed
Panoramix I asked people what exactly did
they want from a film console. and a lot of the
new features have come directly from that
feedback. However, the overall philosophy of
the design is very similar to Chroma, although
the format has changed. When I developed
Chroma the format was LCRS, now its 5.1 or 8

channel.'

and SB (Sub Bass). This switching
capability was a later addition. which explains
why the routeing buttons have lx-en placed
beside the channel fader rather than the small
fader (the logical place to find them) due to
space limitations.
Provision is made for interfacing surround
encoding and mastering systems such as
Dolby Surround. Dolly SR.D. and DIN. For
use with 6- channel systems. Lafont offers a
customised option which utilises a stereo aux
send to feed the stereo surround channels.
Also with flexibility in mind. Chroma (as
with previous Wont film consoles) includes
an ABC grouping facility for the monitor
fader. This allows music, effects and dialogue
channels to he arranged into respective
groups and controlled globally from a central
switching matrix. Each group (or all three)
can he switched between bus -tape. muted
and soloed. Of course. all these functions man
also he performed locally.
Other central facilities include control n)om
monitor source selection between stereo and
surround monitoring plus five 2 -track sources.
The main monitoring level is normally calibrated to cinema listening levels of 85d13 or
88dB. and the .i\ speaker outputs may he
R, SL. SR.
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individually muted to allow for accurate
setup. Calibrated listening can. though, be
simply overridden with an l'ncal switch
allowing freely adjustable gain -additionally
there are two alternative speaker circuits fix
nearfield monitoring. A selectable auto-mute
facility is also included that cuts the monitors

during machine wind- rewind.

TWO INDEPENDENT foldback masters
enable source selection from aux buses,
the mix bus or follow CRM selection.
Simple talkback is provided with individual
access to each foldback circuit. the 24-track
bus and a direct output connector. The console's solo nixie is switchable between AFI.
(level adjustable) and SIP, and there is a Split
function enabling channel and monitor paths
to operate independently.
The central section is fitted with six high
resolution vu-PPM syitchable bar graphs. and
a patchable phase meter which can be either
a needle type or optional scope type. Bar
graphs are also supplied for the aux buses
while channel metering may be either bar
graph or mechanical vu. Other standard features include a comprehensive. vertical patch-

Another distinguishing factor is that
Panoramix is not a crossover product. Gone
are the music console features that were incorporated into Chroma- notably the removal of
the stereo bus, fader reverse. Aux 7 -8 assignment to the routeing matrix. and key source
select f<x the dynamics sections. It is evident
that this is a much more focussed. sector specific console avoiding compromises.
Panoramix will be available in sizes ranging from 32 to 96 channels, using a frame
about 1.5 inches deeper than Chroma to fit
the longer modules. Currently there is just one
type of I/O module available which is a duailine input. This means that mie inputs have
been relegated from the strip. and ancillary
mic amps are now fitted into the centre section as required ( -t being standard). The Input
module uses the same compressor as Chroma
although it includes a 5- segment LED gain
reduction bar graph as opposed to a single
LED indicator. EQ is identical both in terms of
control layout and topology.
As the console is now a 6 -bus design (L, C,
R, SL. SR. SB) it has three pan pots: LCR,
Front-Surround. and Surround Left -Right. The
small fader can he used either as a monitor or
as a second input to return stem feeds from
sprocket machines. In the latter case the feed
will he from the redundant line input and the
monitor return becomes calibrated both in
terms of level and speaker positioning.
Unlike Chroma. the speaker routeing
matrix is arranged beside the small fader,
rather than the large fader (as described earlier) which obviously makes more sense.
Monitor routeing is now 8-channel (L. IL, C,
IR. R, SL, SR, and SB) rather than 6-channel.
The same Master Bus -Film switcher panel is
included although an extra group (D) has
been added thus allowing four monitor
groups to be set up (Dialogue, Music, Foley
and Atmosphere). It's interesting to note that
some American terminology has slipped -in
here with the kcal selector buttons labelled as
PD -A, PD -B.... where PD stands »page 12

11

<page 11 for Photo- Electric Cell (PEC)
)irerL. For multiple engineer applications,
additional Master Bus -Film panels may be

added to the console.
Perhaps the most marked change to the
channel strip is group routeing. Panoramix
offers 32 groups-8 more than Chroma
an unusual routeing matrix that is divided
into large and small fader sections. For the
large fader there are six track assign buttons
(L, C. R. SL, SR, SB) and four bank keys (A,
B, C, D). Thus in 6- channel mode, all six
track buttons are selected together with a
hank making it very easy to send to 6 -track
machines.
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however it is understood that a future
option will also enable small fader access to the
first four banks. To make correlation between
tracks and banks a little clearer, the dual ballistic channel har graphs (which can be switched
between input and group) identify groups and
6-channel banks-fir example. group 1 =A1,
group 7 =B1, group 13 =C1 and so on.
Again for multiple operators, the console
can be fitted with special group splitter
switching that allows each section of the console separate access to 32 buses, thus a three man console could provide up to 96 discrete
buses feeding three 32 -track machines. Simiif the desk is fitted with additional Master Bus -Film switching panels, these may also
he
split
between different >page 14
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This allows me to place it exactly in the mix while maintaining

engineer, producer, co -owner of Smart Studios

lot of presence and natural dynamics without sounding too
loud. This works especially well when the mix is very dense."

and the drummer for Garbage, relies on Summit gear for all his

a

work. Vig engineered the group's latest platinum album,
"Garbage." nominated for three Grammys this year, as well as

producing albums for Smashing Pumpkins, Nirvana, Soul Asylum
and Sonic Youth.

"Summit just keeps coming out with great gear. We can't wait to
get our hands on the new MPC -iooA Mic Pre -Amp /Comp- Limiter.

It is

a

high quality and great sounding input device that will

"Whether I'm working at Smart Studios or I'm on the road

further enhance our music."

particularly like using
the DCL-200 Compressor Limiter for tracking vocals. It colors the
sound very subtly, while retaining its warmth and transparency.
Often will compress a vocal performance quite a bit.

Hear the Warmth.'

touring,

I

always use Summit tube gear.

I

I

LL'L1L'L1LL
Summit Audio, Inc

P.O. Box 1678

c:L
Los Gatos

California
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11111,11V

Z-1

International Head Office
Sindalsvej 34. 8240 Risskov, Denmark

Phone:( +45) 86

21 75

Fax:( +45) 86

99

21

75 98

Email: info @tcelectronic.com

VWVW: http: / /www.tcelectronic.com

U.S.A. TC Electronic Inc.. (805) 373 1828

GERMANY: TC Electronic GmbH, 5034 92217

ARGENTINA:
AUSTRALIA:
The

min of Merjthur Studios. From left to

<page 12 engineers rather than working in a
cons() c -cc ide sense.
Like Chroma, the new desk features
stereo effects return modules. These ran
access the 32 groups either in 6- channel or
stereo merle via :in image selector th;it
routes to the matrix in Stereo. Reverse
stereo or Mono. In S.I mole the signal is
autom ocean' spread across all channels relative to the image selection. \Ionitur route ing is also included to the 8- channel speaker
matrix Auxilian capability is the same as
Chroma with two sends switching between
aux -2 & 3 -a. and 5 -6 & -t+ respectively,
while the equaliser section has been

'

1

-I -haul.
Other additions include an Academy
Filter. pink noise generator, 2 -way talk
back with hands -tree operation. and
Dolby -I)l:ti bypass switching. The console
also is supplied with l ptoc\n ;automation
as standard. Optionally available are joystick painters. track arming modules. and
transport controls.

expanded from 3-band to

-

Panoramix is scheduled for release next
month ( \lay ;uul Lafont has just announced
the firs. sale of a 72- channel desk to a \yell
established postpnrduction facility in California which has already installed a (lin nu :t.
Other orders from Los :Angeles and Toronto
based studios are expected
to be announced shortly.
According to jean- Pierre
Lafont Audio Labs
L:dimt. Panoramix is likely
France
to replace the 111) --I and
Tel: +33 1 3091 9148.
Privilege desks as it is mere
US: Sascom Marketing G-oup.
featured and less expensive.
Tel: +1 905 469 8080.
At pricing levels that are
+1
Fax:
905 469 1129.
quite exceptional for the
on
otter.
facilities
Panoramix will without doubt further boost
'Aim's international profile. while maintaining the company's impressive sales performance for the future.
1.
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TC

PROUDLY PRESENTS:

Electronic set out to make the

Don't take our

innovative Wizard Mz000 and Finalizer

word for it!

we knew we were in the process of

creating something truly unique.
But let's be realistic for a moment:

-

That's a statement everyone could make!

THE WIZARD FINALIZER:

take theirs:

THE WIZARD

M2000:

"Master Piece"

Editor's Choice 1997

Hugh Robjohns, Sound On Sound, December 1996

Electronic Musldan, January 1997

Editor's Pick 1996

Editors Pick 1996
Musician Magazine, December 1996

Musician Magazine, December 1996

"My wife stole mine
and put it in her studio"

"- the Wizard stands up to the comparison with
a machine costing more than twice as much"

Roger Nichols, Ea December 1996

Marc kink, Ma, October 199E

"- the Finalizer offers

a

tweaker's paradise"

"- The M2000 will put you just about any place you
can think of, and a few you pro3abtj haven't"

Ty Ford, Pre Audio Review, February 1997

audio Review. July/Augcst 1996

Ty Ford, Pro

"Very few products have
thrilled me like the Finalizer"

"TC scores big again!"

Florian Richter, MatRdlagazhl, February 1997

Kart eoryat, Bass Player, August 1996

"- the overall impression was

"Resistance is useless"
Frits Fey, Stvdioillegazln, Oimber 1996
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Creamware TripleDAT 2
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power has reached the point where it can support a complete DAW system without the need for
dedicated outboard hardware. Rob James looks at the next generation of audio workstations
PC

MORE than one way to
approach the challenge of designing
an affordable Digital Audio Workstation. You can either build a machine
from the ground up-complete with
dedicated hardware and software
graft
audio workstation capabilities onto a personal
computer. Until recently it was impractical to
do the actual audio processing using a standard PC, since the hardware simply wasn't fast
enough or capable of handling the data rates
involved. Consequently, the two approaches
shared certain similarities in that the audio
processing was carried out by dedicated circuitry and DSP chips. whether these were
part of a dedicated hardware system or an
add -on to a PC.
The inexorable rise in speed and power of
affordable PCs has changed the situation.
however. Now, given a sufficiently powerful
host computer. all that is required is suitable
audio -0 and software. The advantage of the
new regime lies in the relatively low cost of
PC hardware over the older approach with its
reliance on expensive short-run, purpose
designed hardware. The old approach was
also difficult to future proof making upgrades
costly; this again is addressed through the use
of a suitable PC. This then is the premise of
TripleDAT. If the host PC has enough horsepower and bandwidth to process and store
digital audio why add more?
The package consists of a half -length ISA
card, the TripleBOARD which provides two
channels of digital and two channels of analogue audio connections, plus optical digital IO, MIDI and an infrared remote to control
DAT machines. The software is keyed to the
board, but the hoard can be used by any Windows MPC audio and or MIDI -compliant
application.
The software provides the usual recording
and editing facilities with some highly desirable extras. Included is a suite of plug in DSP
modules called WaveWalkers. TripleDAT has
red book CD -R writing capabilities and supports a wide range of drives. The bonus here
is a streamer application which is used to
backup material to DAT-this function is not
restricted to audio but also provides a means
of hacking up a PCs data files. This last was a
DOS application but has now been given a
friendly Windows front end. As with CD -R a
wide range of machines are supported.
The display follows usual windows practice- multiple resizahle windows with part of
the application in each. The track display can
be blocks with sample names or with waveform. although there is a processor overhead
if this option is chosen. Similarly, the cursor
can be moving with the tracks static or the
cursor fixed with moving tracks.
In the TripleDAT system, each chunk of
raw audio is termed a Sample and may be in
either mono or stereo. Samples are placed into
THERE IS

-or

1
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an Arrangement in the Arranger window.
Samples used in an Arrangement must be at

the same sampling frequency-48kHz,
44.1kHz and 32kHz being supported. Off-line
sample -rate conversion is provided and fades
can be added to Samples extremely quickly
and intuitively by simply grabbing a small box
at either end of a sample and dragging with
the mouse. Editing can
he
'ery
achieved
quickly even while
material
is
playing.
Crossfades with a variety of curves including
equal energy can be
is
made where Samples
overlap within tracks.
I
For more comprehensive attention, Samples or sections of
Samples can be brought
down into the Cutter
display where they can
he edited down to samPC
ple level. Envelope
be
adjustments can
applied to both volume and pan and using the
envelope feature it is possible to completely
alter the dynamic of. say. a voice -over in a different way to using conventional dynamics
processors. For example, if you have a voice over from an amateur artist which drops in
level at the end of sentences you can make it
sound almost professional without introducing
unwanted artefacts. Powerful refinements of
this feature allow adjustment of volume curve
between points and a group of points can be

in the Cutter. In my experience, once operators are familiar with waveform editing they
seldom, if ever. use scrub.
Looping is an intrinsic part of TripleDAT
both to extend samples and as a working
tool whilst editing or equalising. For music
the grid. in heats -per-minute, makes looping
a

doddle.

Now, given a
sufficiently powerful
host computer, all that

A new multitrack virtual
mixer can be opened in its

own window with faders,

pan pots, aux sends, master
and aux return. Plug-in
effects can be inserted in
the channels or the aux. The
is
mixer can be used for simple balancing. or to bounce
down or merge tracks to a
new sample.
In addition to rodent control, there is an extensive
range of keyboard 'shortcuts' most of which are
pretty intuitive -Enter plays
the
arrangement
Space
stops and 'M' marks.
An unusual feature of the system is the ability to use it as a real -time processor. called
Warp mode in Creamware parlance.
The DSP modules supplied offer four band
parametric EQ. dynamics, spectrum analyser
and correlation, time domain effects including
a comprehensive delay and a room simulator.
Correlation is worthy of note as it not only
provides a simulation of an LED strip from
mono to 180° out of phase but also a stereo
vectorscope display which shows the distribuselected and adjusted together.
tion. Once you have learnt to interpret this, it
Audio scrub is obtained by holding the
gives far more useful information than a simcomputer's Control key and moving the
ple correlation meter or MKS PPM.
mouse while a region is selected for looping
The DSP effects can be used in a >page 18

required suitable
audio -O and software.
The advantage of the
new regime lies in the
relatively low cost of
hardware
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of w.iYs. They can be
:y)plied to samples in real time or new samples can be written with the processing built
in. The DSP effects can use a lot of processor
power in real time. In order to maximise the
number of simultaneous tracks available
rewriting samples with processing applied is a
goal option and is non -destructive to the orig>page 17 variety
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OP D

inal sample.
SOFTVARE updates to Triple DAT are
free. and there are further plug -ins
available but at extra cent. The first of
these to he released is the Firewalker suite
which has an 8 -tap chorus. flange and phase
module. 8 -band parametric EQ, a signal generator and ring modulator. dynamic transposition, metering and an EFT analyser. The
modules are attractive in appearance and

B-7

function effectively.
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just released is suite of plug -in modules
providing de- noise. de- click. de- crackle and
an 'X- citer' with sub -bass enhancer The declick and de- crackle module is controlled with
three on- screen sliders with a variety of selectable recognition and re- construction parameters. The processes can be monitored audibly
in real time, bypassed to check the effect. or
you can listen to what is being removed-this
is very useful when setting up. There is a Statistics window which gives a read out of clicks
per second removed. crackles per second

removed and the totals.
The De-noise module is of the 'noise profile' variety. Some sample profiles are provided or you can use a 'fingerprint' sample
from the material. Profiles derived using this
method can be saved for future use. On a fast
machine stereo processing can be clone in
real time. This is a processor intensive activity
so a better procedure is to fine tune the
process in real time and write the processed
material to disk off -line. A Spectral Analyser is
provided to evaluate the effect together with
similar monitoring options to the De -click
module. The other parts of this module are the
X -citer and sub -bass enhancer. Both of these
work by adding harmonics to subjectively
enhance the sound.
This is a powerful suite of tools. capable of
highly impressive results. Like any powerful
process it is possible to overdo it and produce
a ghastly noise. It needs to be used intelligently and with sensitivity for the original
material. On shoe acquaintance it will :imply
reward the time spent learning to >page 20
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Akai digital is the answer,
what was the question?
there an affordable diy<<al NI-FR that
syncs to anything at any speed with
instantaneous lock - up, has proven
reliability, records on random access Diskss,
is compatible with a wide range of products
and conforms entire programs in seconds?
41.s

There is now, the Akai DD8. A self contained 8 track disk -based
random access digital recorder which can replace existing tape
or mag machines in any film- dubbing or television production
environment. It uses an uncompressed 16 -bit linear format and
records to a user choice of Magneto Optical or removable Hard
Disks.

A single DL1500 can control up to 16 Akai digital units (any
combination of DD8, DR8, DR16 or DD1500) via Ethernet. With a
DL1500 functioning as its front end, the DD8 offers our full EDL

Akai introduced the World's first audio editor using M/O storage
in 1990 with the DD1000, and the mighty DD1500 16 track Digital
Audio Workstation is probably the world's fastest system
available, with zero loss editing via fast dedicated buttons, digital
mixing and EQ and a beatifully clear on- screen display. Now
shipping with two years worth of software development including
the unique EDL package which allows conforming of EDLs from
tape or even from Akai project disks; with this amazing feature
the DD1500 can conform entire programs in an instant from
studio recordings or rushes on disk. Since 1994, the entire
product range has been gradually expanded to provide a family
of compatible products, tried and tested. A worldwide digital

The DD8 TDIF I/O option along with the analogue i/o (balanced
on a DSUB connector) allows direct replacement of a <isting
digital MTRs; and being disk based, the DD8 provides freedom
from slow, inflexible operating methods and high mairtenance
costs. The DD8 in fact offers the ultimate flexibility of disk

standard.
The latest addition, the DD8, is the perfect ultra -reliable tool for
all professional sound recording requirements without the

endless frustrations of tape transport limitations. It's ideal for
syncing rushes, recording footsteps, foley or ADR, pre- mixing or
masterering: in fact any recording task. It will synchronise to
bi -phase or timecode in any direction or at any speed (including
slow- motion). It can be fully remote controlled via GPIO or
RS422 or even the legendary DL1500 system controller. Tracks
can be slipped, nudged, and of course there is full audio scrub.

::

...

11111111111

autoconform package and much of the extensive editing
capacity of the mighty DD1500 DAW at an extremely affordable
price level.

interchange without restriction, giving the freedom to take a disk
from a recording stage to a sound editing suite, and from a
sound editing suite to a dubbing theatre, at any stage loacing
into any compatible Akai unit. No time consuming transfer of
audio from one media format to another, thus cutting hou-s from
the work schedule. For those prefering to edit using computer
based systems, Akai has worked with Grey Matter ResponseTM
to provide DD8/DD1500 support in Mezzo Interchange fcr
MacintoshtM allowing bi- directional conversion capability
between Akai and any OMF- compatible DAW. Any conversion
between the two formats will also incorporate all nevt edi :s in an
updated file.
DD8, DD1500, DR8, DR16,

compatible, networkable
solutions.
0:43
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AKAI

DIGITAL

Akai (UK) Ltd
EMI Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate
Parkway, Hounslow Middlesex TW4 6NO
Tel 0181 897 6388 Fax 0181 759 8268

http: / /www.akai.com /akaipro
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Choose The Look You Like

Rugged Switchcraft® Jack Panels
Switchcraft's new TTP96 Series
Jack Panel (shown in photo) is built
to last. It features corrosion resistant
nickel -plated jacks, a steel frame for
superior jack life and an aluminum,
black anodized face and cable support bar. Switching arrangements
available in full normal, half normal
and open circuit. Fanned solder terminals make solder connections simple, and an offset ground terminal

makes common ground buss connection easy.
Request NPB #448 for the TTP96
Series. Call +44 (0) 1705 661579 for
product pricing and delivery.

Need a quality connection for a compact application?

We've got just your size!

The D series of Q -G® connectors offers a choice
of satin, pebbled, or black metal finish for panel or
chassis- mounting. Choose from 3 to 7 contacts or
pins with silver or gold plating. Shown above, left to
right: D3F (pebbled), D3FS (satin), D3M (pebbled)
and D3MS (satin). For black finish order D3MB or
D3FB.
Request Switchcraffs AVP -3 catalog for more information. Call +44 (0) 1705 661579 for product pricing
and delivery.

Patch Cords In 6 Colors

Switchcraft® audio patch cords feature 3- conductor .173" diameter telephone -type (T1') plugs and are
available in a variety of colors and styles. Choose
black, red, yellow, green or blue as braided or over molded; gray is available as overmolded only.
Request Switchcraffs Molded Cable Assembly and
Patch Coni Guide for details Call +44 (0) 1705 661579
for product pricing and delivery.

Durable Q -G® Audio Connectors
Switchcraft's patented tini Q-G" connectors offer the same quality as our
industry-standard full size Q-Gs, but are ideal for compact applications.
Tini Q-Gs are used in wireless and lavaliere microphones or wherever reliable compact connections are required.
Choose 3 to 6 pins /contacts.
Silver- plating is standard, gold -plating optional.
Aso
Available as cord plug, PC and panel mount
9001
Large opening in cord plug strain relief accepts cable
up to .170 inch diameter.
Black inserts.

Raytheon Electronics

Switchcraft, Inc.
c/o Raytheon Marine Europe

Anchorage Park

Switchcraft

Portsmouth PO3 5TD
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 1705 661579
FAX: +44 (0) 1705 694642

Tel:

http://wwwraytheon.com/re/swc.html
Switchcraft - Consistently Excellent Since 1946^.

Preferred by audio professionals the world over,
Switchcraft Q -G® connectors, such as the A3M.
A3MBAU A3FBAU and A3F (shown left to right),
feature unsurpassed durability with a choice of finishes and contact platings. High performance inserts
are available in Switchcraft green or black with gold plated or silver-plated contacts. A rainbow of colored
Flex reliefs also available. Solder terminals rotated
for easier access and soldering.
Request Switchcraft's AVP -3 catalog for details.
Call +44 (0) 1705 661579 for product pricing and
delivery.
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Korg Soundlink 168RC
Having avoided both death and glory for a number of years, Korg's Soundlink is now in line for a series
of significant upgrades. Dave Foister takes a look at the 168RC mixer and its outboard convertors
KORG AND YAMAHA are old adver-

saries from the days of the analogue
synthesiser, with new models and new
ideas vying for attention almost weekly. Since
then Korg has not attempted to emulate
Yamaha's major inroads into the audio market, and its equipment has not appeared
head-to-head in our area for some time.
Korg was always full of surprises though.
and the appearance of the initial offerings in
a digital audio range called Soundlink should
make the business sit up and take notice. First
out of the box is a digital mixer, the 168RC,
with applications beyond its cleverly chosen
niche market.
That market is given away by the presence
of four optical interfaces and the ADAT logo
prominently displayed on all the equipment
front panels and literature. Alesis licensing of

the format to other manufacturers was alva
an obvious v,ay of helping it penetrate the market. and in the case of the 168RC it helps Korg
build a lot of all -digital mixer at a boa price.
As the model number indicates. this is a
16- channel 8 -bus mixer. but clever onboard
patching within both the mixer and its ancillary options make it more flexible than that
might suggest. Sixteen channels of ADAT optical l -O are available simultaneously, but individual channel inputs can also be fed from
eight channels of onboard analogue to digital
conversion. All the A -D inputs are balanced,
four will accept microphones. and two have
switchable phantom power. giving a pretty
good complement for basic tracklaying.
Once inside the mixer. the signals have
access to far more facilities than the neatly
Spartan front panel would suggest. Operation

of the 168RC revolves. like other small-footprint digital desks, around a large LCD window with software- assigned knobs. On this
mixer these are not 360° continuous rotary
encoders but standard 270° pots, which as
usual seldom point where they should, but
the addition of a push switch under each and
intuitive nulling operation make this less of a
drawback than it might be. The key to getting
round the desk quickly is understanding its
various modes of operation.
The screen is big enough to cover quite a
big chunk of the mixer's signal path at a time,
partly by making use of a couple of keys to
scroll through related parameters. Even this is
more friendly than it sounds. as the size and
resolution are great enough to deal with eight
parameters at a time via the associated knobs,
and as the architecture is partly laid> page 24

Already bridging both pro-audio and high end MI applications, the Soundlink has raised its sights yet higher
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page 23 out in chunks of eight channels this
means the knobs can effectively he assigned
as all pans or all Aux 1 sends and so on. There
are enough dedicated buttons to make navigating around the screens very easy, as long as
you know what's where and where to look for
things.
The various basic modes include things like
input assignment, output routeing, send masters, aux and internal effects levels, and pan.
<
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of these brings up a screen full of controls covering the relevant parameter for several channels at once. Besides this there is a
set of displays equivalent to a single channel
strip, called up with buttons conveniently
located under the screen. One deals with EQ
and one with busing, while the third, called
I/S /P (Input -Send -Pan), handles the rest of the
functions including aux sends. These screens
will deal with the specific channel chosen by
the SELECT button above the fader.
The only controls associated with the
faders themselves are pushbuttons> page 26
Each
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Full panel detail of the 168RC

`You used

to design microphones for Brüel & Kjær.

AUSTRALIA 102) 9957 5389

AUSTRIA 102236126123

What are you doing now ?'

BELGIUM (02) 520 0827
BRAZIL

11112468166

CHILE (02) 2251848

CHINA 1.852) 24% 1788
CROATIA 1011177421

When

I

left Bruel & Klær in 1992.

it

CZECH REPUBLIC 2544173

was

DENMARK 4814 2828

to start something special. My partner

Morten Steve and

I

ESTONIA 161410313

FINLAND 1901592055

established Danish

FRANCE 101) 46 67 02 10

Pro Audio and created a business

venture with Bruel 8 Kjær We have
single aim

`Designing
microphones at
Danish Pro Audio.'

-

GERMANY IMid) (06171 4026
1

GERMANY (North) (0401 355 4230

a

to provide professional audio

GERMANY (South) 108142) 53980

(011674 8514

GREECE

engineers throughout the world with

HOLLAND 10101414 7055

professional microphone solutions

HONG KONG 2548 7486

It is a

HUNGARY

simple philosophy. but one

which we take seriously

It is

156 95 15

INDONESIA. (2118292202

the driving

IRAN 1021)

force of our development and the reason

830206

ISRAEL (031 544 1113

for our success

ITALY 10511 766648

JAPAN (03) 3779 8672

Anyone who knows anything about

KOREA (021 565 3565

microphones will confirm that Bruel 8

NEW ZEALAND 0800 774 873

NORWAY 67150270

Kjær does not lend its name lightly My

designs continue to combine

111

INDIA (22) 6335450

POLAND (022)264 912

a

clear

PORTUGAL 1011353 8331

perception of professionals' needs and
the technical ingenuity of which

SINGAPORE 7489333
SLOVAKIA 7722249

I

am

SOUTH AFRICA

proud

(011) 466 156 574

SPAIN 10312034804
SWEDEN

(0461320370

SWITZERLAND (01) 840 0144
TAIWAN 102) 713 9303

Ole Brasted Sorensen

THAILAND 10214806923
TURKEY (2121275 5960

INITED KINGDOM
ISO.

Danish
Pro
Worldwide supplier of

101811372 3170

8 CANADA 15191 745 1158

Audio'

Bruel & Kjter Microphones
Tel

24

.45 4814 2828 Fax

.45 4814 2700
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Affordable recording on CD

The Pioneer

time, for programme
editing. The price of
the Pioneer PDR -05 is
just £1,105 ex vat. When
sources like DAT or
MiniDisc are fed via
the optical digital
input, recording is
automatically started

and stopped in sync
with the source.
A standalone unit
the Marantz CDR620 at
£2,995 ex vat, supports
all main CD formats
with automatic indexing
from CD, DAT DCC and MD
sources. The SCSI -11
1.; interface allows the
'recording of large
quantities of data (up to
600Mb) in one of the standard CD
formats.

Audiowerk8

Digidesign

PDR -05 CD -R
makes CDs at the push
of a button. It can also
record one track at a

PQO
TOOLS

Emagic's Audiowerk8 is

MUSIC LAB
%/ce

líi/s ea:roi-aes.riá.raaaá .re5óoiPr-

Special deals on DAT
After negotiation with
Sony, Music Lab is offering a
special deal on the TCD-D8 portable
DAT recorder. Music Lab is offering the
TCD-D8 for only £467 ex vat (£549 incl) and
a chance to buy the virtually essential
power supply and optical digital leads, Sony TCD -D8
which normally cost £102 ex vat, for
only an extra £49 ex vat (£57.57 incl vat).
The new Sony DTCZE700 is the best value
full size machine now
on the market. With
44.1kHz analogue in,
Sonyy DTC-ZE700
opitcal I/O and coaxial
input, this machine is available at £509 ex vat (£599 incl),
a discount of £100 from the R.R.P. of £699 incl vat.

a

two input, eight output audio
card for Power Macs and PCs with
PCI slots. The board also has a
stereo digital S /PDIF output.
Bundled with Audiowerks8 is the
Virtual Multitrack Recorder
software package, which turns the
computer into a true eight track
digital machine. It also allows
playback of all eight tracks while
recording two further tracks.
Emagic Demo Day 17th April

Apple Power Mac 7300CD/200
CD (Total RAM 32 MB)Apple
Mac 1705 displayMac
keyboardDigidesign PCI ProTools 111
Core SystemDigidesign 882
PCI 'Kingston RAM DIMM 16Mb
Seagate Ultra Barracuda 2Gb ex HD
LS500 E\ VA
16 /2Gb

I

Pro Tools systems from Music Lab are
packages that work from day one.

TripleDAT is PC audio power
Developed
by

Creamw @re, TripleDAT
is a package that turns
a P90 PC or above
into a Hard Disk
workstation, that works.
Not only that, it has
impressive and powerful software

MOO

Digidesign Pro Tools Ill
and Apple 7300/200 CD

for sound recording editing,
mixing and Red Book
mastering to CD.
For a modest £1097.88 ex
vat (£1290 incl VAT), this
system is probably the only
pratical HD choice for PC users
who want a minimum investment
in additional hardware.

Multitrack hardware systems

Panasonic

V3800

Sony PCM 7040 T/C

The best in outboard
n extensive

ange of the most
desirable outboard is available from stock at Music
Lab.

This

includes the
Roland SRV330
reverb and
the SDE330
delay. Both
units have
Roland's own
3D Spatial
Simulator,

and can
otherwise
be almost impossible to
obtain without lengthy
lead times.

The Neve 33609C
compressor along with
units from Drawmer, BSS,
Kiark Teknik and TL
Audio are
regular
inclusions
in the Music Lab
inventory.
,

Also

available:
ART,

Ensoniq,
Focusrite,
Lexicon
Digitech,
Joemeek,
Studer, and
Yamaha - and all leading
brands.

Microphone selection
Save £375 on the
AKG C414ULS
Tascam DA-88

Akai DR-16

Fostex D-80

Ales

:

ADAT XT

Phone 0171 388 5392 Fax 0171 388 1953
72.74 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY, Opposite Euston Station

The AKG C414ULS
condensor, a low
noise large capsule
classic, is available
at an incredible
limited offer price
of only £680 ex vat
(£799 inc). Thats a
discount of £375.
This offer is limited and on a first
come first served basis.

More than £1,000
off Neumann
M149 tube mic
We only have a
handful of these
world class units
available for
£2382 ex vat
(£2799 incl vat), as

against the suggested selling
price of £3233 ex
vat (£3799 incl
vat). Please call to
reserve.

And it soon becomes clear just how much
there is to control. Basic as it looks. the 168RC
has 3 -hand EQ on all channels. with fullyparametric mid hand, and four aux sends, all
individually switchable pre or post. Two of
these feed separate onboard effects processors which would be worth putting in a box
in their own right.
The EQ has swept low and high hands and
variable Q on its swept mid, and has a

The system takes a
moment or two to get used
to, but is well enough
thought through that it
quickly becomes
comfortable to use
The 168RC offers optional convertors, as shown here

page 24 for Solo, Mute and Select; there are
no knobs, all variable functions being
adjusted on -screen with the aforementioned
eight controls. The display always shows the
current value of a parameter, which of course
will rarely correspond to the physical position
of the knob. If the knob is moved so that it
passes through the stored value it takes control for further adjustment, and it can also he

and some settings which might require rotary
switches on a conventional desk are selected
by rotating the knob. Scroll buttons beside the
screen select which row of displayed controls
is active, and clear highlighting on screen
leaves no doubt as to what will happen when
a control is moved. The system takes a
moment or two to get used to, but is well
enough thought through that it quickly
becomes comfortable to use and flipping
around between functions becomes pretty

<

pressed to make the value jump immediately
to match the physical position. Toggle switch
functions are operated by pushing the knobs,

intuitive.

Analog & Digital

A2 -D

Audio Measurement System

smoothness across the spectrum akin to analogue. A range of ±12áB on each hand gives
more than adequate control, and the overlapping frequency bands allow both gentle tailoring and corrective treatments. If further
tonal control is required then one of the
effects processors may come in to play, as a
versatile graphic EQ is one of no less than 31
basic algorithms on offer.
Of course. the effects section does various
reverb types and delay related effects, and it
also offers combinations such as reverb and
chorus as well as gates, limiter -> page 28

The affordable instrument
Designed to meet the challenges
of tomorrow's testing needs
Analog & Digital
Generator and Analyzer
User friendly front panel
Stand -alone or remote
control via RS-232 or
IEEE -48.

Portable

.271S'5.

We

,,,*. +`s

"

.

set the standard in making audio testing AFFORDABLE

NCI Liechtenstein

NCI GmbH

NEUTRIK Instrumentation Inc.

Division of NEUTRIK AG
9494 Schaan

93051 Regensburg

Montreal

Genoay
CanadMISA
Phone +41 75 237 24 24 Phone +49 941 920 57 0
Phone +1 800 661 63 88
Fax
+41 75 232 53 93 Fax
+49 941 920 57 57 Fax
+1 514 344 52 21

26

NEUTRIK CORTEX INSTRUMENTS
AUDIO ANALYZERS +PSYCHOACOUSTICS
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Your Ear Is Our Judge
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Design" based on the ICs NJM 4580 guarantees
unbeatable audio performance. The MX 3282 gives
you 24 channels with discrete microphone preamps, 3-band EQs with parametric mids and low cut filters, as well as 4 stereo channels with 4 -band
EQs. All channels feature 8 aux sends (pre /post
switchable), -20dB/ peak LEDs, SOLO/PFL and
mute functions plus full routing facilities to 8 subgroups. 4 stereo returns, a 2 -track input, an
onboard talkback section and a robust 100 W
external power supply complete the MX 3282's
catalogue of professional features.

until the show begins! You've spent endless
nights rehearsing with the band, gone through
every step of the stage performance again and
again in your mind's eye and done everthing to
achieve perfect sound. The mixing console has
become the heart of your equipment. For your
stage and studio work you've got high expectations
about sound, flexibility and reliability - there's no
room for compromise. We listened to you.
The EURODESK MX 3282 is a true 8 -bus console
using the ultimate low- noise" technology in the
world. Our exclusive "Ultra -Low Impedance
...

149900 nci.VAT

Like all Behringer units, the MX 3282 is
manufactured in ccmpliance with the stringent ISO
9000 standard. Of course we use nothing but best quality components, such as those made by
Panasonic etc. Does any other manufacturer grant
you a warranty of up to 5 years?
Easy sound check standing Dvations, crystal-clear
recordings, perfect mixdown, best -selling CDs.
All you need is jus: one console - the MX 3282.
It's been hard work. And now success is yours!

'Unlike other mixers which use industry standard operational amplifiers of type 4560, all Behringer mixers are exclusively equipped
with the superior type NJM 4580, for the highest level of quiet musical audio performance.
Get more information about the EURODESKS and the Interactive World of Behringer! Hotline: +49(0)2154- 920666 Internet http:f /www.behringer.de

C BEHRINGER Spezielle Studiotechnik GmbH
@ BEHRINGER

UK Ltd. Tel. +44 1483

G BEHRINGER

France S.A.R.L. Tel. +33 4

0 BEHRINGER

Espana S.L. Tel. +34 (9)

-

Tel. +49

45 8877. Fax
-

1

-

(0)2154 -92 06 0. Fax
45 8822

7804 4416. Fax
766 1398. Fax

1

-

7804 4429

383 5052

-

BEHRINGER AG Tel +41 (0)56

42 85 23
',

o

BEHRINGER Benelux b

-

250 4454, Fax

-

250 4456

(0) 73

-

513 0000. Fax

v. Tel. +31

Lv, SAMSON Technologies Corp. +1

-

NET

513 0778

516 364 2244. Fax 516 364 3888
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panning and even
channels for ganged stereo operation. The
rotary speaker and guitar amplifier simulation.
memory facilities go much further still, howThe vast majority of these are at least in the
ever, as 100 complete desk setups can be
same league as the kind of outboards to be
stored as snapshots. The analogue sections
expected in this price
are excluded from this,
bracket, and the reverbs
hut virtually everything
in particular are smooth
else can be stored for
and controllable. All the
instant recall. The faders
UK: Korg, 9 Newmarket Court,
algorithms have just the
Kingston. Milton Keynes MK10 AU.
are not motorised, but
right number of adjustable
levels are recalled with a
Tel: +44 1908 857100.
parameters, giving comsnapshot and simple null
Fax: +44 1908 857199.
prehensive user control
LEDs help with a physical
US: Korg, 316 South Service Road,
without the risk of getting
Melville, NY 11747 -3201.
control reset if it is
bogged down. Again the
needed. MIDI programs
Tel: +1 516 393 8520.
big screen helps, as it
can be used to recall
E -mail: soundtracs @korgusa.com
shows several elements of
effects patches, EQ seteach effect at once and
tings and complete desk
allows simultaneous adjustment of up to eight
soups. but again that's only part of the story;
at a time.
every control on the desk transmits and
Fifty effects settings from either processor
receives MIDI controller data and so the
can be stored in memory, as can 30 EQ
whole thing can be dynamically automated
curves; the EQ can also be paired across
with an external sequencer-assuming you've

nu, nor Selma:11U SI'S-122

no other

microphone
listens
like a

SoundField

Conventional studio microphones
SoundField SPS422

uses

use one or sometimes two capsules

four. These are arranged in

a precise

-

the

tetrahedral array,

or

\

SO`UNDFIELD

collecting sound from a three -dimensional field at a single point in space.

Reaching far beyond the capabilities of normal microphones, the

SPS422

is a complete system in its own right. From the control room - the

mum listening position

-

via the

all microphone parameters

opti-

CHARLOTTE STREET BLSNESS CENTRE
CHARLOTTE STREET

can be adjusted

It' processor to create 'wide image' effects.

WAKEFIELD
WEST YORKS

WFI !UN

EN'GLAN'D

Neither the microphone or musician need move whilst you produce the ultimate

create 'wrap

28

'big' vocal sound, spread

a

around' acoustic guitars

-

piano

TELEPHONE: to) 1924

201089

FACSLVIE: (0) 1924 201618

across the whole stereo picture, or

the accuracy

of response

is

breathtaking.

laA,.y..wum.A
w,. vit Ain Hormrp,od,..mg& /*NI lea
u11

.

got seven or eight MIDI channels to spare.
Alternatively, NRPN (Non -Registered Parameter Number) control can be used, which
should avoid conflicts with other devices on
the same MIDI channel at the expense of
being more memory hungry.
Further expansion, or interfacing to equipment other than ADAT recorders, is possible
with matching outboard convertors, both A-D
and D-A convertors. Both connect to the opti-

There will no doubt be
further add -ons from Korg,
and in the mean time of
course anybody else's ADAT
accessories, such as Alesis'
own AES -EBU interface and
the like, should work happily
with the desk. There are also
many workstations which
use ADAT interfaces for
multichannel digital I -O, and
the 168RC could make a
very useful front end
for such a system
cal 8- channel digital ports, and the A -D unit
effectively doubles up the desk's built -in analogue inputs. A useful twist is that it avoids
hogging an ADAT port all to itself by having
its own optical input on the back, and allowing pairs of channels from this source to he
routed through to its outputs in place of the
analogue inputs by means of front panel
switches. Effectively then it sits between an
ADAT machine and the desk inputs, substituting analogue channels when needed.
The D-A box similarly expands the desk's
capabilities. As it stands the 168RC has stereo
outputs in analogue and SPDIF forms, analogue monitor outputs, and analogue feeds
from the two undedicated aux sends. Besides
this, any of the eight group buses and the two
effect send buses can be sent to one of the
digital ports, and the D-A allows these to be
delivered in analogue form.
There will no doubt be further add -ons
from Korg, and in the mean time of course
anybody else's ADAT accessories, such as Ale sis' own AES-EBU interface and the like,
should work happily with the desk. There are
also many workstations which use ADAT
interfaces for multichannel digital I -O, and the
168RC could make a very useful front end for
such a system.
I found the 168RC quick to learn and flexible in use, and even pressed it into service
for a small PA where its memories and

onboard effects sped the job up considerably. In conjunction with an ADAT machine
recording and mixing were fast and intuitive
and showed the desk to be a good deal
more grown up and professional than its
price and modest appearance would suggest. Its target is different from Yamaha's but
it hits it just as accurately.
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MPX

1

Mult pie Processor

2SD
Multi -FX With No Compromise
Effects blocks include Pitch, Chorus,

Ask anybody in the music industry

who makes the best reverbs and Lexicon

will

be the only name you

will

EQ.

IPR-OiC-E

hear.

111

a

extremely powerful, but very simple.

true multi- effects unit. The

The professional features and stun-

MPX1 has a multiple processor FX archi-

tecture which features two independent

microprocessors

-

proprietary

the

Lexichip II for the world's best reverbs

(including Lexicon's unique ambience

ning sonic performance of the MPX1 are

separate DSP chip for

designed for the recording and live sound

algorithm), and

a

multiple effects. There is never

a

compro-

mise in reverberation programs, even in
the most complex multi- effects programs.

-

can configure up to five stereo effects
arranged in any order you like. editing is

The MPX1 combines these fantastic

reverbs into

Delay, Modulation and Reverb. You

engineer

- as

well as the musician and

performer.
The MPX

1

sets

a

new standard in

art**. ow
-

E

multiple
r/4" b
p with both

Balanced
5/PDIF

FX. It is

everything you want, and

XLR's;

I/0

everything you would expect to hear.

Heard In All The Right Placea

Digital

Check out true Multiple Processor FX for yourself at your authorised Lexicon Dealer today
Tel: 0171 624 6000

Fax: 0171 372 6370

Internet:: http:/ /www.stirlingaudio.com

e -mail:

sales @stirlingaudio.com

FX

oüt of this world
1

control

- at your fingertips

Appearance is of major importance in today's highly competitive
market. Control knobs provide much of your customers vital first
perception and you can trust Re'an knobs to deliver the distinctive
style needed to give your product the competitive edge.

help with your specific requirements, so why not call them today
and find out how your product will benefit from the many features
of control knobs manufactured by Re'an.

The current range of collet L. control knobs manufactured by
Re'an is the result of 25 years continual development and

experience gained supplying the pro -audio industry. Latest plastic
moulding and production techniques ensures tightest possible
tolerances, consistently high standards and allows us to offer
highly competitive prices.

Main Factory:
Springhead Enterprise Park, Northfleet, Kent DAI 8HB
Telephone: +44 (0( 1474 328807 Facsimile: +44 (0( 1474 320285
1

Our team of skilled engineers and design staff are ready now to

SSL Altimix
"i

Zenon Schoepe delivers an exclusive preview of SSL's latest digital postproduction digital system, the
Altimix, which combines Axiom generation mixing and processing with advanced editing and a picture
capability hitherto not seen on a DAW
LAUNCHED at the Munich AES, SSL's
Altimix is just the latest in what has been
a run of products from the company that
in less than two years has produced the
Axiom large -scale digital desk, the flagship
analogue G Plus Special Edition, the smaller
Aysis Axiom derivative and now this, an addition to what the company has now dubbed its
A-Series digital products range.
This A- Series business is important because
it signifies a different generation of technology derived from the Axiom and distinct from
that found in the Scenaria -OmniMix family but
analogies are apparent. Altimix is the audio
for video post accompaniment to the Axiom
and Aysis which establishes the traditional SSL
family approach higher up the ladder than
that started by the ScreenSound-ScenariaOmniMix clan.
While OmniMix has interfacing to the
routeing systems of Axiom and Aysis, Altimix
is different in employing the same hard disk
audio and introduces hard disk video from
DiskTrack rather than from OmniMix's Vision Track. Compatibility for OmniMix in this new
A- Series is not complete but is upwards compatible as they will take the former's desk and
sound files and can bring these into the
Altimix together with certain reduced ele-

ments of the automation.
Altimix uses Axiom mixer technology and
processing which in itself was a development
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of OmniMix but has extra features. To take
OmniMix as the specific example, this was
designed primarily as 5.1 surround system,
Axiom and Aysis are capable of 7.1 as indeed
is Altimix but the Axiom and Aysis have panning that is based on XY without the motion
tracking that OmniMix has. Altimix has XY
automated Axiom -type panning and also the
motion tracking panning found on OmniMix.
The new system is aimed at fulfilling post production duties within a networked Axiom Aysis equipped operation, particularly
broadcast, with full interchange of audio and
automation data or for facilities that want
something new and are prepared to pay the
extra premium that Altimix asks over a comparable OmniMix. However, its important to
stress that Altimix replaces nothing and SSL's
existing product range remains current.
It was Scenaria that introduced hard disk based video as a revolutionary concept to the
audio mixing stage allowing for simple cut
editing and insertion of black on its Vision Track. A key enhancement that Altimix brings
in this department is cut and paste video editing albeit without crossfades and anything
else fancier than this. However, it does allow
the producer or director to sit behind the console and move scenes around with the audio
editor and formulate an edit, then walk off
with an EDL to do it in best while the audio
engineer gets on with the mixing and finishes,

hopefully. even before the picture process is
completed and without having to wait for a
picture edit to work to.

It was Scenaria

that introduced hard disk-based video as a
revolutionary concept to
the audio mixing stage
allowing for simple cut
editing and insertion of
black on its VisionTrack.
A key enhancement
that Altimix brings in this
department is cut and paste
video editing albeit without
crossfades and anything
else fancier than this
The recording quality of the video is variable through compression from -t:l to 50:1
and this picture quotient in Altimix is resides
as a video part of DiskTrack and is an inherent part of the system, you can't> page 32
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controls and fader on even channel arranged
as two banks on the 24 moving faders. Another
panel takes care of the business of selecting
sources to the channels from DiskTrack.
Every channel has EQ and dynamics and is
totally automated and this processing can also
he fixed on a clip basis. Each of the processing sections have displays which show the
curve settings for the EQ and dynamics in
addition to value indications near the relevant
knobs and there's a control for every function.
Like OmniMix, but unlike Axiom, Altimix
allows EQ to be applied to a group master
with a consequent and relative adjustment
made to the group's constituent channels.
EQ is identical to that on the Axiom, 4 full range hands, as is the dynamics and
there's a preset library of settings. These
presets and the desk's snapshots can be
used to write mix data to the automation.
Solid State Logic
In pan mode, the pan pots operate as
Begbroke, Oxford 0x5 1RH, UK.
XY controls and as with Axiom the pan
Tel: +44 1865 842 300.
point can be picked up and moved
SSL Altimix makes significant leaps in surround control and automato
Fax: +44 1865 842 118.
around. Pan controllers can also access
each channel's eight auxes but they can
< page 31 buy one without it, although you
ScreenSound
also be addressed from the channel
can par the amount you buy. The basic sysediting and how
Solid State Logic
faders (a la 02R) with the two controllers
tem has three 1Ghyte disks of video storage.
Altimix operates
Tel: +1 212 315 1111.
combined for stereo aux sending.
The system's constituent parts are the control
+1 213 463 4444.
is that the former
The console has 32 mix buses and in
surface. 48 -track
DiskTrack. an audio
was
designed
common with Axiom you can route to
processor plus SSL's RIO concept of -O
with the concept
any of these in four stems. Precisely
blocks. The conventional configuration is for
of a working disk
Solid State Logic
how you do this is up to you but the
48 recording -editing -type tracks and 48 mixof 16 editable
Tel: +81 1 3 5474 1144.
implementation veers heavily towards
ing channels. Four serial machine control
with
channels
established film mixing arrangements for
ports and a slaving option take care of syn8 -track simultanesurround applications. External source
chronisation duties.
ous playback. In OmniMix if you the want to
switching is comprehensive and insert send
How Altimix differs on an operational and
put something on another channel of the sysand returns for Dolby or other surround propresentation level to OmniMix is most intertem it involves a copy process but Altimix is
cessing devices is included.
esting. The key structural
not restricted in this
Like Axiom and Aysis, Altimix has built -in
difference is related to
manner. It can also edit
effects processing but it has an insert concept
the editing which is peracross all 48 tracks does
that is interesting and all its own. Each chanformed directly on screen
not restrict viewing to 24
nel has access to an insert send before or after
Like
and displays the audio on
tracks on screen, the
the fader gain, however, the insert return
the system including
Aysis, Altimix
-in user is free to time zoom doesn't have to be mono it can be up to
crossfades
and
clip
and arrange tracks as
8 channels. To explain this, it helps if you
it
names and with the video
required.
regard the pan that is applied to the mix
on the left hand side.
The editing of video is
busses of the system as being made up of
This means that the audio
subject
to
similar
eight faders each sending to an individual buss
that is being edited is
is
all processes as those with and it is at this point that 8- channels of return
directly integrated into
with
audio
albeit
can come in under overall control of the chanits
the mixer itself and,
reduced
functionality
nel fader but under the influence of the
unlike the ScreenSound
and focuses on SSL's picselected panning characteristic. Neat or what?
arrangement of OmniMix.
ture activity scrolling disApplications with the internal effects are o lwiwhat you see on the
play. Edit groups can be
ous particularly as the system can mn 8-channel
screen is the audio that
specified for locking
reverhs with crass processing algorithms but you
you're actually mixing
audio to video and vice
could also bring in 8-channels from a DA-88, for
and there is no need to
versa so with surround
example. on one fader. Very clever.
transfer it anywhere else
sound in mind and an 8There are a total of 48 effects processors but
it
to work on it. You can
channel premix being
these don't not have to be dedicated to chan8
pull up waveform discut to a new picture edit,
nels and can be assigned according to need.
plays. there are a host of
for example, a set of
The impact of Altimix is by definition not
editing features and
going to be as enormous as the appearance of
channels can be assigned
emphasis has been put
to an edit group in
Scenaria was some years ago simply because
on allowing editing to be
which any function is
the precedent has now been set and any
performed two-handed using the keyboard
applied to all of them simultaneously as
improvements and enhancements of the new
and the pen and tablet. Altimix also implewould be the case when moving atmos tracks
system are now likely to be judged above
ments what are effectively macro pen strokes
around to a picture cut.
those of the OmniMix rather than above
to perform specific functions and routines.
The desk's control surface panels can be
ground zero. This is short changing the new
Recording is non destructive and editing
moved around in a similar manner to Axiom
arrival which by any standard is quite remarkfunctions are a reorganisation of the order of
and Aysis allowing the edit screen and tablet
able. It makes significant leaps in surround
data on the hard disk every time an edit or
interface to he placed centrally for editing
control and automation while the extra picture
copy is performed, the system creates a new
heavy environments or to the side if its mixing
editing functions qualifies it as the perhaps the
edit layer which can be unpicked in addition
that will be performed most frequently. The 48
best equipped audio product to kick hack
to an unpeel function for retrieving pieces of
channels of the mixer are accessed through
against the increasing number of picture sysdeleted clips. A major difference between
two EQ panels, two dynamics processors. pan
tems with rudimentary audio facilities.
1

Axiom and
has built

effects processing hut
has an insert concept
that interesting and
own. Each channel
has access to an insert
send before or after the
fader gain, however, the
insert return doesn't
have to be mono can
be up to channels
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LESSING PURITY WITH THE PP10
T HE EQUIVALENT

A

OF

OVER

30 QUALITY OUTBOARD DEVICES

ih

approach to audio processing
M ORE

FOR YOUR

-

universally acclaimed for its sonic purity. A unique

IN A SINGLE SYSTEM

i.

The Penny & Giles Audio Multiprocessor System

MONEY THAN A HOST

OF DEDICATED PRODUCTS

24 -BIT RESOLUTION

-

delivering

exceptional transparency, accuracy and clarity. The
system's software -based processors can be used

SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR RECORDING, BROADCAST,

single patch, and on multiple
channels if required, with the ability to save and

POST-PRODUCTION AND LIVE PERFORMANCE

recall all settings.

many times in

a

I

rnnivla:..ln;

fl7lIR7

ita%

AUDIO MULTI PIOCLSSOR

PP

10

D IGITAL STEREO AS STANDARD, CAPABLE OF EXPANSION TO

16 CHANNELS

i

Construct processor chains and signal routes with
complete freedom of choice, selecting the optimum

blend of processors for each application. More
power, more control and more potential. Access a
new sphere of digital audio with the complete
multichannel processing system from Penny & Giles.

2 0- OR 18 -BIT ANALOGUE OPTIONS

R EMOTE CONTROL OPTIONS

The range of Pythagoras Audio Software currently supports

separate audio 'paths. It can access

8

over 30 separate processor types

and allows you to construct

t? .

chains of processors in each
channel.

MMr-

EXPANDERS

BRICKV'WALL LIMITERS

EXPANDER/GATES

»DUCKERS

10 -CUT FILTERS

»CROSSFADES

*PARAMETRIC

Contact us now for

a

EQs

brochure pack, copies of press reviews, and

full details of the latest Pythagoras Audio Software packages.

Penny & Giles Studio Equipment Ltd
Units 35/36, Nine Mile Point Industrial Estate,
Cwmfelinfach, Ynysddu, Newport, Gwent NP1 7JB, UK
Tel: +44 (011495 202024
Fax: +44 (011495 202025

Penny & Giles Incorporated
2716 Ocean Park Boulevard, # 1005, Santa Monica
CA 90405, USA
Tel: +1 (310) 393 0014
Fax: +1 (3101 450 9860
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The Best System Starts
1BL has

with the Best Parts.

more experience in designing and budding transducers for

professional studio monitors than any other company

in the

industry.

We not only use the latest engineering and design equipment, but

also the most important test device of all, the human ear. We

believe in physics, not fads, so while other companies pick parts off

somebody else's shelf, we create our components from scratch. And
by utilizing more than 50 years of experience in transducer design,

we create the perfect transducer for each system.
P

E
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F

E

C

T

I
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N
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Multi- Radial Design - An
Ideal Solution to a Complex Problem.
Combining individual transducers into
Reference .'.'aror
6208 BL- +nplified

a

system

is a

delicate balance of acoustics, electronics and architecture. Our exclusive

Multi- Radial baffle

is

contoured to bring the drivers into perfect align-

ment, so the high and low frequencies reach your ears simultaneously.
This reduces time smear for a smooth transition between the low and

high frequency drivers. In addition, the gently rounded edges of the

6208 provide controlled dispersion and balanced power response.
That means even off -axis, you will hear an accurate representation with

wide stereo separation and on immense depth of field.

Gold/Titanium Hybrid Dome.
By mating the materials to

large magnetic structure,

a

the 6208 can produce extremely flat frequency response

and low distortion for hours of fatigue-free listening.JBL pioneered the
use of the light but rigid gold /titanium hybrid construction to provide

transient response that

a

is

quick and precise for pinpoint accuracy.

Shielded Drivers for Flexible Placement.
JBL shields all of the drivers so you can place the

6208 right next

to your audio workstations without interaction. Gone are the days of

compromised monitor placement in your producfion environment.

Why Bi- Amplification?

LL
It's

o

simple fact,

a

speaker produces the most accurate sound.
Each of the

6208's two amplifiers

We played

just about every

separate amp for each

is

designed to reproduce the assigned frequeii
cies. And by combining the amplifiers inside

type of instrument
through these
speakers and they
reproduced it with
flying colors."

the cabinet, you improve the amplifier's

ability to control the speaker it's driving for
controlled low end punch.

Active Crossovers
Provide Accurate Response Tailoring.
By

carefully tailoring each amplifier's performance to the response

characteristics of the drivers, you get the most faithful reproduction

possible. By using active crossovers, power

-..

The passive

4200 Series
provides
accurate,
natural and
powerful
value for
about S400
per pair.
AWARD WINNER

is

not robbed by passive

components like inductors
and resistors. The result is

z
bo

clear, accurate sound at the

highest levels.

:18L
PROFESSIONAL

RADIO WORLD MAGAZRIE

COOL STUFF AWARD WINNER
NAB 1995

Technical Excellence
8 Creativity

H A Harman International Company
8500 Balboa Iladewrd, Norlhidpe, CA 91329

USA

Three in-ear
SENNHEISER

HAS

REVEALED a

channel

switchable in-ear radio monitor system called
the EK 3052 -U which is a miniature UHF stereo
receiver system, featuring Pa-controlled
switchability over 16 frequencies. Proprietary
HiDynplus noise reduction circuitry provides a
110dB SN ratio, an onboard volume control .
incorporates a cover to prevent accid
adjustment while the small size and G,
weight 130g induding battery-of the unit
an adjustable clip, ensures that the receiver is
easy and convenient to wear during live performance. Power is supplied by two AA cells
or an optional accumulator pack. LCD status
indicators include low battery power warning.
The SR 3054 -U is a single- channel stereo
UHF transmitter and the SR 3056 -U a dual

channel stereo transmitter, both for use with
the EK 3052 -U stereo miniature receiver
belt -pack. The units are designed around
Sennheiser's PLL -controlled RF frequency
switchability, with 16 programmable transmission frequencies on each transmitter.
These units incorporate the same RF operational reliability, robust construction and
ease of operation as any of the company's
radio microphone system. Prominent LCD
read -outs show selected frequency, RF output power and signal deviation information.
The 1U-high rackmount units are supplied
with built -in power supply and can be easily configured for multichannel operation.
Shure has joined the in-ear monitoring
crew with its Personal Stereo Monitors
(PSMs) and particularly the PSM600 series is
divided into two packages. The P6HWE1 is
the hard wired version, made up of P6HW
belt -pack receiver, El universals with foam
earpieces (with ten replacements), interconnect cables (dual XLR to LEMO), 9V battery,
earpiece cleaning tool and a plastic carrying
case. Wireless needs are catered for by the
P6TRE1, with P6T rack mountable transmitter, P6R belt -pack receiver, El universals
and foam earpieces (plus replacements), '/f
wave antenna, power cable (1EC) for P6T,
9V battery, cleaning tool and carry case.
Both versions have three listening modes:
mono, stereo and MixMode.
RCF has also released an in -ear monitoring system, the TX500 IEM, which comprises
the TX501 Track transmitter and the TX501 R
portable receiver.
Designed to deliver high power into the ear
piece, rated at 120dB, the system has an automatic limiter for excessive volume. The earpieces themselves are made from non -allergic
silicone and are designed to eliminate auricular occlusion by using acoustic transparency.
The transmitter works with a carrier freon the VHF
range of
quency
173MHz- 240MHz, with seven pairs of frequencies available. It is a FM system with an
audio transmission bandwidth of 40Hz to
40kHz. The unit is powered by 12V AC -DC
current and is 45x150x485mm weighing
900g. The receiver is 30x120x7Omm and
weighs 150g. Audio output is via a 3.5mm
jack socket. Power comes from a 9V hattery
Sennheiser, Germany.
Tel: -49 51 30 600 366.
Shure Brothers, US. Tel: +1 847 866 2200.
RCF' Italy: Tel: +39 522 354111.
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LA Audio 4x42
Competition between the multitude of current dynamics outboard
processors is fierce. But the 4x4 has features that make it worth
a closer look, as Rob James reports

I

quency conscious compression. In the signal
a crowded corner of the market, the LA
path the filter determines which frequencies
Audio 4x4= is far from being another 'me
too' dynamics box. As well as offering the will be compressed, the rest passing unaffected. I found this to work well with percususual compression and gating functions, the
sive sounds allowing control of high energy
4x4 makes frequency-conscious compression
bass components while retaining the high freand gating considerably less of chore than
quency transients. With the filter in high -pass,
most such units. The process set is a combide- essing can be accomplished without
nation of two independent soft -knee compresdulling the sound.
sors, noise gates and pairs of high -pass and
The pairs of high -pass and low -pass filters
low -pass filters. The fun starts when you comcan he used independently of the expander bine the building blocks. There are two further
compressor (but only unbalanced) or
filters, switchable between low -pass and high switched to Internal. In this mode there are
pass, associated with the compressor sections.
two options selected by the SNR (selective
For an analogue unit, the 4x4= packs a lot in
noise reduction) switch. With the switch out,
and its 1U-high, shallow -depth rack case. The
the filters are in the side chain and allow
front panel knobs run across the bottom of the
modification of the frequency spectrum
unit with the buttons in a row above the indicator LEDs and gain reduction hargraphs at the
top. The rear panel has XLRs for the 1-0 to the
compressor and gate sections. The filter and
side chain -0 is unbalanced and on ring send,
tip return, '1. -inch jacks. The key input is balanced but on a '/. -inch jack. Having three different permutations of audio connector is rather
irritating, but given the real estate available on
the 4x48, presents a reasonable compromise.
The 4x42's processing is based on discrete
FETs which, the British manufacturer claims,
result in processing of a more 'musical' nature
than ICs. l am inclined to agree; there is something slightly less clinical and more seductive
about the overall sound of this unit as compared to IC- based designs. I am not so convinced that this architecture is a suitable
substitute for valves, however. The characteristic sound is another colour in the palate, not
digital nor valve, nor IC analogue.
The Channel 1 and Channel 2 gate and
compressor sections have identical controls as
do the pairs of filters which are grouped with
which will activate the gate. In SNR mode
the expander sections. The inputs to the com(switch in) the filters determine the frequency
pressors can either be external or from the
envelope which will be passed by the gate
gate outputs. There is a single STEREO UNK
when closed. This works in conjunction with
switch in the middle of the unit which links
the RANGE control, thus if there is background
the Range, Attack and Release sections of the
material which you wish to retain at reduced
gates and the THRFSHOLI), RATIO, ATTACK and
level in addition to LF or HF noise which you
RELEASE controls of the compressors. The other
want to remove, you can set the filters to
controls remain active. The linked functions
remove the unwanted HF
are operated from Channel 1.
and LF and set the RANGE
The gate attack is switched
control to retain the wanted
between either Fast or Auto.
SCV London
part of the signal. When the
This works well for music
6 -24 Southgate Road,
gate is closed the unwanted
applications but for speech
London N1 3JJ, UK.
parts are gated completely
found myself juggling of the
Tel: +44 171 923 1892.
and the wanted spectrum
various controls to avoid
Fax: +44 171 241 3644.
reduced by the amount set
clipping the beginnings of
Web: www.scvlondon.co.uk.
by the RANGE pot.
words. Compressor attack is
E -mall: export @scvlondon.co.uk
The 4x42 is a real problem
selectable Slow or Fast and
solver and a versatile creative
works well in practice-and
tool. The onboard filters make sidechain
presents one less pot to fine tune. The compressor filter sections can he switched manipulation easy without lots of boring
external patching.
between the sidechain (Normal) and the signal
If you want real `smack in the face' bass from
path (Half). Another switch selects whether
unpromising sources or to wreak magical transthe filter is to operate in high -pass or low -pass
formations on drum tracks, give it a try. And if
mode. In the sidechain the filter determines
the hand of frequencies which will cause com- you have feedback problems or excessive sibipression of the whole signal -that is, fre- lants on vocals it will help with these as well.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Neumann TLM50
When it comes to creating a modern classic, few microphone
manufacturers have an historical resource to match that of Georg
Neumann as Dave Foister reports
w microphone companies

more

60v to 23V rather than by attenuating the pre-

aware of their heritage than Neumann, but
then few have as much heritage of which

amp, and the manual points out that this has
a very slight effect on the acoustic impedance
of the air space behind the diaphragm and
therefore on the HF response.
In the best Neumann tradition the TLM50
comes with a pivoting stand mount incorporating the XLR connector, and it also has a cable
hanger assembly provided as standard. The

are

to be aware.
Now we have the TLM50, an important new
model which also harks back to the classics
but in a completely different way. The TLM
designation places it clearly in context; this
microphone has modem transformerless solid state circuitry from the FET100 family, and
belongs with models like the TLM170 and
TLM193, neither of which has any specific
associations with the 1950s.
But the TLM50 does; the numeric part of its
name deliberately links it to the M50. The M50
ranks as a classic alongside the M49, but is a
markedly different microphone. It is a dedicated omni, with a capsule assembly purpose built for optimum omnidirectional behaviour,
and it is this capsule concept that reappears in
the TLM50.
Many people's only experience of omni
operation is the omni setting on a multi -pattern microphone. Since this works by summing the outputs of two back -to -back
cardioids it inherits any off-axis frequency
response characteristics of those cardioids,
and often ends up more oval than circular at
higher frequencies. A dedicated pressure
microphone produces its omnidirectional output from a single diaphragm, and while it is
hard to design out all the deviations from perfect omni response those deviations will be
less significant than the compromises of the
multipattern microphone, and of a different
Inside the TLM5O- accuracy and personality
nature. Neumann's approach with this venerable capsule design is markedly different from
whole package, complete with wooden box, is
most of the others.
very much vintage Neumann and the kit is
The single nickel foil diaphragm is 12mm
admirably comprehensive and well presented.
across and is set in the surface of a sphere of
And so is the sound. Many people see
40mm diameter. The UM 50's windshield basomnis as only having disadvantages for genket is sufficiently thinly lined to allow this curieral studio use, assuming their failure to reject
ous device to he clearly visible. The
spill rules them out for multi -mic work. Their
lightweight foil construction-the diaphragm
advantages, including HF extension, lack of
is only 2.25pm thick
not unusual in omni
proximity effect and relatively uncoloured spill
microphones and partly explains the fact that
pickup, often outweigh the disadvantages.
most have an unusually extended HF response
The increase in spill can be compensated for
and good transient perforby getting in closer without the
mance. The spherical mounting
usual trade -offs and has much
is much less common, and is
less influence on the overall
Georg Neuma nn
designed to improve the diffracsound anyway, and the TLM50
011enhauerstr asse 98,
tion around the assembly and
shows this off well. Its sound is
D- 13403, Be din, Germany.
the pressure build -up behaviour
remarkably convincing and
Tel: +49 30 4 1 77 2424.
in front of the diaphragm. The
open, and it scored highly with
Fax: +49 30 41 77 2450.
results on paper show less varia group of vocalists who heard
UK: Sennhelser
ation in the omni pattern with
it compared with much more
Tel: +44 149 4 551551."
frequency.
familiar microphones. Those
Fax: +44 1494 551550.
Obviously there is no polar
looking for a microphone with
US: Sennhels er
pattern control, but there
a complete lack of its own sigTel: +1 860 4 34 9190.
remain two switches, one for
nature might be better off lookFax: +1 860 434 1759.
bass roll -off and one for a pad.
ing elsewhere, as the TLM50
The I.F performance is so good
has a small but distinct element
that Neumann has felt it necessary to incorpoof Neumann character, but most will see this
rate a 30Hz filter permanently in order to proas a decided advantage. It's a lovely versatile
tect following equipment, and the switchable
microphone, with a highly desirable combinafilter rolls off below 100Hz. The pad works by
tion of accuracy and personality, and should
reducing the capsule polarising voltage from
have a very broad appeal indeed.
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Fostex multitrack
FOSTEX HAS RELEASED two digital mu
track recorder -editors with the D -90 and D160 both of which are stand -alone
rack- mounting devices with a removable
front panel -remote controls hiding a hard
drive caddie. The D -90, like the D-80, can
record eight tracks simultaneously with
non -destructive cut, copy, paste and move
editing plus undo and redo. Additional features include 48kHz recording, an additional four virtual reels (total nine) with
their own locate points, the ability to chase
to MTC and varipitch.
The D -160 offers all of the D -90 features
yet records 16 tracks with eight analogue
tracks plus eight digital tracks simultaneously. In addition, there are eight 'ghost
tracks' permitting eight takes to be permanently stored for one track. It features
FDMS-3 (Fostex Disk Management System)
which allocates hard disk space per track at
the time of recording allowing a 1.3Gbyte
disk to offer more than four hours of mono
recording. The optional 8345 Time code Sync card syncs to time code and resolves
to Video or Word Clock.
SCSI -2 backup support (standard on the
D-160 and optional on the D-90) gives fast
8 -track or 16 -track backup to external SCSI
devices while an ADAT optical Interface
allows real-time bidirectional 8 -track transfers. Both machines have optional balanced
25-way D- connectors.
SCV London, UK. Tel: +44 171 923 1892.
E-mail: info @scvlondon.co.uk

Focusrite Greens
FOCUSRITE ADDED two units to its Green
ange at Frankfurt. The Channel Strip direct
recording channel handles mic, line and

instrument level inputs through

a

compres-

sor- expander -gate, 4-band EQ and sweep able high -pass and low -pass filters that can
be additionally inserted into the side chain
of the compressor and expander -gate. The
strip is rounded off by an output level pot
and multifunction bar graph meter.
The Dual Compressor and Limiter is
stereo linkable and fully variable threshold,

ratio, makeup gain, attack, and release plus
switchable soft knee characteristic and auto
release on each channel. It has a separate
limiter section with variable threshold and
release and switchable Look Ahead attack.
High -pass and low -pass filters can be
placed in the device's side chain.

Focusttte, UK. Tel: +44 1494 462246.
E-mail: sales@focusrite.com
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AUDIO MIXER EDITOR

totally integrated digital recording,
editing and mixing solution, by Fairlight.
The

If you're searching for the world's fastest 24-track worksta_ion
equipped with 36 -input motorised fader mixing, total
dynamic automation, assignable dynamics processing,
integrated machine control, stereo and surround
monitoring, then all you need is =AME.

Europe London (171) 267 3323
Fax (171) 267 0919
USA 1800 -4- FAIRLIGHT
Los Angeles (310) 287 1400
Fax (310) 287

0200

Asia Sydney (2) 9975 1230
Fax (2) 9975 1368

papal Tokyo (3) 5450 8531
Fax (3) 5450 8530

ECHNOLOGIES

Smart Research C2

Drawmer MX30
DRAWMER HAS debuted a low -priced gated
compressor limiter called the MX30. The 2-

Zenon Schoepe discovers
compressor with more than

a
a

truly professional stereo programme
little extra 'crush'

REEARCIIS outboard range is curSonically its an obscenely silent unit which
ently topped by the C2 unit under invessmacks of quality. It has the ability to deliver
gation here. But takes in a wealth of superb low -end wallop and falls comfortably
IAK.Iassorted fix -it boxes that stern from company
into the mild effector league of compressors
founder Alan Smart's long involvement in the
rather than the pure transparent sort, which of
recording industry and his reputation for
course is one of the reasons why the market
building the sort of devices that can't always
can support so many compressors with
he bought off the shelf. Other units include
sounds of their own.
guitar DI system-splitter boxes. a channel
The Crush facility is very interesting; there
input amplifier for SSL
is noticeable lift with
consoles and a rack mic
some EQ brightness
faility is
preamp, currently in proseemingly added tovery
totype, that can be
gether with a slightly less
remote controlled for 19
precise envelope with
to
steps.
gain
phantom
just that hit of overshot
switching, phase reverse,
that you'd probably like.
as
mute and stereo link.
You can see the ballistics
The C2 is a handsome
of the gain reduction
looking 1t1 -high device,
meter needle change
beautifully built with mechanical gain reducwhen Crush is engaged and it seems to do a
tion meters, large high quality green and red
g(xxl 3dB more work. The additional brightilluminated switches, smooth pots and
ness is quite pronounced and is accompanied
exceedingly attractive hammered metal ears
by a reduction in mid lows but an apparent
contrasting the grey face of the front panel.
boost in ultra lows that consequently fits cerThis is a dual- channel stereo linkable comtain material better than others.
pressor designed, it has to he said, primarily as
This one switch amounts to making the box
a main stereo mix programme processor but
behave as two markedly different devices
with applications beyond this. Its a developleaving you with the decision of whether its a
ment of the original C2 unit that was released
Crush sort of day or just plain old vanilla. It's
some years ago and now has new generation
a clever idea that adds significantly to the flexVCAs, high slew rate amps with hybrid FETibility of the C2 and suggests that a few more
transistor inputs, high current push -pull tranCrush settings would have been really neat. As
sistor outputs. balanced I -Os, a symmetrical
it stands Crush is the more contempor.
signal path and no electrolytic capacitors
sounding for those times when you really
employed in the main signal path. Options
want to hear the box working while the staninclude an external fader level control input
dard setting is the more natural and less
and extra dual -channel slave units for multiaggressive.
channel setups.
The switched settings are sensibly selected.
However, the single most novel inclusion
fast and slow enough to cover all eventualion this box is the presence of a switch
ties, with every thing from a gentle squeeze to
marked csusH which incites FET over comnear brick -wall limiting. If you pile in enough
pression with an altered frequency response
level things can get pretty dirty especially on
and more distortion.
fast attacks.
Each channel is identically equipped with
Being dual channel the C2 can be used to
a fully -variable THRESHOLD pot
good effect on solo instruments
( -20dBm to 20dBm). switched
but this is overshadowed by its
RA11O control (1.5:1, 2:1, 3:1, 1:1.
abilities on stereo programme
Smart Rese arch. UK.
4:1, 10:1 and limit), switched
processing where it comes in to
Tel: +44 12 3 5527136.
ATTACK (fast, O.lms, 0.3ms, lms.
its element. That's not something
3ms, 10ms and 30ms) and
that can be said of all dual /stereo
switched RELEASE (0.1s, 0.3s, 0.6s. I.2s and
dynamics. It adds a wonderful splashiness to
2.4s). The lot is wrapped up on a gain makecymbals and that smooth rolling quality that
up pct offering +20d13m. Each channel has a
some compressors have and others just don't.
separate bypass and switched access to an
This will make things sound loud for you.
external side chain presented on balanced
It's a good box, certainly not a me-too
XLRs. A Stereo switch links the two channel
product and different enough to warrant carecompressor sections.
ful consider:Ilion. Good gear.

channel 1U -high processor incorporates
some proprietary audio circuits from the
company's more expensive boxes and each
channel has a variable threshold gate with
Programme Adaptive circuitry. This continually optimises such parameters as attack,
hold, ratio and release and is followed by a
variable threshold variable ratio soft -knee
compressor with fully automatic attack and
release and an output section with variable
gain and threshold zero overshoot limiting.

The Crush
interesting. The
one switch amounts
making the box behave
two markedly
different devices

r

The unit can work in dual channel or
stereo modes in which Channel 1 controls
become the master. Connectors are provided on balanced XLRs and unbalanced
jacks.
Drawmer, UK. Tel: +44 1924 378669.

Otani MOs
RELATED IN principle to Otari's MX5050
tape recorder series, the new DX5050 uses
3.5 -inch MO discs and has the distinction of
being the first 2 -track MO recorder that is
Wavefile PC format -compatible and thus
allows easy and direct data exchange with
Mac and Windows based mastering systems.
Recording time on the discs is 20, 50 or
60 minutes depending on size in linear 16hit form and the portable machine includes
cut and splice editing and AES-EBU and
analogue I-Os.
The machine is complemented by the
PD20, essentially a fixed version of the
DX5050 which is 4- track, has a remote control, and advanced editing features with a
VGA -monitor and integrated synchroniser.
Significantly, it is data and playout compatible with Otari's PD80M 8-track DAW. As
standard the PD20 has 20-bit A -D /D-A convertors and will be available in the summer.
The company's Lightwinder LW10 multichannel stage and console master fibre optic
cable link connects between stage and mixing consoles and is significant in not requiring a computer. Up to 64 channels (48 in/16
out) can be handled by one LW 10 using
dual transmission lines. Each audio input
channel on the stage master has its own mic
preamp, phantom power and mic/line gain
trim pot. The system has been supplemented by the Lightwinder Colosseum with
new features such as PC remote controlled
functions of the 8-channel A-D /D-A modules, a 4- channel intercom module in addilion to rear slots for 4 -channel optional

control data I -Os.
otarl. Japan. Tel: +81 4 2481 8626.
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Tascam DA60 Mk II

Publison Totalstation
PUBLISON HAS introduced the Totalstation
for video and film postproduction, which incorporates many of the
features of the Infernal Workstation such as
a graphical interface with waveforms. It also
has ultra -fast tape backup which works in
32 -track DAW

The new DA -60 has more than a few incremental changes, bringing

some genuine advancements. Rob James checks out the changes
DA -60 Mk II is more than just
a Mk. I with the synchroniser built in. The
A -D and D-A convertors are new. -hit
sigma -delta A-Ds and 20 -hit sign -magnitude
D-As. The synchroniser hardware and software have been upgraded to provide letter
lock-up times with more machine emulations.
The DA-60 Mk 11 also supports 'jam sync'. This
enables contiguous code to he recorded. picking up from pre -existing code on tape. It can
also 'flywheel' over discontinuous code which
can he useful when dealing with rushes tapes.
The DA -60 Mk II comes in the Tascam
'house colours' and is the usual 19 -inch rack THE TASCA%I

1

can use Free Run.
Don't he fooled by the jog wheel on the
front panel
isn't. The wheel is actually
there to enter data and change parameters.
The only time it is used for audio is when setting an instant start point using the built -in 3s
RAM buffer.

-it

The synchroniser offers the choice of timecode chase, with or without re-chase or RS422
control (Sony P -2 protocol). The time -code
chase works as well as expected but for the
fastest lock -up times and maximum control I
would always use the RS422. This offers emulation of seven other machines so you should
mount construction complete with mounting
be able to find one the controller will talk to.
ears. There are some 39 buttons and switches
The location and lock up times under P -2 (l mon the front panel. not a bad count for the
trol are far more impressive than the DA-i is
species. Time -code DAT recorders are one of
Mk.l and are now more than adequate for
the more egregious examples of 'feeping creamost uses. I'm not going to quote actual times
turism'. In the case of time-code DATs. users
since so much depends on the particular cirare as much to blame as the manufacturers.
cumstances, type of controller.
The many applications of the technology have
The autolocate is beautifully simple. There
are two locations, Memo 1 and Memo 2 with
dedicated buttons. Hitting these with the tape
stationary or playing -recording loads the
memory. Pressing either the iota or Lou buttons locates to the appropriate spot.
Off tape monitoring and punch in. punch
out. recording is :mailable courtesy of the four
heads. The punch in punch out can he automated using the Memo 1 and Memo 2 locations and the crossfade length selected at
10ms. 50ms or 100ms. Edits can be rehearsed
before emitting yourself with the deck
switching the monitoring between tape and
source at the edit point. A pre -roll can be set
led to users badgering manufactures to add
between 0-15s. Again. this is all quicker to do
features specific to their particular application.
than it is to describe.
The inevitable result has been increased comThe usual connections to the outside world
plexity and compromises between ease of use
are all present with the useful additions of
and facilities provided.
unbalanced analogue monitor outs on phonos
The 1)A -60 Mk II achieves a good balance
and a word clock through BNC. Maximum
between flexibility in application and relative
level at the balanced analogue outputs is facsimplicity. There are nested menus but never
tory set at +20dlim (Odßm = 0.775Vrms) and
more than two layers deep. For example. to
can be dealer set at +24d1m or +15d13m.
change the time-code generation mode you
A general gripe here: can somebody please
press soinr and MENU UP or Dou\ until you find
explain to ire why four time -code DAT
the TC entry. Opening this with
recorders in one box (a DA -88
the DATA key and wheel takes
or similar) cost the sane. or in
you to all the available time some cases significantly less.
US: Tascam A merica
code options. Once open. the
than a single time-code DAT
7733 Telegra ph Road.
submenu options remain part of
recorder in a box? This is not
Montebello. C alifornia
the Shift menu options until you
aimed specifically at Tascam but
90640.
close them. It is much easier to
at all manufacturers of this type
Tel: +1 213 7 26 0303.
do than describe and there are
of machine. The sales volumes
Fax: +1 213 727 7641.
three registers where complete
of time -code DAT recorders
UK: Tascam
parameter setups can be stored
must surely be higher than those
5 Marlin Hou se. The
and
recalled
of the 8 -track machines so,
Croxley Centr e. Watford,
practice. once you have set
please. what is the problem?
Herts WD1 8 YA.
up the machine for specific
The Tascam DA -60 Mk Il
Tel: +44 192 3 819630.
applications it is simply a matter
offers useful improvements over
Fax: +44 192 3 236290.
of recalling the appropriate
the established Mk I. I enjoyed
setup. The DA-60 Mk II caters
using it and for all but the most
for Ree Run time-code generation from a userdemanding and complex applications this
defined start time or. as mentioned earlier
machine is worthy of serious attention before
using J -sync it will add to pre -existing code. If
considering some of the heavyweight (and
you just want to stripe a tape with code you
price) alternatives.

-in
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background.
Main features include 20 -bit or 24 -hit
A-D and D-As; 32 -bit digital processing;
the ability to multitask; 32 audio tracks
fusing RAID technology; jog and backwards
play; 10 -band parametric filters; one video
'track and powerful crossfades options.
Totalstations also offer multi -user configuration via separate remote controls and can
the networked.
Publison. France. Tel: +33 1 4360 8464.

PR &E's

Integrity

& Engineering has
Introduced a digital broadcast radio console
called the Integrity with reset and the option
to automate parameters. Integrating an analogue sub-system, the desk is able to keep
on air if the digital path fails.
The desk has two microphone inputs;
four microphone -line selectable analogue
puts; ten stereo digital line inputs (which
can be switched to analogue); four mixminuses (two telco feeds and two remote

i

PACIFIC

RESEARCH

feeds with IFB); two programme buses with
analogue and digital outputs; programmable
order selection outputs; control room
and studio monitor controls; built -in talk back-IFB microphone; computer control of
desk configuration (set, save, recall) and
status identification and diagnosis; Session ¡Scheduler software; 16 individual 10-character alphanumeric channel ID; DSP voice
processing; fader start logic; multiple sample
rate operation; and optional Remote Line
Selector channels.
PR &E, US. Tel: +1 619 438 3911.
Web: www.pre.com

Orban digital three
III IRODUCED three new digiproducts at the AES: the AirTime netorked on -air delivery system (a direct result
its acquisition of DDS last year), the
udicy production workstation, and the
'OPTIMOD 9200 processor for AM radio. The
Audicy, Orban:s second- generation DAW,
performs all its editing in RAM with automatic shadowing to hard disk or removable
Jaz drive. It provides simultaneous mixing
wand processing of 10 audio channels plus
submix and stereo input, with PCM linear
recording of up to 24 tracks.AES-EBU inputs
and outputs are available, and Audicy networks with popular on-air audio delivery systems. The DAW's software offers time -code
features such as format mixing, multiple
chase modes, and integration with all edit
and effects functions. Onboard digital effects
include Orban compression and noise gating,
Lexicon revert, parametric equalisation, time
compression -expansion and pitch shifting.
Its hardware controller incorporates
13 long-throw faders dedicated to gain control on main inputs, mix channels. and
stereo submix. Eleven separate > page 42
RBAN HAS
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Virtual(ly no competition)

VIRTUAL
DIGITAL CONSOLE

STARTING AT £18,500, THE VIRTUAL DIGITAL
CONSOLE IS IN A CLASS OF IT'S OWN
The Soundtracs Virtual has signalled
the beginning of a new era in digital
consoles.
For audio engineers, digital consoles
have made the seamless integration of
complex and diverse audio and video
equipment possible, while achieving a high
quality audio mix at breakneck speed. But
what has been a distant luxury for some,
has suddenly become an affordable reality.
The Virtual integrates a vast array of
analogue and digital studio devices
allowing them to be processed, bussed,
compared and mixed in an intuitive, fast

and flexible manner, which shortens the
production process.
With specs like rapid format
configuration, instant parameter recall
and dynamic and snapshot automation.
the Virtual is everything you could want in
a digital console - at less than half the cost
of the competition.
Once you've done the homework, we
think you'll agree that Virtual is at the
head of the digital console class regardless
of its price.
And at £18500, it's simply in a class of

'Excluding

VAT

.

.

.

been a

pleasure to mix with
Virtual. We could not
have reached the
artistical level and
emotional impact
desired without it.'
Mr Kauko Lindtors MD Kikeono Film

Sound Oy.
'Congratulations on a

terrific piece of
equipment, which I
look forward to using
for many years to
come.'
Colin Sheen - Jingles
Studio.
'1

SOUNDTRACS PLC
Unit 2I -D Blenheim Road Longmead Industrial Estate Epsom Surrey KT19 9XN England
Telephone: ( +44) (0)181 388 5000 Fax ( +44) (0)181 388 5050 email: sales@soundtracs.co.uk
Distributed in the UK by: Larking Audio. Tel: (01234) 772244
.

happy to tell you

fell in loue with it
immediately, I think
absolutely
wonderful, this
machine.'

its own.

SOUNDTRACS
.

'1 am

that it has

.

.

Pete Bellotte - Writer
Producer.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Lexicon PCM80 cards
Many outboard signal processors require more programming time
than a jobbing engineer can find. George Shilling tries a selection
of program cards for the Lexicon PCM80
tE Scott Martin Gershin PCMCIA-type card
it all continues running until power down,
contains 100 new presets for the PCM80 enabling you to save settings on another card.
using standard algorithms present in the
The presets are logically organised across
standard unit. These are mainly aimed towards two banks, XO and Xl, and start off with Vocal
users in the areas of television, film and inter- Shift settings for fixing vocal tuning, and
active media. Scott Martin Gershin of adding detuned voices. There then follow setSoundelux Media Labs has won awards for his tings for adding harmonies to vocals. These
film soundtrack work, and was responsible for
all sound smooth, but there are no intelligent
the sound design on such films as Oliver diatonic stay-in-one -key type of tracking harStone's JFK.
moniser settings such as those you get on
The presets are organised into two banks,
Eventide Harmonizers. Some presets can be
which come up as CO and Cl when the card is
MIDI controlled, but you would get more
inserted. They also disappear when the card is
usability from a Digitech Vocalizer or suchlike.
removed, unless you save any as user presets.
The second bank includes many effects I
Firstly, there are a number of EQ and filtercould imagine using for a dramatic film score,
based effects. There are several telephone, along with some wacky character vocal
speaker and PA simulations, where the Adjust effects, pitch sequences and pad and drone
knob has been assigned to change the EQ, chorus -type effects. Finally you are presented
move the stereo position or adjust the delay or with accurate varispeed-compensating pitch
reverb ambience. These kinds of ready -tai- shift and other utilities, and clean slate verlored effects are always useful for dubbers.
sions of each of the six new algorithms.
Next come a number of special effects treatOverall, these are a useful addition to the
ments. There are pulsating reverts, suitable for
PCM80, but too many of the presets have irriexplosions, and wacky over -the-top effects for
tating short reverts or delays added to the
flashback sequences, which only require a is
pitch effect. This card will he most useful to
burst of input to get going in full effect.
project studio users who perhaps write and
The second bank starts off with a bunch of produce soundtrack material.
Cyber effects with names such as Dreamscape.
The Dual FX algorithm card comprises
This is rich, dazzling and atmospheric stuff.
25 new algorithms offering all imaginable
Following these are a selection of panners and
combinations of familiar PCM80 effects and
each combines other spatial effects. There are 250 new presets. All these algorithms include
then a selection of tap delays, including some- the new Submixer section.
thing useful Lexicon did not think of: a simple
The presets are divided into banks of 50:
single repeat delay! There are a few surround Banks X0, XI and some of X2 are designed to
sound presets: high -end dubbing suites will process stereo input material, and some of
have full surround panning, but if you are on
them maintain the stereo image of the source
a budget these give you the capability.
while adding processing. X2 also features
Finally, there are some revert
some Mono In- Stereo Out prepresets designed for strings.
sets which can be used with
These have a lusciously rich
only one input connected. X3
Lexicon
warmth to them.
features some Dual Mono In3 oak Park, Be dford
Many of these programs are
Stereo Out presets which effecWaltham. MA 01730-1441
aimed specifically at dubbing
tively turn the PCM80 into two
Tel: +1 617 2 80 0300
engineers but the reverbs are
conventional effects processors.
Fax: +1 617 2 80 0490
very usable by many others.
X3 and X4 have some Dual
E -mail: info@le xicon.com
The Pitch FX algorithm card
Mono In -Dual Mono Out setUK: Stirling Au dio
adds six new algorithms to your
tings where each half of the unit
Systems
PCM80, and 100 new presets
functions completely separately,
Kimberley Road,
based on these. The new algowhich are useful for inserted
London NW6 7 SF
rithms comprise five dual-effects
effects. At the end of X4 there
Tel: +44 171 624 6000
types each containing two indeare all 25 new algorithms in
Fax: +44 171 372 6370
pendent effects blocks -one of
clean slate form ready for the
three stereo reverbs and one of
creation of new effects.
three different stereo pitch shift blocks. The
If you like what the standard PCM80 does
other algorithm provides a 4 -voice pitch shifter,
and just want more, then this is the card is
combined with the PCM80 Concert Hall reverh.
for you.
All six of these algorithms include a new sub In my experience, memory cards are a nuimixer section, which has its own row on the sance and easily mislaid. Instead, I prefer new
parameter matrix for changing the sends,
software on a chip, as after the initial fitting
returns and routing of the eight ins and outs of you can just forget about it. But if you're comthe effects blocks. This is for serious boffins fortable with cards, these will neatly enhance
with time to kill -but my life is too short.
an already flexible unit, and resolve some of
Once loaded, you can remove the card and
its shortcomings.
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<'page 40 knobs provï a rea -tine pan -aux
send -submix functions, as well as discrete
parameter control in effects mode. Transport controls are also provided.
The Optimod 9200 is claimed to be the
first fully digital processor designed specifically for the demands of mono AM broadcast. the 9200 provides eight factory presets
to optimise processing for any music, sports
or talk format. A single dial makes processing adjustment easy while PC software
allows remote computer control via modem

as well.
Orban, US. Tel: +1 510 351 3500.

BSS Opals
BSS OPALS

addresses affordable processing

with the DPR422 dual compressor and deesser and DPR522 dual noise gate. Each
channel on the former has a variable ratio
compressor with the company's progressive
knee characteristic. Fully variable controls
are provided for threshold, gain makeup,
attack and release with a switchable auto
setting for attack and release constants.
Channels can be stereo linked. De- essing
can be performed on broadband or HF
only.
The dual noise gate is stereo linkable and
has key filter with width control, key listen
and duck. It incorporates Auto Dynamic
Enhancement (ADE) to boost leading edge
information plus fully variable threshold,
range, attack, hold and release and a manual gate open switches.
BSS, UK. Tel:

+44 1707 660667.

Web: www.bss.co.uk

Calrec Digital X-Series
CALREC PREVIEWED its first all -digital desk
at the AES, called the X- Series, aimed

specifically at radio on- air/production.
Many of its functions are screen -based
which the company claims solves the compromises of creating a desk that can be
used easily by a journalist or DJ but is still
le enough to cope with fairly complex
io productions.
Prices start at around £35,000 (UK) for
product which is said to have emerged
Ttom the development line of the company's all -digital T-Series desk.
Cairec, UK. Tel: +44 422 842159.

Sony Freedom
THE FREEDOM SERIES of wireless mies

represents Sony's pitch at the lower end of
the market. Compatible with the WL800
series it incorporates such things as easy
user configuration, multichannel setup, battery status light, pilot tone, PLL synthesised
control frequencies and LCD display and
adjustable frequencies in the 800MHz
range.
The series includes the WRT805A pocket
transmitter and the WRT800A handheld
vocal mie with electret condenser capsule.
Two receiver units feature the WRR800A
half -rack width unit and the 6-channel
WRR801A modular receiver.
Sony, Europe. Tel: +44 1256 55011.
April 1997 Studio Sound

CBS
USA

equipped two
new remote
units with
C52000 systems
to broadcast live
sports and
entertainment
programs.

Q
: why Are
Euphonix Consoles

the Choice of More
Broadcasters Worldwide?

Because they-

_

...eliminate down time.
.._eliminate
The Euphonix CS2000 Digital Control

Audio Mixing System

the only broadcast audio console that can be completely
reset in less than 1/30 of a second with the push of a
button. Use it directly On -Air for multiple sets, as presets for
back -to -back live or taped shows, or to instantly reset for a
is

Lin

ProclaimtGons

USA
provide exclusive
live remote
broadcast for a
major league
baseball team, and
other independent
broadcast projects.

recurring show.

...require less space.
The CS2000's compact digital control surface fits into the

tightest control rooms and remote trucks. A 40 fader
console with full facilities is less than 5 ft. / 1.5 m. long!
The audio electronics can be remotely located to keep the

audio control booth cool and quiet.

...are prepared

for the future.

Ready to meet the audio demands that HDTV will create,

CCTV
China

uses Euphonix
consoles in five
studios across
China for music
recording and live

broadcasting.

Euphonix HyperSurroundTM provides stereo and surround
panning from every channel for all surround sound formats

which can be added even after installation, "future
proofing" your investment.
-

...deliver the best sound quality
and highest reliability.
The CS2000 has superior sound quality

with its analog

signal paths, and complete reliability with the combination
of analog circuitry, mature software and modular hardware.

For more

information on Euphonix

digital -control audio mixing systems
for On -Air, Remote, Production, and

Charrne1 7

Post Production, contact the Euphonix
sales office nearest you.

Australia
uses eight

Euphonix systems

throughout their
network for studio
and remote,

broadcasting and
production.

@qa,i

Broadcast On -Air and
Production mlxins with Mil

CS2000

Headquarters
(Palo Alto, West US)

Los Angeles
(West US & Intl)

New York
(East US)

Nashville
(Central US)

London

220 Portagr Avenue
Palo Alto CA 9.1306

11112 Ventura Blvd
Studio City CA 91604

2

West 45th St Suite 605
New York NY 10036

1102 17th Ave Suite 202
Nashville TN 37212

6

Tel: (415) 855 0400
Fax (415) 855 0410

Tel: (818) 766 1666

Tel: (212) 302 0696
Fax: (212) 302 0797

Tel: (615) 327 2933

Tel: (171) 602 4575
Pall: (171) 603 6775

Web site: httpJ/www.euphonix.com

Tall Free: 800 407 5832

Web site: httpJ/www.spsctrallnc.com

if'

Fax (818) 766 3401

SPECTRAL
A EUPHONIX COMPANY

Fax: (615) 327 3306

Suppliers of dykal audio workstations

emMews. Blythe
Beerrggi

Rd

London Wt.1 OHN
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Released for

eé

Anyone who's lived in the real recording studio world will agree that
one of the most fraught operational areas is that of synchronisation
and remote control. Rob James evaluates a dream solution

the first time

MOTIONWORKS pretty little controller,
the R2P2, attempts to provide a variety
of users with a simple and no-nonsense remote controller. The R2P2 (no relation
to any film star robots) is also considerably
more compact than its near namesake at a mere
130mm by 235mm. It is also rather less likely to
be stopped in its tracks by small pebbles...
At its simplest level of operation, you simply plug in a serial control lead into the R2P2,
turn it on and the target machine is recognised
and you have the transport functions remoted.
A hundred and ten machines are listed in the
manual plus generic 9 -pin control. If you want

module details

for video sync and the power
connector. The R2P2 is powered by internal
NiCad batteries. The external charger -power
supply is included.
To get to the slightly more esoteric functions you have to use the menus and function
keys. The nested menu structure looks daunting on paper, but it only goes three layers
deep and is easy to navigate in practice.
Things are grouped in a logical manner thus,
if you are at the top layer menu, pressing the
RS232, a BNC

AUTO soft key gets you to the Goto, Loop
and DREC submenus. Selecting Loop gets you
a submenu with S-E (start and end times) RCL
(recall) and Go!. You can enter start and end
times from here or use the RCL key and a
number 0-9 to recall a cue point. Then press
Go! and away it goes. Various built in diagnostic checks on R2P2s health are available
should they be required.
A couple of whinges here: the first is a general one. Half the devices I see these days
come with external power supplies often of the
built into a mains plug' persuasion. These are
even more of a pain than the usual forest of
'kettle plug' IEC mains leads. I think I understand the reasons behind this trend-worldwide markets and more stringent safety and
emission regulations -but surely there must be
a better way. Now to the particular; the
labelling for the function keys is orange on a
textured dark grey background which is difficult to read in broad daylight, let alone in studio gloom. The jog wheel on my example was
stiffer than I would wish. According to the
company this may well be an isolated example.
more than straight transport functions, the
This is one of those genuinely useful
R2P2 can be configured to provide record
devices that make you wonder why on earth
control on, say, a DA-88 with all eight tracks
somebody hasn't produced one before. Apart
accessible. It can loop and edit or locate with
from the obvious operational applications in
stores for up to 10 cue points.
studios the R2P2 is attracting interest from
Both the program and machine library
maintenance departments who need a conreside in flash ROM which can he updated
troller to put P2 machines through their paces
using an RS232 serial connection to a PC or
and to isolate faults on the increasingly comMac. Updates will be made available from the
mon RS422 matrices.
dealer on disk, which will have a cost
The Sony P2 serial protocol is the nearest
attached, or from Motionworks' Web site (curthing we have to a universal remote control
rently under construction) for
standard for audio and video
the cost of the time they take
machines. Unfortunately the
to download.
implementation is something
HHB Communications
The unit's upper surface
of a black art. This can lead to
73 -75 Scrubbs Lane,
has a row of prominent
no end of aggravation when
London NW10 6QU.
transport controls and associ.Ittempting
to
connect
Tel: +44 181 962 5000.
ated LEDs, a numeric pad for
machines
to
controllers
from
+44
Fax:
181 962 5050.
data entry, an option key
different (and on occasion, the
E-mail: sales @hhb.co.uk
(which is effectively the ONsame) manufacturers due to
US: HHB Communications
OFF switch), a function key
differing interpretation of the
295 Forest Avenue, Suite 121,
used in conjunction with the
protocol. There is an element
Portland, Maine 04101 -2000.
numeric keypad to access
4. risk that a specific machine
Tel: +1 207 773 2424.
various functions and four
may not behave in the way
Fax: +1 207 773 2422.
soft -keys associated with the
) ou expect so, if you have speLCD. There are three LEDs
cific machines in mind, when
below the jog wheel which indicate whether
buying a controller, it pays to check.
the processor is alive, if there is a problem
Within these limits, if you have been lookand if the machine is armed for recording.
ing for a small, neat device to remote control
Connections, on the rear panel, are a coua single P2 protocol machine, then this is the
ple of 9-pin D- connectors for P2 (RS422) and
only game in town and should do well.
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Zj1

at the AES in
Munich, Cadac
M -type monitor

showing the input
challenge, group output
and listen modules.

Cadac, UR.
Tel: +44

1582 404 202.

E -mail:

cadac@cllyegm.demon.co.uk

c guitar box
will begin shipping an as yet
unnamed guitar multieffects processor in
May, which will be able to run eight different effects simultaneously. Equipped with
balanced and unbalanced inputs and outputs, the new unit will incorporates delay
presets from the 2290 and pitch capabilities
designed by Wave Mechanics.
tc electronic, Dertntark. Tel: 1-45 8621 7599.
tc electronic

Web: www,tcelectronic.com

Studer long
distance fibres
To help solve the problem of transferring
many channels of microphone level signal
from the stage to the mixing console, Studer
now supplies the D19 Long Distance Package which uses a single optical fibre cable to
transport eight audio channels digitally over
large distances in a scalable architecture.
Remote controllable D19 MicADs are
used on stage and D10 MultiDAC 23-bit
convertors at the console position. Alternatively, the 8-channel digital signal can be
connected to Studer's D19M Dual ADAT
input module and used in the digital form
(MADI or AES-EBU).
The Mk.II version of the company's D940
digital mixing console has been upgraded
with D19 MicADs microphone preamps.
Analogue line inputs and outputs have been
upgraded by D19M series modules with 20bit A-D and 22 -bit D-A convertors. New
also is the dual ADAT optical input card and
the AES -EBU input card with optional Sampling Frequency Convertor. The Mk.II features an ergonomically improved surface
with green alphanumeric displays instead of
the red ones as well as integrated control of
local analogue and digital monitor selection
matrices in addition to the existing digital
DSP monitor router.
The D424 MO 2 -track recorder is now
available with Software v1.1. New features
include time -code chase, 16-24-bit recording, ISO Standard Disks, non -destructive

editing, workstation compatibility with
SADiE DAWs, a desktop controller and a CD
transfer option.
The next generation D827 DASH machine
has a new autolocator with new sound

memory functions, 20-bit convertors as standard, and a new tape cleaning and stabilising, system.
Studer, Switzerland. Tel: +41

1

870 75 11.
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The BLUE reward....
From the beginning you've spent your life, your energy
and your career producing the finest audio you've known
how. It's time you rewarded yourself with the tools
necessary to produce the masterpieces experience tells
you're capable of: The new dbx Blue Series.

e

Blue Velvet:

The 1605 Compressor/Limiter

The 160S follows in the tradition of the
industry- standard 160. The signal paths
consist of high -precision input stages
followed by the world's widest dynamic
range (127db) voltage controlled amplifier the dbx V8 VCA - and output stages with

Electric Blue:

precise phase alignment of all audio
frequencies. Both hard -knee and classic
dbx OverEasy compression is featured.
Digital Type IV Analog to digital conversion
and analog extra high drive output cards
are available as additional output options.

The new dbx V8 is based on the
David Blackmer deci- linear VCA.

Featuring 127dí dynamic range
and sounds very transparent.

The 786 Mic Pre

The 786 Solid State Mic Pre -Amp is
designed to provide the purest reproduction
of the microphone source as is electronically
possible.
Featuring a dynamic range of 130db and
Signal to Noise of 104db, +48v phantom

power, 20db pad, phase invert and
"Spectrum" a unique variable equalisation
circuit within the mic pre -amp which
enhances the high frequency spectral
content of the signal, while maintaining
phase in :egrity.

Classic custom designed. back
provide highly visible indication of all cnt,cal level functions
ht VU 's

e,.. o s,.
True Blue:

The 704 A/D Converter

Nick named the "Bad Boy ". the 704 uses
dbx's patent pending Type IV conversion
system. with equivalent performance of 27
bit, for the widest dynamic range and most
natural analog sounding conversion available. 8, 16. 20 or 24 bit output is offered.

and can be dithered and noise shaped
using the numerous word reduction and
preset and user -definable noise shaping
options. AES /EBU. S /PDIF inputs and
outputs as well as ADAT and TDIF outputs
are fitted as standard.

For more detailed information on the Blue Series from dbx, call now to receive a brochure
Distributed exclusively in the UK by :IRRITER GROUP PLC Wilberforce Road London NW9 6AX Tel: 0181 202 1199 Fax: 0181 202 7076 Web site: http: //www.demon.co.uldarbiter

NA Harman International Company

Soundtracs digital desk

a

Soi.Nimuto previewed a new large-scale
digital console the DPC -11 at the AES as
a working prototype which builds on the
success of the company's Virtua desk.
Aimed at higher profile music and postproduction studios and priced from £85,000 (UK).
the hoard is in -line in appearance with 4 -band
parametric bell -shelf EQ, keyed and side chained compressors and gates. 16 auxes and
multiformat output hu,in,_!

Worksurfaces will he in two sizes with
64mm and 80mm 100mm motor faders, six
colour TFT LCDs and 40- segment LED meter
bridge. Like the Virtua, the system has a separate worksurface and convertor rack and
incorporates talkhack and foldback to two studio areas and a multistem monitoring matrix.
Automation is dynamic and snapshot based, and machine control takes in remote
ntn,l of multiple RS422 and MMC devices.
All mixing parameters, including input gains, will be
resetable as will the busing
structure.
The hoard is based on Virtua
core software hut all -new hardware and will be available later
in the year. The desk employs
24-hit sampling on the A -Ds
and is touchscreen driven with
the promise of importing reverb
algorithms into the system.
The company is understood
to he talking to another manufacturer about the possibility of
integrating hard disk recording
into its digital desk products.
Soundtracs, UK.
Tel: +44 181 388 5000.

ADAT Pro launched
THE ALESIS Meridian features the new ADAT
Type II format, which records eight tracks of
linear 20 -hit digital audio without external
convertors or multiplexers. The machine
allows tapes to be recorded and played back
at 16 -hit or 20 -hit formats and tape recorded
on a 16 -hit ADAT -compatible recorder (now
referred to as the Type I format) is completely
compatible with a Meridian.
Additionally, the ADAT Optical and ADAT
Sync jacks on the hack of the new unit are
exactly the same as on the original machine's
allowing the Meridian to be combined in a
system with older machines and having built in time code it can function as the master in
such an arrangement.
Inputs and outputs for time code. MIDI,
word clock, and video reference in and
through jacks are all built in while for location
recording and p(ntproduction applications. a
new read /write SMPTE -EBU time -code track
allows discontinuous time code to he printed
onto a special sulcode of the tape without
using up an audio track, so different sections
of tape can he uniquely identified without
running the risk of mistakes in calculating offsets from the built -in sample accurate ABS
time code of the ADAT format. The machine
can also read and write 100 named locate
points and SMPTE /ABS time offsets to the data
section at the head of an ADAT tape.
The transport is manufactured by Matsushita
and has seen millions of hours of industrial
service in Panasonic's top -end VCRs and duplication systems and features a direct-drive capstan, direct -drive reel motors (no idler wheel

to clean or replace, and no brake adjustments
required), tension sensor arms, twin tachometer output and automatic head cleaning wand.
This new transpon has allowed the introduction of a multispeed jog -shuttle and an analogue aux track, with its own XLR I -0, which
acts as a 'ninth track' for cueing.
Individual Meridians in a system may he offset from each other using the onboard 10-key
pad, or by various methods of capturing an
existing offset, allowing digital copy -and-paste
editing from tape to tape. Individual tracks may
be delayed up to 170ms, Auto punch -in and
out with preroll and postroll are supported, as
is Rehearse mode. Auto Play and Auto Return
are used in conjunction with any of the 100
locate points in the Meridian's memory, and all
of the locate points can be given an 8- character alphanumeric title and stored to the data
header at the front of the tape. Onboard digital
routing allows for digital copying from track to
track within the same machine or between any
tracks of an ADAT system.
Meridian has individual input select
switches on each track and the machine can
record from a digital input on one track at the
same time that it records from an analogue
input to another track. Connectors are provided on XLR and multipin at +4dBu. A new
remote has been developed for direct control
of eight Meridians while a remote meter display will also be available.
Shipping is expected to start in the Autumn
for a US retail price of less than $7000.
Abele, US. Tel: +1 800 525 3747.
Emell: alecorp@alesisi.usa.com U

FM Processor
APHEX' MODEL 2020 FM Pro digitally-controlled FM audio processor is fully programmable with the ability to be remote controlled
and automated and is modular. The unit
offers analogue stereo inputs and outputs,
Aphex's patented Frequency Discriminate
Leveller, multiband compressor, bass procespeak limiter and a digital remote control.
it uses patented technology from other
Aphex products, including selectable DVG,
Easyrider compression and the Peak Accelerated Compression (PAC) algorithm, in
addition to six patents that are pending on

new technology designed specifically for
the FM Pro.
The device has three optional module
add -ons: a digital I -O allowing the unit to
interface with digital broadcast signals; a
pre- emphasis processor module with a
patent pending 50ps or 70ps pre-emphasis
filter for 'spreading' the pre- emphasis; and a
Digicoder stereo generator add-on developed using Aphex's patented Digicoder type
PPDM stereo generator. Other patents are
currently awaiting confirmation on a 'post
cross -over' multiband technique designed
for the multiband compressor, a bass interactive function that reduces intermod distortion in the peak limiter, and a bass clipper in
the bass processor for cancelling distortion.
The FM Pro comes with 16 user- programmable read -write presets, allowing manual
or automated recall, and eight read -only
presets designed for a variety of radio programme formats that can be used straight
out of the box. The front panel gives access
to simple menu driven controls; RS232 connection enables users to control and monitor parameters from anywhere on a PC.
Aphex Systems, US. Tel: +1 818 767 2929.

LA Millennium Series
COMPRISING THE GCX2 gated compressor,
EQX2 dual 3 -hand parametric equaliser,
MLX2 dual microphone -line preamplifier
with DI input and MPX1 microphone
processor, LA Audio's affordable Millennium
range is now shipping.
The MPX1 is a single -channel processor
designed for one -step processing of vocal or
solo instruments and combines a mic -line
preamplifier with DI input, noise reduction, a
4-mode autocompressor and equaliser in 1U.
EQX2 is a dual channel 3 -band paramettic equaliser, which can also be configured
as a mono 6 -band unit offering variable frequency and 15dB cut and boost. Each band
has variable Q and each channel is also
equipped with a high -pass filter.
The MLX2 is a dual- channel mic preamp
which also caters for line level and instrument connection.
SCV, UK. Tel: +44 171 923 1892.
E -mail: info@scvlondon.co.uk
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there is
no alternative

NO OTHER MIXER IN

THE GL4OOO's CLASS OFFERS YOU
Dual Function Plus Live Recording

Level Trim subgroup XLR outputs
Solo in Place with Quick Solo

Also available

Matrix to Aux link

4 Band full sweep

EQ

with 'Q' switching

Sys -link Expandability and Expander Modules

G L

2 0 0 0

4 Stereo Input Channels with Width Control

Redefining Performance...
at a price you can afford
H

1¡or man Audio. Harman

International Industries Limited.

Unit 2 Borehamwood Industrial Park. Rowley Lane. Borehamwood.
Herts WD6 5PZ. England

Tel: +44 181 207 5050

Fax: +44 181 207 4572
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ALLEN
HEATH
http://www.allen-heath.com

Tape -based digital recorders serve a wide variety of

applications beyond those championed by the DA -88
and ADAT. Studio Sound recently assembled a panel
of critical listeners with the sole aim of judging audio
performance regardless of cost and convenience.
The results are surprising
of tape-based digital
tape machines for assessment of their
audio performance, Studio Sound has
attempted to present a subjective but
authoritative study which will he of
potential benefit to a spread of audio professionals. That many of the machines chosen for
the exercise are not directly comparable in
terms of facilities, functions and cost is self
evident; the machines do, however, represent
a cross -section of options with a variety of
potential applications available to anyone
considering buying or using a digital recording system.
This study concentrates on audio performance. firstly in terms of each machine's
onboard analogue-to- digital convertors and secondly with the benefit of outboard A -D convertors. It does not attempt to directly address
any aspect of functionality or reliability.
The line -up of machines includes a Sony
PCM -3348, Nagra -D, Tascam DA-38, Alesis
ADAT -XT and Sony PCM -7030 DAT. These
machines were selected as being representative of each format of tape being used for digital audio recording and it should he noted
that each format. with the exception of the
Nagra -D is supported by other manufacturers'
products. It was decided to take only one
example of each in order to make the listening process practical, but each example has
specific reasons for its inclusion.
The Sony PCM -3348 is a common studio
and mobile recorders' 48 -track DASH
machine featuring A -D convertors comparable with the PCM-3324S. The Nagra -D offers
four tracks and stands alone in its recording
format. The Hi -8 tape-based Tascam DA -38 8IN selecting a number

track modular digital multitrack (MDM)
machine is less well featured than the current
DA -88 but has better A -D convertors which
will shortly become standard on the DA-88.
The Alesis ADAT -XT also represents the best
available performance of its kind, in this case
of the S- VHS-based option in the MDM market. The Sony PCM -7030 is a studio stalwart
and offers DAT's standard two tracks along
with the synchronisation capability necessary
for this appraisal.
In each case, the machine is as good a representation of its format as available and
should provide ready points of reference to
most readers. Outboard convertors were provided by Genesis Pro Systems. The choice of
convertors was largely determined by the
intention to offer a point of reference above
the anticipated general standard of onboard
convertors but at a price point that would not
preclude them from being of interest to the
majority of the listening panel. The Genesis
convertors are also still relatively new to the
market and are thus largely spared any preconceptions that the panel may have had of
other convertors.
The exercise took place at London's CTS

studio in Studio 1, where the console is a
Neve VRP and both large and small monitoring systems are by ATC. The listening panel
was assembled by invitation, and included
representatives from a variety of disciplines
including music recording, location recording
and audio postproduction.
Also in attendance were CTS' Technical
Manager, Pete Fielder, and representatives
from each recorder's manufacturer.
Recording media were provided by CTS in
the case of the PCM -3348 and PCM -7030, and
by Richmond Film Services, Tascam UK and
Sound Technology in the case of the Nagra -D,
DA -38 and ADAT-XT respectively.

he listening session was begun by locking all the recorders into sync using a
MicroLynx synchronisation system being
driven by an Audio Design ProBox 12 slaved
to the house video sync. This clocked each
recorder and also the first of the Genesis convertors to AES -EBU, the subsequent convertors
were synchronised using Genesis' proprietary
slave mode. Each machine was presented with
a stereo mix (on tracks 1 and 2 where applicable) of a jazz quintet performing live in the
studio. In this way identical recordings were
made on each machine first via the onboard
convertors (Pass 1) and second (Pass 2) via the
A-D side of a set of Genesis ADA 20.16 convertors (which offer two channels of A -D and
two channels of D-A at 16-hit and 20-hit resolution). In the case of both onboard and out hoard conversion paths, each machine was
presented with the word length appropriate to
its default recording setup
machines
therefore received 16 hits with the exception
of the 20-bit Nagra -D.
Replay was consistently via the D-A side

-all

of Genesis ADA 20.16 convertors. This
arrangement served the dual purpose of isolating the performance of each machine's
A -Ds from that of its D-As and concentrated
the panel's appraisal on the A-D convertors
alone. This approach was chosen on the
basis that the performance of any chosen
A -D convertor becomes inextricably part of
the recording, whereas the D-A convertor
can be substituted at any time after the
recording has been made.
Once the recordings were complete, the
tapes were rewound and played to the panel
either sitting individually or as small groups.
The panel was asked to compare the performance of the machines in each recording configuration by switching between the console's
tape returns without being aware of which
machine was routed to which return, with the
hand playing on in the studio to provide a
room reference should it be required. It was
suggested to the panelists that the machines
may have been rerouted to appear on different tape returns on Pass 2. They were asked
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digital systems. it was intended that the
machines in sync was thwarted by an inabilassessment should be of interest to as many
ity to sync the ADAT-XTs Al -2 sync unit as
recordists as possible, whether, for example,
desired. This was due to an unfamiliarity with
they might be weighing up the relative merits
the requirements of the XT and lack of time.
of a fully -professional 48 -track DASH machine
Instead, while all the other machines ran
and 48 tracks of MDM with outboard converunder the control of the KM- 3348. the ADATtors, those of a Nagra -D and portable DAT
XT was flown in manually and, it has to be
machine or simply which of the competing
said, fairly accurately.
MDM systems sounds best out of the box.
On the audio programme. while the lineDisc -based systems. such as the Sony PCMup of drums, double bass, piano, trumpet and
9000 and Genex GX8000 MO recorders, were
vocal presented the recorders with a variety of
not included in order to avoid having to ratiotransients and tonal requirements, certain lisnalise the many nonlinear systems available.
teners would have liked to hear other sources
Similarly. an analogue recorder -while easy
such as spoken work and amplified electric
to include -was avoided to prevent the disinstruments.
cussion becoming another aspect of the anaIt was observed that by opting for a single
> page 50
logue- versus-digital debate.
make of DA convertor, there was the potential for this to consisconceal
tently
shortcomings at the
A
end. The effective performance of
the Genesis DA,
however, sat comfortably with everyone, causing CTS
James
engineer
Collins to comment
that he was able to
hear characteristics
he knew certain of
to
the machines
exhibit.
Further to surveyoptions
ing
the
offered by current
The mustering of the manufacturers
tape-based (linear)

D

to make notes and state a preference and rank
the machines if possible. On completion of
the two passes. they were debriefed and then
finally informed of the machines' assignation
to the tape returns and invited to comment on
their impressions of the recorders in the light
of their professional responsibilities, and also
to comment on the testing procedure.
Limitations of the test were evident in a
number of areas. The original intention of
replaying as well as recording with all
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49 Overall, the consensus of opinion

\.is that the test was a valid indication of the
default performance of a selection of digital

eik?

tape machines and justification of the use,
where appropriate, of an outboard convertor
system. Perhaps the most surprising observation is not that the machines did not consistently perform to expectation, either of
reputation or price point, but that although
certain listeners were quickly convinced that
there was practically no difference in performance between the machines on Pass 2, others were confident that there was-even
when both A -D and D-A convertors were
common and the recorders were serving simply as data recorders. Speculation as to the
reasons for this has only just begun...
That the exercise was subjective precludes
and statistical summing up. Instead, abridged
comments have been attributed to each of the
panel members along with engineer, James
Collins, whose familiarity with the control
room gave him a valuable insight.
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Laurie Taylor BBC Senior Sound Supervisor
Duties: studio -based TV light entertainment
sitcom work on speech
1" Pass Preference: none

are all interchangeable.
The only doubt would
he over the 7030
because it was at a
lower level and couldn't bring quite the
degree of judgment to
hear. I wouldn't have
thought I could identify
any of them by their
tonal grouping. The
only one that thought
had any significant difference, that I could
convince myself probably was a bit brighter,
was the DA -38. The differences are of
absolutely no consequence within the sphere
of work do; the machines were as good as
identical. I would certainly join any bit of any
one of them to a hit from any other and
expect to get away with it. I would have no
problems using any of them.
On the second pass initially thought I
could hear something to do with the 3348 hut
couldn't convince myself.
The criterion I've always used when assessing material is whether the difference is less
than the difference between two sorts of professional microphone -like a U89 and a 414,
and the difference here is considerably less.
The only danger with the test is not being
able to present things synchronously can lead
you down the wrong path. but it's certainly
valid compared with what you meet in real life.
(These opinions are Laurie's own. and not
those of the employer)
1

1

1

1

I

-

7 didn't experience any significant subjective
difference between any of them. They all
sounded sensibly like the band in the studio.
The only one I would have thought I could
hear the difference would be the 7030 which
I work with regularly.
For all the purposes ever work with they
1

weiss engineering ltd. digital audio Florastrasse 10.8610 Utter. SwtzerlandTel. +411 940 20 06

setting the tone
«The Weiss 102

Is an

Fax +411 940 22 14

essential ingredient to Gateway Mastering Studios

success. I don't know what I would do without it. From the Grammy award
winning Sting album to the grunge of Nirvana and Pearl Jam, the 102 is my
most used piece of gear.»

Bob Ludwig

Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc.

cable co
J

GHIELMETTI

Communications AG
4562 Biberist, Switzerland
Tel. +41 0 32 672 50 11
Fax +41 I0 32 673 13 24
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for digital AES /EBU as well as for analog
patching and routing
complies with IRT requirements
conforms to AES /EBU specs
power separation and connection fields
with parallel switching facilities in one unit
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weiss

Weiss 102 Series - the ultimate digital audio
processing system.
Please send detailed information to

Company:
Adress:

weiss engineering ltd. digital audio

Name:

Country
Florastrasse

10

8610 Utter

Switzerland
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Matthew Roberts

(PCM- 3348) sounded

Postproduction Engineer
Studio: The Bridge
Duties: voice recording

little sharper but
found it very hard

a
I

that one machine
was really better than
any other because r
all so subjective. How
ever. I ranked Machine
4 (ADAT -XT) as more
mellow in the bass end.
was
it
I
thought
warmer. but I found it
hard to tell a difference
between Machines 2, 3
and all of which I ranked equal se, ub. I he
point about all the sounds was that I could
have EQed all of them easily to sound the
say

Uses: Lexicon Opus
151 Pass Preference:
ADAT -XT

-

'I liked the Nagra tie
least but even the bow

-

rank I've given is
quite acceptable.
est

'Listening live w.i
slightly irrelevant, I'd
rather have been in on the original recording.
I would have much preferred to have been
listening to straight speech. which is more
familiar to me so the differences become
more apparent than with music.
'Certainly on the first run I would have
expected more difference. but that's not to say
that on another day I wouldn't have put them
in a different order. Certainly, the second pass
with the outboard convertors sounded better
but the I have to stress that the difference
between the best and the worst is very slight.
'It would also have been nice to have a
choice on the D-A, so that you could settle on
what you preferred before starting to listen.
Christian Wangler Location Mixer
Duties: mostly for TV
Uses: analogue stereo Nagra
1" Pass Preference: ADAT -XT

'On the first Pass

I

i

MI/

r

same.

'On the second pass I would suggest that
Machine
(PCM- 33.48) was perhaps a little
harder but was not able to discern a difference between the rest.
'My main critique for all recording
machines is that most of the places that we
get ourselves into have recording conditions
that are so appalling that I sometimes wonder
if it's any better than a tin can on a piece of
string. In terms of high quality. often the information that is going into the machine is nox
very high quality simply because of the conditions. The quality of the machine becomes
almost academic:
1

David John
Film Location Mixer

thought that Machine

1

':=

-

Duties: working on Les Miserable:
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mot is riworks
Piers Ford -Crush Director
Studio: Eden Studios
1" Pass Preference:

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

ADAT -XT

On the first

pass I was

pretty sure I didn't like
what was happening on
Machine 3 (Nagra -D).
I used Machine 1 (PCM3348) as the reference,
the only problem was
that by the time we got
to Machine 5 (PCM7030) I couldn't decide if 5 wasn't identical to
1. Machine 4 (ADAT -XT) seemed to be a hit
cleaner by a small margin than machine and
I ranked it best and considered Machines I an
5 as joint second. followed by Machine 3 (DA-

Tel

AUSTRIA AKG ACOUSTICS
Contact Reinhold Flied!

CANADA: HMI COMMUNICATIONS CANADA LTD
Tel 416 867 9000 Fax 416 867 1080

Contact' Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Tel. 42 2 322 552 Fax 42 2 323 069

Contact Jan Adam
DENMARK: INTERSTAGE
Tel 39 4600 46 Fax. 39 46 00 40
Contact Finn Juul

FINLAND: STUDIOTEC
358 9 512 3530 Fax 358 9 5123 5355
Contact Peler Strahlman

Tel

Tel

FRANCE: S.A.V.
42 40 55 22 Fax
42 40 47 80

1

1

Contact Philippe Desgue
Tel

GERMANY: MEDIACOM
05451 94690 Fax 05451 946919
Contact Uwe Seyten
GREECE: KEM ELECTRONICS
674 8514 Fax 01 674 6384

Tel 01

Contact Thimios Kolikotsis
HOLLAND: BAD PROFESSIONELE
Tel 2526 87889 Fax 2526 87362
Contact Daan Verschoor

1.

'There definitely were quite specific characteristics between what it now turns out
were the input processors.'

BELGIUM: DAL M.V.
89 41 52 78 Fax 89 49 16 62
Contact Erik Gysen

Tel

weren't nearly as marked as they were with
Pass

866 54 256 Fax 01 866 54 549

Tel 01

1

38).
'I failed to have a ranking on the second
pass although Machine 4 (ADAT -XT) worried
me because as it got a lot louder it almost felt
like there was some peak distortion. With the
other machines I thought I was hearing differences but then wasn't sure. I certainly felt
Machine 5 (PCM -7030) was better than 4
(ADAT-XT). I have to say that the differences

AUSTRALIA: AWA LTD
02 9898 7666 Fax 02 9898 1135
Contact Ahstao Dewar

HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY

0343 Fax 2 366 6883
Contact. Wilson Choi

2 721

Tel

Tel

INDIA: PACE LTD
22 633 5450 Fax 22 633 5453

Contact Joe Gonsalves

Mike Gardner
Technical Director
Studio: Eden Studios
1' Pass Preference:
DA38, ADAT -XT

IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD
Tel. 01 662 3411 Fax. 01 668 5253
Contact Julian Douglas
ISRAEL: BAND PRO FILM VIDEO INC
Tel 03 673 1891 Fax 03 673 1894
Contact Shat Daniel,
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Tel

< page
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'I don't think we had

Day of the Jackal

Uses: Fostex PD4s;
HHB -Aiwa DAT; analogue
time-coded Nagra as

'security blanket'
1" Pass Preference:
none

'With the tracks chosen
it was difficult to dis-

differences because the music was so
full range. But on the
second pass I couldn't
tell any differences at all. I didn't find any of
the machines distasteful because they all
sounded very rich and full range. I thought
Machine (3348) sounded a little brighter.
'I wati wondering if Pass 2 had involved a hit
of rerouteing and it was all the same machine
because it was all so much the same to me.
'I've used some of these formats and I
would have to say that if I was going to make
a decision on which machine I would use I
would choose the mast reliable one. Because
of the sort of work do I don't get a second
chance and I don't know which one of these
machines is the mast reliable.
'I'll walk away from here with the knowledge that there can be a difference between
the ADCs because I didn't really realise how
much difference there was. That's interesting
hut to be honest they all still sound pretty
damn good to me.'
cern

1

1

52

long enough to judge
them with enough different material. Machine
1 (PCM -3348) had some
edge in the mid and I
thought that Machine 2
(DA -38) and 4 (ADAT
XT) sounded smoother. Machine 3 (Nagra -D)
had a mid -hand edge that I didn't like.
'On Pass 2, Machine 1 I thought there was
somewhere a mid edginess which is the same
as I heard on the same switch on Pass 1.
Machine 2 (DA -38) sounded smoother and
rounded on the vocals and I would say this
was perhaps the best on Pass 2. I felt there was
edginess on Machine 3 (Nagra -D) while on 4
(ADAT-XT), I thought there was almost some
distortion. Overall my rankings were quite similar to Pass I but very close to one another
although I preferred Machine 2 (DA-38). 'To be
honest I think that if you had exactly the same
signal on all the buttons we would have still

come out with various comments.'
Rob Buckler
Managing Director

Tel 3

JAPAN: TIMELORD
3794 5575 Fax 3 3794 5605
Contact Henry Dienne

KOREA DAIKYUMG VASCOM CO LTD
Tel 2 745 6123 Fax 2 766 8504
Contact Dae ltyun Han
Tel

NEW ZEALANO: FATS LTD
09 378 8778 Fax 09 378 8776
Contact John Bicknell

NORWAY: SfV. ING BENUM AIS
Tel 22 399 00 Fax 22 48259
Contact Wenche Gronvold
1

1

POLAND: STUDIO DAVE
22 827 4854 Fax 22 827 4854
Contact Bogdan Wolciechowski

Tel

PORTUGAL:ESTEREOSOM LDA
3546 0563 Fax 01 357 2981
Contact Jorge Goncalves

Tel 01

MV COMPANY
6774 Fax 95 233 6019
Contact Boris Nekrasov

RUSSIA:

Tel 95 233 6017 /

SINGAPORE: TEAM 10$ PTE LTD
065 748 9333 Fax 065 747 7273
Contact Helena Lim

Tel

SOUTH AFRICA E.M.S. LTD
Tel 011 482 4470 fax 011 726 2552

Contact Dennis Feldman
SPAIN: LEXON
203 4804 Fax 93 205 7464
Contact Alejandro Palencia

Tel 93

Tel

SWEDEN: ENGLUND MUSIK M
46 8 97 0920 Fax 46 8 646 0925
Contact Mats Mattsson

SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel 01 910 4141 Fax 01 910 3544
Contact Roland Bricchi
TAIWAN: DINT TAIWAN
0343 Fax 23 66 6883
Contact Clement Cho,

Studio: The Strong Room
1" Pass Preference: Sony 3348

'The thing I found difficult was having a reference point because that becomes the first
one you hear. For the first pass, on Machine 1
(PCM-33348), I thought the vocals appeared
open hut maybe a little hit thin> page 54

039 212 221 Fax 039 214 0011
Contact Donatella Ouadrio

Tel 27 21

USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS INC
207 773 2424 Fax 207 773 2422

Tel

Contact. Fraser Jones

MI

b

HHB Communications Limited
7375 Scrubs Lane London NW10 60U

UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax. 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales7dhhb.co.uk
Visit HHB on line at http rtwww.hhb co. uk

THE ESSENTIAL TOOL
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO

PROFESSIONALS

New from Motionworks, world leaders in system integration, the

Designed for hand -held or desktop use, R2P2 features transport,

R2P2 universal remote control is the essential tool for all video

numeric and cursor keys along with

post -production, film sound, broadcast and music recording

shuttle wheel to provide

studios. Simply connect to any serial tape machine, VTR, digital

cute solution to all the serial remote control problems in any type

audio or video workstation or DAT recorder conforming to the

of facility.

Sony P2 protocol and R2P2's function keys and internal menus

If you work with audio or video, call HHB today for further

automatically configure to control the machine connected,

information on the accessory that could change your Ide.

displaying its name in the large. 20 character Supertwist LCD.

The R2P2 Remote -To -Sony P2 Controller from Motionworks.

Designed and manufactured in the UK by Motionworks

a

a

superbly engineered jog /

cost-effective, ergonomic and irresistibly

Worldwide distribution by

HHB

Communications

HHB Communications Ltd 73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U. UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales©hhb.co.uk
HHB Communications Inc 43 Deerfield Road. Portland, Maine 04101 1805, USA
Tel 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422 E -Mail: 75671.3316@compuserve.com
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All trademarks are the property of their respective owners
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Be a Post

Production
Powerhouse

the
general sound was
fairly complete to me.
Machine 2 (DÁ38) had
a slightly closed mid
range compared with 1
but slightly more low
end, Machine 3 (NagraD) seemed to have a
slightly thinner sound
compared to 1 and 2,
and Machine 5 (PCM7030) had low low-end
definition
compared
with 1 and the vocals weren't very open or
clear.

Neotek consoles are part of the
success of leading post houses. We
know your industry, and we've got
the products to get you to the top.

Our Encoresconsoles are designed
specifically for film -style rerecording. "It's flexible, and it
sounds great-just what we need
for The X- Files," Dave West.

On the second pass I got the feeling at
times that I was listening to the same thing as
Pass 1 but mixed up.
felt Machine 1 (PCM3348) had low definition in some of the low
end hut then the vocal presence and the mid
range was good. Machine 2's (DA-38) vocal
sounded a little closed and generally even a
little compressed, Machine 3 (Nagra -D) had a
very open vocal with a clear bottom end and
it was faidy well balanced. Machine 4 (ADATXT) was the only time I ever thought about
graininess. In the second pass I preferred
Machine 1.
The only machine I had a problem with
was Machine 4 in the second pass.
'It's interesting that we perceived XXa similar sort of thing and XX such a difference in
Pass 2 which was in effect listening to the
storage. That's very strange even though the
differences between all of them was less.
'l've listened to different convertors and
there are differences, but this wasn't like we
were switching between an Apogee, a Prism
or an Audio Design.'
1

Stuart Thomas

"Sonic performance is important to
us, sure, but we bought a Neotek®
Essence console because it's the
only one compatible with the
LarTecControlPro and it's easy to
operate-essential for quality in
our one -man ADR/Foley operation.'
Mike Morongell, EFX Systems.
Neotek and Martinsoundbring
over 50 years of film and post
industry experience to your door.
Just pick up your phone-or mouse.

NEotek
A Martinsound Company
1151 West Valley

Boulevard
Alhambra CA 91803
+1

800 -582 -3555
(818) 281 -3555

Technical Manager
Studio: The Strongroom
1" Pass Preference:
ADAT -XT

'On Pass 1, It was
between Machines 1
and
4
(PCM -3348,
ADAT-XT) and I would
say they were the
higher grade formats,
the imaging was better,
hut in the end I decided
that I liked Machine 1.
On Machines 2, 3 and 5 I thought the imaging
collapsed a little and I felt Machine 2 (DA-38)
was rounder, almost compressed if you told
me there was a soft limiter on the front of that
I wouldn't be surprised. Machines 2 and 3
(DA -38, Nagra-D) seemed to have a little more
bottom end. I least liked Machine 5 (PCM7030), it felt the most muddy. They all worked.
I don't know if they were the same machines
on Pass 2 but I would suggest that perhaps

Machines 1 and 4 had been swapped over.
Machines 1 and 4 had the best imaging and I
felt they had the most space around them.
'On Pass 2, Machines 2, 3 and 5 all sounded
more or less the same. The imaging on
Machine 2 (DA -38) was the worst but they
were all much closer than they were on the
previous pass. Again 1 and 4 (PCM -3348,
ADAT -XT) felt the better ones although I'd say
Machine 4 was the better one this time
around. It was kind of like they'd all had the
same A-D but different D-As. Pass 2 was
more consistent and they all seemed closer to
each other.
'I've kamt that the XT sounds better than
some of the others, THAT'S interesting hut my
experiences of the mechanical nightmare of the
old machines means it will still he out of the
running purely from a practical point of view.
Whenever l've used ADATs on a session you
always at (east once have to turn everything off
because it hangs up and gets all confused.
Had
known what the machines were
would have found it harder to believe that the
XT sounded better in the second pass. However, I don't think it would have coloured my
judgement that much.
'What really doesn't surprise me is that
Machines 2 and 5 (DA -38, 7030) were what
they were and that 5 was a DAT because I
don't like DAT. A little interesting exercise is to
take a DAT, play it 100 times, done it, play it
100 times, clone it, play it 100 times, done it.
You still theoretically have a high quality
recording but lock the last one up to a copy of
the first version before you played it 300 times
and you would be amazed at the difference.
'What I've learnt from this is that what I've
known in the past is still valid. I hate DATs for
this reason.
'We use outboard convertors depending on
the budget hut the bottom line is that Joe and
Josephine Public put one hi-fi speaker up on
the bookshelf, the other down behind the sofa
and it doesn't matter what I do. From my experience great reviews are given on recordings
that were done against all the rules of good
recording technique and had reviews for things
that sound great. Record sales bear no relevance whatsoever to what we've done hew
1

'On the first pass,
Machine 2 (DA -38) had
a thicker bass than
Machine 1 (PCM -3348)
and
seemed
less
complete.
Machine
3 (Nagra -D) felt a hit
awkward.
Machine
4 (ADAT-XT) I liked.
'On the second pass, Machine 1's (PCM3348) bottom end didn't seem to go down as
far but it did sound polished. Machine 2's
(DA -38) vocal seemed to sit back a little more.
Machine 4 (ADAT-XT) I described as comfortable and dynamic(ish) while 5 (PCM-7030)
was very full and open but a little harsh.
'It's a very personal thing, like listening to
speakers. If everybody agreed on one partiCular speaker sounding great there would only
be one manufacturer but there are reasons
why there are so many different types
because they suit different people's hearing,
their use and the type of music they play. This
is a very similar thing, with convertors it's also
an emotional thing.'

www.martinsound.com
Geoff Foster Chief Recording Engineer
Studio: AIR Lyndhurst
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Duties: him scores.
albums
le Pass Preference:
PCM -3348

1

'This preoccupation

with this> page 56
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< page 54 convertor,

that convenor, 20-hit,
overhead cam, turbo-charged. etc does get in
the way of people making good records. The
downside is that you have people recording
in their front rooms and I think it sounds like
it. That's not necessarily a bad thing hut the
technology that allows you to make a record
like that is actually what the record is about.
Adrian Kerridge
Director
Studio: CTS Studios
Duties: music recording
1" Pass Preference:
ADAT -XT

'You've chosen a broad
range of instruments
with a wide spectrum, a
percussion instrument
which is the piano, the

trumpet,

drums with

high cymbals plus the
voice which covers the whole range. You
could. for example, have added a string quartet but what we had covered a fairly broad
spectrum.
'I was listening for the openness of the

sound and the spread and the depth, principally the openness of the cymbals. the depth
of the bass and air around the recording. On
the percussive instruments I was listening to
the edginess you can get on some digital
machines.
On Pass 1, Machine 4 (ADAT-XT) I thought
was good all -round. I rated Machine 3 (NagraD) second but the piano was a little tubby. the
voice was thin the trumpet was okay, overall
pretty good. Machine 5 (PCM-7030) had less
air around the sound and the voice was harsh.
Machine 1 (PCM- 3348) the voice was harsh,
the bass thin and lacking depth and the sound
was slightly thinner all round. Machine 2 ID A38) again I said the piano was tubby. it all
lacked air and the voice didn't sound particulady open.
On Pass 2 it was much more difficult to put
an assessment on although I ranked Machine
4 (ADAT -XT) as best all round. Machine 1
(PCM -3348) I put second-the voice was
slightly smaller and the cymbals were open,
Machine 5 (PCM-7030) had a smaller sound
but a good bass. Machine 3 (Nagra -D) was
thinner in the voice, the bass and the piano
were rounder hut there was a hit of edge on
the trumpet and the voice. Machine 2 (DA -38)
I put last -the trumpet was edgy. the voice
was thin and there was no air around the
whole of the sound and the piano sounded
smaller too.
Now knowing what I was listening to
would explain why it was tighter to differentiate between the machines in the second pass
but there was still a difference. That doesn't
surprise me because we've experienced this
here ourselves in the small tests we've done.
People say that digits are digits are digits but
they're not, it depends how they are handled.
The ADAT -XT has to come top in my Ixxok.
but the 3348? That's a tremendous surprise.
On Pass 2, the differences were smaller but
I could hear a difference especially on the
DA _38. What we've always known at CTS
apart from the differences between machines
is that if we can buy an A
and D
with
every piece of equipment then it makes a big
difference.'
'I've learnt that some manufacturers are listening to the voices in the world and other
manufacturers maybe have not caught up yet.
Those voices from the studio floor saying do
something about the convertors and don't
always believe that digits are digits because
they ain't.
The only thing I got a hit wrong was
putting the 3348 which I put fourth on the first
pass and second on the second pass. which
tells me that we've got input convertors on
that machine that are not as good as they
could be.
The lesson is to put the ADAT -\T convertors on a DA -38 transport and you've got a
prat box at a great price.'
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James Collins Engineer
Studio: CTS Studios

was very interested to do today because its
not often you get the chance to listen under
controlled conditions. Unless you set up like
we did today there's no way you> page 59
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sounded more like each
other than would have
expected; and I found
the Nagra to be a little
bit dull. On the digital
in test, all machines I
found similar except
that the 3348 still
sounded bright.
'What it comes down
to in my mind is what
you pay for the equipment in the first place.
If you buy a Tascam and you want to sync it
up you buy an SY88 as an extra, if you want
to interface it AES -EBU you buy an extra. The
same with the ADAT. If you buy a 48 -track
DASH machine, it has everything -you plug it
in and leave it alone. The more domestic
video-style machines you have to hack
together, if you pay the money in the first
place, it's all there.'
1
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Studio 2
The Capricorn room
CTS

Capricorn
room went on line in May 1995 and
continues the association between the
studio, the brand name and its digtal
desks which started when it was the erst
studio in the world to go digital with the
Neve DSP in 1984.
Studio 2, home for the 48 -fader digital
desk, is described as a multifaceted room
that slots into the CTS complex in Wembley which has four studios in addition to
other ancillary facilities. The jewel in :he
crown undoubtedly remains Studio 1 with
its Neve VR and 120 -musician recording
area which has played host to numerous
big film scores, classical recordings and
popular music albums as well as this Studio Sound listening exercise.
Studio 3 houses a DDA while Studio 4
has an early Neve 8038 of a similar type to
that originally in Studio 2 which went
Stateside to make room for the Capricorn.
"For the type of work we're doing in :hat
studio we needed to take ourselves further
into the 20th century," states CTS director
Adrian Kenidge. The opportunity was
taken to completely redo Studio 2 courtesy
of Recording Architecture , and to provide
a mid -sized 40-musician live area with an
interesting balcony plus large isolated d_-um
booth and vocal booth all finished off with
a floor of prime American oak.
Monitoring is via ATC SCM200s with
SCM10s for the surrounds.
The studio can run in NTSC or PAL at
the flick of a switch with a variety of picture sources and video monitors handling
5 x 4 and 16 x 9 TV formats.
TS STUDIOS' AMS Neve
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page 56 can say one machine's A-Ds sound
if you're listening via its own D-As.
Ideally, I would have preferred a more
dynamic programme with some very low level stuff. With that qualification I did hear
differences, and I heard what I expected to
hear apart from in one area. On the analogue
in test, both Sony machines were what
expected: I found the XT XX and the Tascam
<

better
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The BRIT

Awards
Building a new reputation over the rubble of its past
ignominies, the UK's BRIT Awards is finally investing
not only in slick presentation but in delivering audio
worthy of a music show. Kevin Hilton reports

that Alfred Hitchcock storyboarded his films so meticulously
that he didn't bother to watch the
action when it was finally shot. Even' body maps out what should happen
but, due to circumstances, not everyone can
he as sure as the Master of Suspense. Which
is why Toby Alington, sound supervisor on
the 1997 BRIT Awards, took some satisfaction
from the fact that, with a couple of hiccups,
his schedule pretty much wonted out. Unlike
Hitch, he couldn't take his eyes off the action.
The BRIT Awards are the UK music industry's annual back -slapping bun -fest: a time to
recognise talent and seriously increase album
sales. Once seen as a pale imitation of the
Grammys, the ceremony has worked hard to
live down the debacle of
the 1989 event. when two
1996
non -professional presenters -Mick Fleetwood and
UK
Samantha
Fox-looked
12.8
bewildered as everything
fell apart around them. All
a
on live television.
Since then the ceremony has been recorded
and pozstproxduced, ready
for transmission the following evening. The 1996
event racked up UK viewing figures of 12.8 million,
a record for a terrestrially
broadcast music show.
This year the programme was also pre-sold to
137 countries world -wide.
Alington first worked on the 1994 Awards,
when he was called into remix the soundtrack
for international distribution. Now operating
as Audio Logistics, which organises audio production for various types of event, Alington
chalked up his third BRITS this year. He
observes about the event, 'It has grown
hugely in stature over the last six years'.
The task faced by all the technicians is a
daunting one: a 2-hour show that features
presenters, play- hack material and live performances. all in front of an audience. Proceedings were due to kick off at 8pm on Monday
24th February, with the finished programme
LEGEM) has it

set to air at the same time on Tuesday 25th.
'With that kind of schedule, it all has to he

about planning,' says Alington.
Central to this was a global patching
spreadsheet detailing every mic, splitter and
desk channel for the house system. monitors
and mobiles. This was only changed centrally
to guarantee that everyone was working in
the same time zones. To ensure that all the
elements set down on paper received equal
attention in reality, Alington brought in all
four Manor Mobile trucks, assigning distinct
functions to each.
Manor 1, equipped with a 48 input SSL Eseries console (with a G- series computer) and
a 24 input API, worked on Jamiroquai with
Diana Ross and the Bee Gees (who played
live but also used some
backing tracks). Truck
two. featuring a 144 -input
Raindirk, worked on the
Manic Street Preachers and
a
Sheryl Crow. both using
32-channel rigs.
Skunk Anansie and the
Fugees (24 channels each)
were mixed in Manor 3,
which additionally handled the playback tracks
for Mark Morrison (who
sang live), The Artist For137
merly Known As The Artist
Formerly Known As Prince
(who was due to sing live
but, as Ls his prerogative, chose not to) and
the act that, depressingly, hit all the headlines.
The Spice Girls. Backing tracks were sourced
from SADiE hard disk and played out through

The
event racked
viewing figures
up
of
million,
record for terrestrially
broadcast music show.
This year the
programme was also
pre -sold to
countries world -wide
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Yamaha 02R.
The small Manor 4, known affectionately as
Zipper, was the 'huh' for the whole audio
setup and dealt with dedicated audience
mixes, communications and other links. This
a

brought together the output monitor mixes
from the other trucks; these were routed as a
stereo mix to the Visions scanner, where TV
sound mixer Dave Taylor prepared a combined output featuring hands, audience. VT.
grams feeds and presentation mies.
>pa s 62
As it was a live performance
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page 61< as well as a TV show, there was a
full trout -of-house .system (designed and coordinated by Dimension Audio with a Turhosound Flashlight and Floodlight system
supplied by Britannia Row Productions), with

Alington 's original plan was for the three
band trucks to record monitor mixes of their
respective artists, which would then be remixed
in Manor 1. The schedule was constructed so
that the middle pan of the show was dealt with
stage crews bustling around
by Manors 2 and 3, leaving
to achieve tight tum- arounds
Alington free to do a final mix
(the tightest of which was the
of Jamiroquai and Diana
four minutes between the
Ross, who were the second
Fugees and Sheryl Crow).
act on, while everything else
Band outputs were brought
continued.
to the mobiles via five sets of
'It wasn't ideal,' he says,
64 pair BSS active splitter
'1 did that mix in 20 to 25
boxes (a further 32 passive
minutes, in between going
splitters handled line -level
off to do Prince. The Jamirosignals for communications).
quai-Diana mix worked but
'Some of the changes were
if I had had the time I
very tight.' agrees Alington.
would have made it sound
The only hold -up during the
-bigger".'
show was the change -over
This expediency was necBest Dance Act
between Sheryl Crow and the
essary to shave any time at all
Manics, going from a 32off the postproduction proBest Single
channel rig to 40 channels in
cess proper, which was due
11 minutes. But the stage
to start when Manor 1 was
crew was brilliant.'
driven to post house TeleThis was once everything
Cine in Soho during the early
There
got going; as there is no
hours of Tuesday morning.
Spice Girls
longer the imperative of live
'There weren't enough
television, the start of the
hours in the postproduction
show can slip hack, which it
schedule to have mixed all
Best International Group
did this year by nearly 50
the hands after the event,'
minutes, due to problems in
says Alington, 'so every mingetting in some of the public
Best international
ute we could save during the
audience (as opposed to the
show was time off
Newcomer
tough
industry audience).
postproduction schedule.'
One occasion where this
ng Contribution
philosophy worked was with
N ALINGTON'S words,
the Manic Street Preachers.
once the show did start,
That was the only monitor
it roared along'. This is one of the reamix that was used without any re- mixing,'
sons why several analogue consoles were
explains Alington. 'Will [Shapland, Manor 2
used, rather than one resettahle desk. Alingengineer' did a great job of that straight off,
ton explains, The only area for delay were
getting the Manic's big wrap-around guitar
cock -ups by any of the artists or bad turnsound. ICs always nice to remix things but
arounds. At that kind of speed, there's nothing
there are times when it goes right first time.
like having the tactility of an analogue console
There are two schools of thought in this situat your fingers-it's a major security factor'.
ation: either
>
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Radio coverage of BRITs '97
ele4ision coverage ut the BRIT Awards may now be prerecorded and postpr
but radio listeners can still catch up with proceedings on the night almost as it happens. The Awards are covered live on BBC Radio 1FM in a show produced for the
station by independent company Wise Buddah, run by DJ Mark Goodier, Bill Padley
and Jeff Smith.
Now a veteran of this event, Wise Buddah subcontracts BBC Resources Outside
Broadcasts to provide technical facilities. The show was linked by Mary Anne Hobbs in
a mobile studio, with co-presenters Andrew Collins and Stuart Maconie pretending to be
in a Volkswagen camper van back- stage, catching up with artists as they went by. (In
reality they were in one of two BBC technical caravans, which served as additional studio/production areas).
Hobbs linked CDs, interviews (prepared on Digidesign Pro Tools and then transferred
onto Denon MiniDisc) and the live performances, which came from the Visions scanner
as a stereo pair. The idea was to give the impression of a live show, even though the
end -result was 'staggered', being made up of prerecorded elements played out later.
In addition to the Radio 1 programme, Wise Buddah also prepared a version
worldwide syndication, which consisted of live performances and interviews.

track a hand pretty dry. so it
MoLtkk like a bad demo, or rely on the
machiner to do the tracking and concentrate on producing a polished monitor
mix with effects and dynamics. I'm of the
latter school.'
The monitor mixes were laid onto digital
multitrack (a mixture of 32 -track Mitsubishi
and 24 -track Sony machines), with a Tas cam DA -tit; running as a submix of live
audience. videotape feeds and separate presentation mies. all of which could he
retrieved if necessary. A full stereo mix featuring the monitor mixes, presentation and
audience effects were recorded onto DAT in
the Visions scanner. Once the first half of
the show was complete, Tele-Cine dubbing
mixer James Hines took a tape hack to Soho
and loaded it into the studios AMS Neve
AudioFile. ready for the edit. Part two was
page 62<

BELOW: Tony Alington on his
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similarly loaded onto disk once Manor 1
arrived on site.
Parked outside, the truck was connected
to the dubbing suite using a digital link. The
plan was, once a fine video cut had been

produced of the first pan, the finished
mixes would he cut in to replace the guide
(monitor) tracks, with everything autoconformed to picture. 'With the live studio mix
the idea was to tidy up the edits and the
audience links, giving everything a quick
polish,' Alington comments.
The original plan budgeted three hours
for each part; there were five blocks of 20
minutes, making a total of 105 minutes (giving two hours once commercials have been
added). Because the show was recorded as
live, the prerecorded nomination packages
and the advertising break 'bumpers' were
already in the right place in
>Page 66
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Contact Mats Mansson
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Contact Roland Bricchi
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AVAILABLE NOW.
T H E FUTURE OF FILM
DUBBING.

In a

world where new cinema sound formats have already rendered

stereo CD master to be made at the same time as the multkrack

16 -bit a thing of the past, the Genex GX8000 24 -bit 8 -track MO

master is recorded.

recorder isn't just the future of film dubbing, it's the here and now.

The GX8000 uses widely -available 2.6GB magneto -optical disks, so

And the facility to record at up to 24 -bit

/ 96kHz

is only one of the

there's no more timecode striping, no spooling time and no more
head wear. What's more, the MO format

reasons why the GX8000 will replace the tape

+117Z.

or hard disk recorder in your machine room.
The GX8000 locks instantly to timecode or
bi -phase

- forwards,

offers unparalleled safety and stabiliy

HHB MO 2.6GB disk, for instance, carries a

lbw

backwards or even in

- the

lifetime warranty (100 years).

varispeed. Each track can be slipped independently of the others

Amazingly, the Genex GX8000 costs less than some timecode DAT

and up to 16 GX8000s can be synchronised with sample accuracy.

recorders. To find out how it will change the way you work. call

And if you're scoring

HHB for the latest Genex GX8000 brochure today.

a

movie, a built-in digital mixer allows

a

HHB Communications Ltd 73-75 Scrubs Lane London NW10 60U, UK
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050 E -Mail: sales @hhb.co.uk
,

HHB Communications Inc 43 Deerfield Road, Portland, Maine 04101 1805, USA
Tel: 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422 E -Mail: 75671 .3316@compuserve.com

HHB Communications Canada Ltd 260 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario M5A 4L, Canada
Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 8671080 E -mail: hhbcan®istar.ca
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Brits '97 desk layouts

Channel
FOH A
FOH B
FOH C
FOH D
FOH E

1

-8

17 -24

9 -16

Sher

I

41-48

33 -40

25 -32

Crow
_

.__ _

_

Jamiroquai & Diana Ross

FX

Skunk Anansie

(1,9>`:

65-72

1

FX -'Pres
Prince
BeeGees

Playbacks

...Fugees

49 -5h

FX

FX

FX

FX

Manor
Manor 2
Manor 3
Manor 4
1

the stereo mix. Once at Tele-Cine,
Alington and Shapland still had the bulk of
the acts to mix. 'Mixing Jamiroquai-Diana
Ross during the show and using the Manics
monitor mix was a start,' says Alington, 'but
we still had seven more to deal with. We
started with the Bee Gees and then went on
to Sheryl, the Fugees and Skunk Anansie, taking about an hour and a half on each, polishing things and adding EQ if necessary. The
playbacks were tweaked, which was the
beauty of doing them on the 02R because all
page 64<

ABOVE: BRITs 97 desk layout

the effects could be called back as rehearsed.'
Due to time constraints, there was not

enough time to do much with the presentation links, although, as a live performance,
there was some leeway here. It would have
been lovely to tidy up some of the presentation but it wasn't possible due to the schedule. But after all, it is "live- and Dave Taylor
had done a superb presentation mix. The disadvantage when it comes to the music is that
people consider the BRITS to be a postproduced show and so the expectation is for it to
be a polished, finished production but it is
basically live.'

44°

RICHMOND
FILM
SERVICES

A crucial element in any live, audiencebased show is the reaction; the trick is to convey the atmosphere in the hall without either

drowning out everything with screaming or
making things sound like they were recorded
in a library. 'They were really up for it,' says
Alington. 'Tim Fraser in Zipper looked after
the 20 or so audience mien, providing Dave
Taylor with a finished reaction mix. There
were two stereo pairs for this, one on the kiddie pit lyoung fans at the front of the stagel
and one for the hulk of the hall. It was the
most usable live audience mix because somebody was concentrating on it full -time.'
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The whole show was billed as being in
Dolby Surround. The nomination packages
had been preprepared by Alington on digital
Betacam in this format. while the audience
was wrapped around by being patched
through the desk and phase reversed to produce a rear pair. A final element was added
by a digital Orban TV Optimod 8282 compressor. which was used to give a tight. commercial radio feel to the overall sound.
6- The Orban was perfect for this kind of
show: Observes Alington. 'it's an excellent
postproduction tool.'
The first four parts worked smoothly and

b

d

You know why they are. but do you know

their names?

were delivered to Carlton Television at
3.30pm on Tuesday afternoon. The only real
problem came with the final segment. 'One of
the reasons why things went so well is that
we sorted out the EDLs early on.' says Alington. 'Historically this has been a problem.
especially if there are a whole series of non sequential cuts. But I've written a software
program that goes through and sorts out what
we need and what we don't. It only takes ten
seconds to clean up the EDL and ten more to

ESL
Eill

auto-conform. The hold -up on Part S was due
to a lot of video sub -masters being made
when the editors were doing a fine trim for
time, which is standard practice with the final
segment of a TV show like this.' Once sorted
out, the last pan was delivered at -Tipm.
The last section of Alington's pre-planned
schedule read: '16.30-wrap/back-up pub'. The
crew was eventually in the Northumberland
Arms by 19.30. where they saw the sort of the
programme they had been working on all night.
'That's the acid test: smiles Toby Alington.
'standing in a bar with a whisky listening to
your work on a four -inch monitor speaker.'

bedin

The Fully Digital Au
Mixing Console Syste
l

sCc go Ceo

Vertriebsgesellschaft für professionelle Audiotechnik

Valentinstrafie 43
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TUNE -IN TO NAB...YOUR RADIO CONNECTION.

-
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With all the changes the radio industry is going through
deregulation, consolidation, new technologies
how can you survive? And thrive? You can start by attending two can't -miss events. Both sponsored by NAB
andfilled with the tools you need to successfully navigate this new era.

Ale
Conferences.: April 5 & 6-10, 1997
Exhibits: April 7-10, 1997
Las Vegas, Nevada USA

September 17 -20, 1997
Mortal Convention Center
New Orleans, Louisiana

When it comes

to radio, NAB'97 really pours it on. With two
targeted Radio /Audio Pavilions, NAB'97 is setting the pace of
convergence. At NAB'97, you'll:

This event

is a magnet for the best and brightest who are leading the
industry into the 21st century. So, come to New Orleans in
September and get ready to super-charge your business:

See the hottest new technologies, products and services for

Learn from radio's leading managers in dozens of interactive and

radio broadcasting and audio production; plus explore the
latest innovations for satellite communication,
telecommunications, multimedia and the Internet.

idea generating sessions.
Sharpen your edge in sessions on management, programming
and production, as well as in the Radio Advertising Bureau's Sales
& Marketing program.

Learn tools and techniques to succeed at the NAB Radio
Management Conference and RAB Sales and Marketing

Conference plus have full access to 10 additional conferences
covering topics like law & regulation, satellite
communication, the Internet and more.

Hone your skills in NAB's new Engineering Certification Program.
Meet nearly 200 suppliers of Radio/Audio technologies,
products and services, follow up on your NAB'97 contacts

Network with thousands of your colleagues
and rub elbows with industry leaders at dozens
of special events.

NAB'97. Everything you

and wrap up end -of-year purchases.
Network at the one event that's a who's who of radio.
The NAB Radio Show. It's a hot bed of ideas, opportunities, and
entertainment. Ifyou're a radio professional, this is the one
event you can't afford to miss!

need to

compete in the world of
convergence.

Win

a

free hotel stay in New Orleans!

Check our website

for details.

Register on the Web! Check our website at www.nab.org/conventions/
for all the latest information on NAB'97 and The 1997 NAB Radio Show conferences, exhibitors. registration and housing.
For more information, complete this form and fax to: (2U2)429 -5343

Please send me information on NAB'97

Areas of Interest «c1,eckattrharappi)

J Attending

SS

LI Exhibiting

J Radio /Audio

Television/Video/Film

\ame _

Title

Company

Call Letters

Multimedia

1

1

1

Internet/Intranet

1

1

Telecommunications

Satellite

0 AM 0 FM 0 TV

Address
City

Phone

State
Fax

Zip(Pastal Code)

Country
E -Mail

Address

For up -to- the -minute registration, exhibitor and program details:

Visit the NAB Website at www.nab.org/conventions/

Call the NAB Fax -On -Demand Service at

(301)216-1847 from the touch -tone handset of your fax machine and follow the voice instructions.
Or for information on attending, call (800)342 -2460 or (202)775 -4970. For information on exhibiting call (800)NAB -EXPO or (202)775 -4988.

Roy Halee can legitimately

claim a place among the
true pioneers of music
production. Richard Buskin
learns about his part in
mixing the producer's and
engineer's roles and pushing
the envelope of multitracking

RE
EUI

ao

engineers the real creativity of
doing things for yourself has been
taken away,' says Roy Hake. 'Now
you do it with the push of a button.
You program the sound that you want
and there it is, but the creativity of using
rooms and natural echo chambers, of opening
and closing a chamber by hand to give the
same effect that an AMS unit will provide, is
gone, and that's a real shame because the
analogue way inevitably sounds better.'
Still, the fact that Halee, legendary producer-engineer of artists from all areas of
popular music, is now into his fifth decade in
the business can be attributed as much to his
ability to adapt as to his musical and technological talents. As he himself says: 'In a lot of
respects I'm guilty. It's now a lot easier to
have all of your toys there with you in the studio. I guess we've become lazy.'
Roy Hake's career began with an audio stint
FOR

at CBS Television in New York in the 1950s,
prior to him securing a job in the editing department at Columbia Records. From there it was a

short walk to the studio, and, once ensconced
in that environment, Halee's start was an auspicious one; the recording sessions for Like a
Rolling Stone, Bob Dylan's first album after he had
decided to plug in his guitar.
'That was very fortunate,' Halee asserts
with more than a hint of understatement,
'because at that time Columbia Records didn't
have any rock 'n' roll artists per se. They
either dealt with classical or with legit pop
acts such as Tony Bennett and Johnny Mathis.
Dylan, on the other hand, was their first folk
rock act, and on the strength of that job I got
a bit of a reputation in the city. The song 'Like
a Rolling Stone' was a 6- minute single, which
was unheard of at that time and I don't think
they really liked it at Columbia Records. But

then, when the damned thing took off, it
turned a lot of heads.
'As with everything else back then it was
recorded live, and we used one of the consoles which had been manufactured by
Columbia's own engineering department
together with Ampex 3 -track machines. Then
there was also an unbelievably good microphone collection; a lot of M49s, M50s, U67s,
U47s, C12s -the kind of run -of-the -mill stuff
that was just taken for granted at the time and
which is now worth a fortune.'
Halee soon found himself working with outside clients such as The Lovin' Spoonful, The
Dave Clark Five and The Yardhirds, at a time
when the latter featured the devastating twinlead guitar line-up of Jeff Beck and Jimmy Page.
'The session I was involved with was when
they cut I'm as a Man,' Hake recalls. 'I rememher being very impressed with the guitarists

Studio Sound April 1997

That touch of

experience
because they used little amplifiers at low volume settings. which was the exact opposite of
what everybody else was doing, yet the sound
in the control room was, of course, enormous.
Evidently they were hip to the idea that if you
play a little softer you get a bigger sound
when it's recorded.'

an engineer back in the mid -1960s
Roy Haler was expected to provide

As

musical input in addition to technical
expertise while not even receiving an engineering credit in return. Sometimes this
extended itself to him fulfiling the role of a
less- than -competent or absent producer
-indeed, when he produced some sessions

for singing duo Peaches and Herb a couple of

years later he received neither a production
credit nor one for the engineering.
'I'm not bitter alxout that,'he says. 'It was
all part of the gig, part of the training, and I
was grateful to be able to do it. I was having
a good time, and it's only when you grow
older that you realise you were being taken
advantage of. I mean, I didn't get any royalties, I didn't get any credit, but what I did get
was a lot of experience doing a lot of different acts. Jazz, rock, classical... Man, you name
it and I was able to get my hands on it. I even
worked on show material with 40, 50, 60piece hands, a chorus and soloists all live. It
was invaluable. These days I think it's almost
impossible for an engineer to ',page 70

69

<page 69 have that many opportunities. but
I broke in doing that stuff:
Along the way Haler also acquainted him-

self with a couple of guys who he now refers
to affectionately as 'Paul and Artie'-Simon
and Garfunkel -who, on the brink of international success. were also about to commence
a professional partnership with Halee that.
both collectively and separately, continues to
this day.
The first time I met them was in 1964
when they came in to do an audition for producer Toni Wilson.' he says. The company
signed them and released that audition as the
album Wednesday' Morning 3am..
Sales of the album did not encourage the
duo to stay together, yet while Paul Simon
was in England Tom
Wilson decided to
capitalise on the then burgeoning folk rock
boom by going back
into the studio with
Hake and overdubbing an acoustic version of The Sound of
Silence from the audition sessions with
electric guitars, bass
and drums.
They weren't even
aware that the song
was
being
overdubbed.' says Halee.
'It began to catch on
in
Boston and it
spread across the
country, and then the
SOS went out for
them to come back
and make an album.'
The resulting disc,
which took its name
from the No.1 single, would also include hits
Homeward Bound and

I

Ant a Rork.

'Simon and Garfunkel really helped me a
lot because they started the idea of the producer-engineer. At that time engineers were
not producers and producers were not engineers. You could work with had producers
but there were also some very, very gcxx.l producers who did their schtick-which was the
music-and basically left the engineering to
the engineer. Simon and Garfunkel. on the
other hand. obviously felt that I was really
producing their records with them. and that I
should be credited for this and paid a royalty.'
Aside from Tom Wilson there were producers such as John Simon and Bob Johnston who
worked with S&G. 'Bob Johnston pnxkuced
Dylan text,' points out Halee. In tract. around
that time %as on practically all of (Johnston's)
sessions, and I thought he was a good producer. Very exciting. he got a lot of emotion
going in the studio. which impressed me as
other producers were not getting the musicians fired up. There's a certain talent in that.'
Regardless. it was Roy Halee who S&G
chose to work with. and this points to a con1

scious decision to collaborate with someone
who was not only an inciter of performance
but also approaching the songs from the technological aspect.
In reality was producing the records with
them,' Halee confirms. 'I could get involved
1

70

musically, and

I started to get very close to
Paul who would bounce songs off of me:
"What do you think of this? What do you
think of that? ". and so on. And things there fore evolved to the point where I was a member of that group.
'Musically. engineering -wise we were a
team, and as a result of that we were able to
a lot of innovative stuff. Quite honestly. if
regular producer had been involved he
wouldn't have known what the hell %as going
on! You know. linking up two 8-track
machines to make 16. and going out and
making work tapes... The second 8- track
would be used as a work tape to go and overdub voices in a church: do it as a remote.
bring it hack to the studio and overdub on it.

do
a

'Artie and Paul': Ralee met them

in

1964

That wasn't being done at the time. So. it was
great. It was innovative and very. very creative from an engineering standpoint.'
At that stage Halee was still working on
staff at Columbia, and as such he was limited
by the attitude of not only the senior in -house
technicians but. moreover. the :all- powerful
union. Rules and regulations were still yen
much the order of the dai'. albeit that these
were seem to prove the undoing of those who
tried to enforce them.
'There was a union:, it was a problem and
I was always stepping on their toes. although
not on purpose.' says Halee. 'You know. going
way back to the beginning when I was editing.
a lot of tines a producer would cone in and
leave It classical musical score with me. It
would say, "Edit here. edit here. edit here. edit
here..." and I actually got into trouble with the
union for reading the score! That wasn't my
job. But hey. those were the rules and as a
result of that Clive Davis. who had taken over
as the boss of Columbia Records. asked nie to
go build a studio in San Francisco and work
out there. We had a lot of acts there Janis
Joplin and several others -and I wouldn't
have the union problems that existed in
Nashville, LA and New \brk. In fact, they had
to close all of those studios eventuall as they
just couldn't compete with the independents.
particularly the Hollyw(xxi one which was a
disaster. The rules were so strict: they'd walk

out and take a union lunch hour in the middle
of a recording session. It was maddening.
Because of that when Columbia would try to
sign acts the acts would say. " \Well, fine. well
sign, but we don't want to work at your studios. We want to have the freedom to work
elsewhere ".'
Halee subsequently did open a Columbia
Records facility in San Francisco which was
affiliated with a union. but a far more liberated one. and he staved there for five years.
during which time he worked with B1(x)d.
Sweat 8z Tears. as well as Paul Simon and Art
Garfunkel on each of their debut solo albums.
Needless to say, the trusty Columbia console
%'as the desk of. well. choice. so to speak. hut
Halee did not have uxt much of a problem
with that.
'What they lacked
in ternis of transient
response and air and
dynamics they more
than made up for in
terms of their reliability.' he says. The reason for this is that the
people who designed
them came from the
old school of doing a
Broadway show with
80 musicians. a chorus
and God knows how
many
people
involved, where they
could not afford to
have a breakdown. So
there were none. In
all my years at Columbia Records there was
never a console breakdown. Never. They
were like the Rock of
Gibraltar.
'It was in San Francisco that Artie and I did
the first -ever link -up of two 16 -track
machines. using SMPTE and the Eco system to
lock them up. I'm sure that we were the first
ones to do that in this country, and I can
remember calling New York and saying. "You

know. we're doing something ven' innovative
out here. Were linking up two 16 -track
machines. recording 30 tracks across four
inches of tape and going down to LA with a
work t ape. overdubbing strings and so forth.
then coming back here and overdubbing
voices... It's ven interesting". And the answer
I got was. "Will. don't tell anybody!" Now I
understand why they said that. because they
would have had to equip all of the studios in
New York. LA. Nashville and Chicago. and
they would have had to spend a fortune!'
the environment was now
more conducive to making good
records. the fact that few rock-orientated musicians were actually based in or
around San Francisco meant that Halee found
himself constantly travelling to Los Angeles.
'I can remember trying to do overdubs with
the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.
putting headphones on them and watching
them freak out,' he says. 'They couldn't relate
to it at all. So I'd 11y down to LA and work
with players who were probably not ,. ,:' J
but wIto would sit clown with >page 72
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ss here companies design everything from
A to P... that's audio to Pentiums'.

Since 1984 Audio Precision has designed
and manufactured advanced audio test

equipment in Beaverton, Oregon.
Our first product, the System One is now
known as the recognized standard for
audio testing, with many thousands in
use worldwide.
System Two furthers this audio testing
tradition with new features designed for
testing the digital audio pulse stream,
as well as higher audio performance
r

specifications overall:
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spent more than 300 weeks on the UK charts).
'We did the whole Byrds album with two 8track Ampex machines running in tandem
with no sync,' recalls Halee, and I did a lot of
Simon and Garfunkel that way too. That's
how we did The Boxer, running two 8 -track
machines and using a third machine to drive
them. After all, on a song like that, how could
you possibly have a hand with a full orchestra, strings, dohro licks, and brass and a hundred voices at the end on just one 8 -track
machine? You could do it, but you'd have
about 900 generations.
'Basically, with the setup we were using,
the tape ran through the capstan, and we
would line the other tapes up with an arrow
or a chalk mark, start both of them at the
same spot, keep our fingers crossed and they
would be very close practically all of the
time. However, when we remixed The Boxer
the machine started overheating because we
were working on it so damned long, and it
kept going way out of sync at the end of the
tune where all of the voices and all of the
action started to happen. So I had to mix it
every two bars and splice. Overall, however,

Halee recorded The Boxer with two 8- tracks running wild

it worked beautifully.'

<page 70 headphones and play like they
were in their living room. So I left Columbia
and went to ABC Records in Los Angeles,
where I became head of A&R.'
ABC was floundering, but Halee managed
to sign artists such as Steven Bishop and work
with the likes of Rufus and Chaka Khan, prior
to the label's demise within eight months and
his decision to go independent. He also

flTo

moved hack to New York and began using
studios such as Sound Mixers, Media Sound
and The Hit Factory, hut not before he had
engineered The Byrds' 1968 album, The Notorious Byrd Brothers-which, with Gary Usher
producing, employed phasing, close miking
and various sonic experiments to great
effect-and produced S&G's record- breaking
Bridge Over Troubled Water album (which

ATtio33aism

While Garfunkel helped a lot with the
vocal arrangements it was always Simon who
contributed the most in terms of production,
and this creativity would continue with his
solo

projects,

albeit

with

considerable

changes in approach.
The Graceland album was really a total
change for him,' says Halee. 'Before that project he would always come into »page 74
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the studio with a song, or at least
the sketch of a song, bounce it off of Artie or
me and lay it down as a demo
instance,
I have a demo here of Bridge over Troubled Water
before the song was really finished. with Paul,
as usual, playing it on guitar. Then we would
go in the studio with a rhythm section and it
would become a finished song.
'However, with the Graceland project it was
more of a case of collecting grooves of South
African music and then
making the decision to
it
go over there and do
some cutting. It was a
very tough project to do
but a very pleasant
experience. We worked
with several different
hands in Johannesburg,
and when I set the
It
musicians up they'd
like to work very close
together. At the same
time they also had to be
isolated so that we
could do a lot of editing -let's pull out the guitar here, let's remove that
order to make
songs. because they were just grooves. We
had to have the flexibility to erase.
'So. there we were, in a studio that we didn't really know, and I couldn't put the players in little rooms all over the place with
headphones. They had to be close together
with eye contact to get the feel and the
groove going. yet also isolated in terms of the

sound, and that was my job.'
And how did Halee achieve that feat?
'At this point in my life I've run into just
about everything. and there are ways of setting up a rhythm section and achieving good
isolation without having to put them in closets all over the place. The right choice of
microphones and levels certainly helps. and so
that's what we did and then we returned to
New York and transferred the 2-i- track analogue tape to digital for
editing purposes. It's
a
just too bad that we
had to lose the analogue, because the
analogue tapes always
sounded infinitely better. For versatility of
editing the digital is
great. but sonically it
a
can't compare.'
a
Paul Simon's latest

'I hope that Columbia releases the new
Simon and Garfunkel compilation set that
they've been working on. They went hack to
the original master 3-track. a -track and 8track tapes-they couldn't go to the dual-8s
because they don't know how to do it. You
see, when I had to work on some of these
compilation CDs the tapes that they supplied
me with were second, third and fourth generation copies, and just deteriorated to the
point of being ridiculous. They lose tapes. or
they don't want to make the effort to find
them. and the story I always got was, We
can't supply the originals so you'll have to
work with these ". Well, some producer there
went on a crusade and literally worked for
two years to find all of the masters, and
they found them in Nashville. they found
them in LA and they found them in New
York. The result is that they remixed a lot of
the stuff from the original masters, and the
sound of what they've sent me to listen to is

venture is a 2 -hour
Broadway show for
which he has written
numerous songs, and with which Roy Halee is
certainly happy to be involved.
'A couple of the songs are just out of this

'Its a revelation. and it brings back a lot
of memories: Of how the bass harmonica was
miked on The Boxer, of Hal Blaine playing
the congas with that A.MS sound on the backbeat. courtesy of an echo chamber being
opened and closed by hand; of the bass drum
pattern on Bridge over Troubled Water which could
only he achieved with 3M tape machines

-for

With the Graceland project

was more of case of
collecting grooves of South
African music and then
making the decision to go
over there and do some
cutting. was very tough
project to do but very
pleasant experience

-in
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studied the guitar. he's studied classical guitar. and he's a very gifted guy. Very, very
smart, and very competitive, and that has
always come through in his music.

Signal matrix

Sigma

DSP

world,' he enthuses. 'Paul Simon at his best,
I think. Just fabulous, man, just fabulous.
You know, he's a great guitar player. he's

just unbelievably good.

because
the
head
spacing
enabled
it to come out in that rhythm: of Paul and
Artie actually in the echo chamber at Columbia on Only Living Bay in New York... Yeah,
;I

lot (1f

win wiesr
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Every client has special requirements for his dream" mixing console, but most of
the consoles you can buy will not meet your requirements in one way or another.
Instead of getting used to such deficiencies take a look at the LAWO Signal matrix"
- a perfect tool to create your personal
console. No customized software needed Faders tart;
OR
INPUT A01
INPUT
== CD 1"
and open for future adaptations!
AND INPUT A01
PEGEL_OPEN
= = 1
The signal matrix will manage anything
TRUE
RELAIS
CD1 ON = = 1
you need in the studio - including the
FALSE RELAIS
CD1 ON = = 0
coffeemaker, if required...
Sigma_end
The signal matrix is a programming
language for mixing consoles which not only can handle control I/O like pushbuttons
and relays but also directly has access to all the DSP settings and matrix setups.
Therefore the system wil easily give you all the faderstart and signalling features
you may ever need. And there is more ...16 stopwatches
Audio
out
...automatic talkback systems ...machine control with
matrix
parallel and serial interfaces ...custom monitoring
--± DSP
systems for digital and analog audio ...surround monito_.,ring systems ...you just have to drink the coffee yourself.
Sigma logic h.
If you are interested to learn about the world of Sigma"
- ask the experts at LAWO
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MC 50 - Digital On -air console

LAWO Gerätebau GmbH

MC 80 - Digital mixing console

D -76437 Rastatt, Germany
Tel. +49(0) 7222 -1002 -0

MC 82 - Production console
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ABOVE: the original Datamix console in Studio A has given way to a Focusrite

Forte- serial #002

LEFT: the Soviet -style Hendrix mural

New Yorks legendary Electric Ladyland Studios presents a
\-....--.....-.
There is nothing subtle about the presence of Jimi Hendrix at Electric Lady land Studios. Upon entering the large
security door that separates the facility from the bustle of West Eight
Street's jumble of shoe stores and head shops
in Greenwich Village, a frosted icon of Hendrix on the glass stairway divider greets visitors. Hendrix's image resides in virtually every

room of the 3- studio subterranean complex,
from small photos in lounges to the massive
Hero of the Soviet Union style memorial mural
that covers the front wall of the recording
room of Studio A-Jimi's room.
Twenty-seven years since it opened its
doors and 26 since the guitar master died in
1970 (he was only able to work in it for a
month), it is still his studio in many ways,
although the documents tell you unequivocally that it belongs to one Alan Selby, a former investment banker from the Bronx who
quickly tells you that when he first walked

Studio Sound April 1997

curious convergence of rock history, pragmatism and big
business sensibility -and it also has a ghost. Dan Daley
traces the history and anticipates the future
through its doors back in 1975, he had no idea
what he was getting into.
'I really didn't know what a studio really
was,' he recalls, relaxing on a couch in the
Studio A lounge, where tropical fish swim in
an in -wall tank under the faraway gaze of yet
another Hendrix image. 'I didn't even really
like the Village; I got mugged here once when
I was a kid. I thought records were made by
a bunch of guys sitting down and doing it all
at once and then it was over. I knew nothing
about overdubbing and mixing and what
really went on making a record in a studio.'
Neither, apparently, did Selby's father, also
a banker, who bought the then two-room
facility that year from the estate of the late guitarist, which was then at the beginning of
legal thicket from which is only now beginning to untangle itself.
Construction was started on the studio in
1969 when Hendrix and his then- manager,
Michael Jeffrey, acquired a lease on the space,

at first intending to build a nightclub. It was

only after encountering problems getting the
necessary municipal permits that he decided
instead to make it a recording studio.
Designed by architect John Storyk and
Hendrix' engineer, Eddie Kramer and with
input from a young Phil Ramone as technical
consultant, Electric Ladyland-simply 'Electric
Lady' has been the shorthand almost since the
beginning -was the scene of many of Hendrix' artistic cul-de -sacs, engendered in part
by a nasty drug habit but which nonetheless
have often found their way onto bootleg
recordings and authorised editions since his
passing. While Hendrix himself recorded only
five albums as a solo artist, versions of his
work from demos to post mortem overdubbed
collections number well over 100 releases.
not
The cult of Hendrix remains as strong
more so -than it was during his few brief
peak artistic years.
But music is a business, and Jimi> page 78
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ain't afraid
of no ghost...
We

Reports of Hendrix haunting his own

studio have been part of the studio's
lore almost since the artist's death in
1970. The reports are probably apocryphal;
they seem to consist, rather than of sighting,
of 'hearings-an echoey, reverberant, faraway guitar lick from the bowels of the basement. The most notable recipient of these
visitations is Nicky 'Topper' Headon, drummer for the Clash, whom Selby says told him
he saw an aura of light and heard drums
playing in the distance one evening when

there were no other drummers around.
Hendrix was nowhere near Electric Lady
when he died-that event took place in a

London hotel. But while he may be a banker
by training, Selby has enough showbiz acumen not to overtly quash these rumours. He
relates the time that actor Eddie Murphy
came to the studio to work on his 1992 Party
all the Time dance record with Rick James
and, encountering Selby in the men's room,
asked him about Hendrix's ghost.
Says Selby, 'I told him, the ghost only
appears to the studio owner. Then I said to
him, "Maybe yoa'd like to buy a recording
studio. Did you bring your chequebook ? ".
I looked in the mirror and I could see him
cracking up laughing. And I thought to
myself, this guy gets $50m to make people
laugh and I just cracked him up for free. It's
just like the studio business.'
The next year, Murphy did indeed build a
recording studio -replete with an SSL-in his
New Jersey mansion.

page 77 Hendrix was around long enough
to have figured that bit out. so he might look
benignly on the business he has become in
death. He certainly would understand the
thinking of Selby senior when he bought the
assets of the studio at auction in 1975.
He was a banker. and lie looked at it as an
asset,' says Alan Selby. The space had a longterm. friendly lease and he intended to continue to run it as a recording studio. even if
neither of us quite knew what that involved:
In retrospect. Selby's naivete is charming
and quite reminiscent of the character of the
tines, when the music itself overshadowed the
business that was trying to harness it. before
anyone really saw the economic massiveness
that was shadowing the rock 'n' roll least.
The space had been The Barn. a Village
big -hand dance venue owned at one time by
vocalist Rudy Vallee. The studio idea evolved
between Hendrix and Jeffrey to help offset
Hendrix's habit of block -booking studios like
Record Plant so that he could go in and noodle at will. Its reported that Hendrix spent
$300.000 in 1968 alone on studio time for such
ad hoc sessions.
Construction began in June, 1969. with a
projected budget of S350.000. (By the time it
opened in 1970. the actual cost had ballxmed
to over Sim. with a S300.000 advance from
Hendrix's label. Warner Bros.
Stor'k's design called for gently curving
walls of concrete, partly to offset standing
waves and partly to compensate for noise and
vibration from the Sixth Avenue subway line
and the movie theatre upstairs (which has been
shuttered for nearly six years and which Selby
has been negotiating on and off to secure for
an additional studio). Late during that first year
of construction. crews also found out the hard
way that the site straddled the Minetta Creek.
an underground stream that had been covered
up during Manhattan's hectic decades of
growth. That first encounter with Mother
Nature set construction hack three months. and
the studio tkxxled again in 1977. To this day.
several pumps-electrical. mechanical and
manual-run or are available 2.t hours a day
keeping the creek at bay. and their thumping
can sometimes le heard in the bathrooms.
Studio As design was 'tall with lots of
mass.' as Storvk described it in an earlier interview. The combination of lots of masonry.
high floated ceilings and the hydraulic issues
created a unique space -some studio users
over the years have cone to believe that the
water actually helps with low- frequency
response. Storyk says sceptically. The studio
was finished off by a long. curving mural
painted by Lance Jost -and disliked by Hendrix himself-that leads the corridor between
Studios A and B.
The original consoles-in Studio A and the
later-completed Studio B-were Datamix
desks, one of which surfaced a few years ago
and was purchased by Microsoft CEO and
Hendrix fan Paul Allen for 5811.0(X) from
Sotheby's auction house. Studio A now houses
Focusrite's 64-input serial =002 Forte console,
installed in September. 1988, and equipped
with Massenburg moving fader> page 80
<

LEFT: The image and spirit of Jimi Hendrix

still

dominate Electric Ladyland over 25 years after
his death. His ghost has also been sighted
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ABOVE: More detail of Electric Ladyland's unique Hendrix -based decoration

automation. It is one of only two
ever completed. It's unique in that the mic
preamps are separate from the rest of the
console electronics, which the studio's engineers maintain provides a more pristine signal. Tape machines are vintage Snider A
800s and A 80s, and monitoring is via
George Augspurger custom 2 -way enclosures with TAD components powered by
four Manley 350W power amps.
Studio B was intended as a mix room, and
uses the same monitoring arrangement as Studio A. The SSL 4000 that had occupied it for
so long was replaced in late 1996 with an 80input SSL 9000] desk with Ultimation and-in
keeping with the Purple Haze motif that covers the rest of the facility-is purple. The
17x27ft control room is connected to a
19x21ft overdub space, but one that has
developed its own fan base for tracking dates.
Studio C, the facility's final room, has a
64 -input SSL 4000G- series in its 14x23ft control room and a 19x21ft adjacent studio.
Monitoring is via Westlake MX -1 2 -way
monitors and an optional 18 -inch JBL sub woofer. Each studio has its own private
lounge area.
The studio underwent a refurbishment in
1977-78, which included the purchase by
Selby's father of three Neve desks, a pair of
8068s and one 8078, which were the studio's primary boards until the arrival of the
SSLs in 1984. Their implementation was
remarkable in that Selby's father set his son
on the course of going to banks instead of
the finance companies that most New York
studios relied upon. Having bankers in the
family helped, but it also reinforced the
notion to Selby that the studio had to be run
as a business, not with the technical toybox
mentality that had been so pervasive in the
generation of independent recording studios
that had come on the scene around the
same time that Electric Lady did. Hendrix's
own financial effusiveness -he reportedly
< page 78

would reel off tens of thousands of dollars
in cash at a time after major gigs to fund studio construction-was fast becoming a relic
of a changing industry.
A large part of the management that has
evolved at Electric Ladyland is Mary Campbell, who as studio manager for 14 years has
a tenure nearly as long as Selby himself and
whom Selby recently named president of
the studio, in charge of finance, marketing
and management.
When Selby walked through the doors of
Electric Lady the first time, he had no clue as
to how to run a recording studio. His ingenuousness was again apparent when he went
to several other New York studios and eagerly
enquired if their ownership would help
inform him on the nature of the business.
'One place I went to, the owner said she'd
tell me all about it, as long as I paid her a
consultation fee,' recalls Selby. 'I think that
would have made her one of the industry's
first studio consultants. I passed on that offer,
but it took me about six weeks to figure out
the basics and it hasn't really deviated any
since then -it's based on service and the customer is always right. It was the same things
that my father taught me from all the businesses he owned, from rental properties to
bowling alleys. You walk a fine line but you
always try to please the customer.'
That, however, was not quite enough for
Electric Lady's early days. In fact, says Selby,
there were times in the late 1970s when he
wasn't sure if the studio could make it.
'You have to remember how it was back
then,' he stresses. 'The prime rate was 20%
in those days and you would be paying four
points over that. That was $25,000 a month
in interest on $20,000 in principal. I had just
gotten married and I was working from
9am. till 11 at night and you had to find
ways to make the business make sense.'
For all the Hendrix aura that remained
around the place. it was not> page 82
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n play,
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80 enough, in these pre -nostalgia day's,
to attract upper -level clients. Relief came with
a phone call, in 1978, from Chris Kinsey, an
engineer who would he working on the
Rolling Stones' forthcoming Some Girls LP. He
needed two weeks of time in New York on
short notice. Selby, still something of an
ingenue to the protocols of the studio business, asked if the time could he paid for in
advance. The reply was surprisingly and
quickly affirmative, and once in, the Stones
stretched two weeks into a year.
it rescued us,' says Selby. It also brought
the studio to the attention of a new generation
of artists. In 1979, management company
Champion Entertainment, owned by future
Sony Records mogul Tommy Mottola, was
having trouble funding the hack half of a door-die record for Hall & Oates, who had been
dropped from Atlantic Records in 1978 and
whose initial RCA releases had fared poorly.
'Tommy told me straight on in a meeting, -1
don't have the money to finish the record ".'
Selby recalls. 'They said they needed a couple
more weeks. I gave it to them.' The result was
1980's Voices, which yielded four massive singles including Kiss On M3' List and You Make
Mt' Dreams.
'After that, Tommy brought me all his business..
says Selby with satisfaction.

< page

The studio's clients list blossomed: it covers
three single- spaced pages and includes everyone from AC/DC to Zappa and continues to
lengthen. Selby also entered into an arrangement in the mid -1980s to do live radio broadcasts from Studio A. and Litt, From> page 83

Studio C with 64-Input SSL SL4000G and Westlake MX-1 monitors
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ABOVE: The Lance Jost mural. that Hendrix
disliked, in the corridor linking Studios A and B
<
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Eleatic Lady land projected the studio

.\ ndicated broadcasts for five

years and
boasted its recognition and its fortunes that
much further.
Jimi Hendrix's spirit remains on, both as
part of Selby's unabashed marketing strategy
and as a cultural presence. Selby says letters
from all over asking about the studio and
Li

Hendrix continue to trickle in regularly,
although he rarely replies to any of them. The
studio has resisted efforts to expand. almost as
though Hendrix himself is putting the brakes
on changing things too much.

but a larger, more comprehensive hid on the building and its
contents won out. The darkened
movie theatre upstairs has been
an elusive trophy for some
years, although Selby says he's
on the verge of acquiring that
space for a possible orchestral
recording space. But what he
from all this is that expansion is
in the rough -and -tumble world

-if

studios
you time it right.
'The big mistake a lot of studios have made
is, they see business slowing
down and they panic and think
that they have to expand,'
observes Selby. 'That's the
Electric Ladyland Studios
opposite of what I learned from
52 West 8ti Street
my father. You expand when
New York, NY 10012
things are good. That's why I
+1
4700
212 677
Tel:
put the 9000j in when I did, and
Fax: +1 212 228 8054
that's what I'll base adding a
E -mall: elsnyc.com @aol
new studio on. I learned that
lesson when I learned that you
borrow money to expand instead of leasing
has learned
equipment. If you can treat it like a business,
still possible
then you can make it work.'
of high -end

In 1996, Selby made a hid in conjunction
with Manhattan real estate developer Richard
Kalikow on the bankrupt Power
Station Studios. The hid would
have secured the building itself
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A
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X
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a
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More usually the home
of the New York Knicks
and Rangers as well as
a regular concert venue,
Madison Square Garden
hosted this year's Grammy
awards. Tim Goodyer

historic
audio broadcast

sits

in on an

s

is the challenge: take a high-profile entertainment awards show involving live music performances from
internationally famed artists and broadcast it to over a billion television viewers in 170 countries. You need to know that
the music side involves the use of some 500 or
600 microphone inputs and a diversity of
music that ensures any single act may use as
few as two mics or as many as 80. The turnaround time between performances directly
equates to the time taken to present an award,
and the 1,2000- strong audience is packed with
the elite of the music, film and TV worlds. Fur
ther, the broadcast is to he live and accomplished with a single audio console in one
mobile truck parked almost 1000 feet from the
stage. Oh, and the venue has a busy underground train service just 30 feet beneath it.
'This is the single most complex audio production in television broadcasting done anywhere in the world,' confirms the Chicago
Recording Company's Hank Neuberger, who is
serving as Mixing Supervisor for the 39th
Grammy Awards. As we talk, we are surrounded by last- minute activity in the Effanel
mobile l)arely an hour away from the broadcast.
Previous years' Grammys have been held at
the Radio City Music Hall in New York or at
the The Shrine auditorium in LA which are
5.500 -seat theatres where the truck is much
closer to the stage and mic -level feeds are
practical. This year's move to Madison Square
Garden. however, brought with it the almost
prohibitive cable run.
'Madison Square Garden is renowned for
being a difficult place to record in because the
arena itself is on the fifth floor of this building
in mid -town Manhattan and so trucks can't get
near the stage,' agrees Effanel Music's Randy
Ezratty, who is one of three mix engineers
handling the show. 'We've recorded here a
T,

hunch of times over the years and it's always
been a very difficult cabling situation. It's 750
feet to the street and we've had to put microphone preamplifiers in the venue and send
line level down to the truck.'
But this is not an analogue setup. Nor is
it the two-truck setup used previously. Instead, an 80 -fader AMS Neve Capricorn has
been installed in the Effanel mobile in readiness for making the 39th Grammys the first

digital, single truck audio production. Accompanying the move to digital have come five
remote mic preamp- convertor racks and a
corresponding handful of optical cables.
'Like a lot of music -oriented award shows,
the Grammys technically depends on a proper
audio mobile for its music performances,'
explains Ezratty. 'It has the conventional
video personnel doing the podiums and the
audience but the music mixes are handled by
a mobile.'
As Ezratty is eager to concede, this is not
the first use of a Capricorn for an awards
fact which goes
show or live broadcast
some way towards explaining the presence of
The Nashville Network's Marc Repp alongside mix engineers Ezratty, John Harris and
Mark Hutchins.
'We also do the sound for the MTV Music
Awards and last summer was told by the
producers that the PA was going to use a
Capricorn to mix all the hands for the show. I
was taken aback by it, like "My God, they
beat us to it... ". We were watching these guys
carry all these cardboard boxes into the Radio
City Music Hall. And they mixed all the bands
without even the luxury of being able to test
> page 86
it out at the shop.
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Luc Repp is really the guy
who started it in terms of bringing it to the
broadcast world. Everybody's been so afraid
of bringing a computer to live broadcast
because computers crash, but this guy was
bold enough to give it a shot and now has
been doing it for over a year. So that and our
first -hand experience of the MTV awards
made us feel that it was not as bold as maybe
we think:
Bold or not. the decision was not taken
lightly and was based on the performance of
Ezratty 's team over the last five years and their
<

experience recording many of the artists' live
work. The decision to install the Capricorn in
the Effanel truck also was timely.
The producers of the show asked us to
research that and we realised the Capricorn
would give us the ability to store and recall
settings for all our acts including all our input
levels, all our EQ, all our compression.' Neuberger recounts. 'The Effanel truck made the
decision to put ir. this console pretty much to
hit the target (4f being ready for this show.'
BELOW: Randy Ezratty. right and John Harris

'We had an SSL G Plus Ultimation console
until about six or eight weeks ago.' Ezratty
recalls. 'The second truck would have been
either another SSL or a Neve VR -we were
fine with either.'

ACED WITH 14 hands, three hours of air
time and a cable run that invites a variety
of disasters (regular interference on the
TV monitors serves as a constant reminder) ,
it was clear that this could be no cardboard
box arrangement. The fibre- optics are all military spec provided by Telecast, the remote
units contained AMS Neye's technology and
were all custom built by AMS Neve who had
support people in attendance.
'They knew what we were up against more
so than we did,' says Ezratty. We knew how
great the console could be hut we didn't
know the ins and outs of making a conceptually great system work. We knew what we
needed on the road- fail -safe
supplies,
heavy -duty wiring. a lot of insulation for
travel -but they bought the digital expertise
to the table and translated those needs into a
bulletproof system. The fibre system was
specified by us: we told them what would be
a great length and we described how rigorous
the conditions would be and they researched
it and found the state -of -the -art technology.
They've sought out a lot of the peripheral
things that they don't actually manufacture
and integrated them into this system.'
The benefits of the new approach became
evident from the outset. Instead > page 88
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ready for instant playback. No
him
other audio player makes it so easy to be
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of CD -quai y digital
audio
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internal hard disk
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-
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for yourself. And like Rick Dees,
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86 of fighting to be closest to the
stage when the site survey was done, Ezratty
was able to adopt a more relaxed attitude.
We just set ourselves up where it made
sense and let everybody else be a little bit
closer. Our cable reel is 1600 feet now so
even if we're 200 feet from the stage the signal is still going to have to go through 1600
feet of fibre optics -there is no degradation,
so we only have one length of cable.'
Both signal routing and synchronisation
followed standard TV broadcast patterns
with mic feeds standard split at the stage
between the Clare Brothers monitor desks
(two Big by Langleys
and a Yamaha PM4000
We
for speech) and the
truck ('In the past, they
as
would have split bands
< page

alternately
between
two trucks.) Time code
and video reference
come from the television truck and the entire system, including

Although

it

is

essentially a hands-off
arrangement, artists'
engineers are also welcome in the mobile to
discuss arrangements
and cues. Personal
equipment and requested outboard also
plays its part in delivering the artists' performance. There are
no artists working to
tape this year ('and
that's a real first for a
number of years') hut there are loops and
samples in some setups.
'There's a rack over there that belongs to
Beck and has all his presets in it so when it
gets to his song it'll get used. Also, if someone's really keen on a particular effect we'll
get it for them. As a matter of fact, we've
just put onboard a tc M5000 digital processor with four stereo engines in it and with
that we're getting pretty much most of the
effects that we need. We have that, a to 2290
for delays and an Eventide 3000 and a Lexicon 480 if anybody wants it, and between
them we're in pretty good > page 90

even have DA -88s
overflow machines in
case it goes beyond 48
tracks. More important
than that, the artist can
come in after they've
rehearsed and work on
their mixes with us

the Capricorn, is referenced to video sync.
Stereo audio is then fed
hack production mixer
Ed Greene in the video truck who balances
the complete audio. The Effanel mobile is
also running a Sony PCM -3348 however...
'Rehearsal is a vitally important part of
this,' Ezratty explains. 'The rehearsal period
seems very luxurious in that it starts on Sunday and goes through Wednesday afternoon
and the show is actually broadcast on
Wednesday evening, but there is so much
non sound related activity-staging, lighting, camera blocking -that we get very
small slices with the artists. The 48 -track is
to take each microphone to its own track so
that we can get one of these rehearsal per-
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formances to multitrack tape without any
processing and then when they're doing all
these other tasks we can put up the tapes
and practice. We even have DA-88s as overflow machines in case it goes beyond
tracks. More important than that. the artist
can cone in after they've rehearsed and
work on their mixes with us and the confidence factor there has been extraordinary.
'We're running 16 -hit here but we can
put 24 hits down to the Sony 3348 and the
DA -88s. I mention that because I'm dying
for the classical recording people to know
what we're up to...'

Germany
SOUNDWARE AUDIO TEAM GMBH
Phone: +49.6074.89150

Fax: +49.6074.98201

Italy
M. CASALE BAUER S.P.A.
Phone: +39.5.176.6648

Fax: +39.5.176.6525

Poland
HEXAGON
Phone: +48.2 2.44.6699

Fax:+48.22.44.8355

Portugal
AMERICO NOGUEIRA LDA
Phone: +3 51.2.2004616

Fax: +351.2.2084949

Spain
LETUSA, S.A.
Phone: +34.1.641.0812

Fax: +34.1.641.4597

Sweden
MUSKANTOR & CO. A.B.
Phone: +46.3.18 7.8080

Fax: +46.3.187.9808

Switzerland
SDS MUSIC FACTORY AG

Phone: +41.1.434.227
Fax: +41.1.434.2277

United Kingdom
SOUND TECHNOLOGY PLC
Phone: +44.1462.480000

Fax: +44.1462.480800
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page 88 shape. We listen to the records a
lot before hand and usually when the artists
come in well say "We're hearing this delay
here on the record, do you want it on the
performance ?" and they'll say whatever.'
Technically it all appears to he in hand
hut what about the mixers?
'Although we've eliminated one truck. it
became clear to me that the human capacity didn't increase when we got the technological capacity together,' Ezratty states. 'So
John, Mark Hutchins and I work in turns
and we also work together and listen
together-it's a nice team attitude."
Perhaps it's appropriate that it is among
these awards that audio pioneer Rupert
Neve receives a Technical Grammy. Watching the programme go to air it's clear that
yesterday's technical limitations are being
challenged by a bold but realistic team. The
Capricorn crashed on the evening before
the show -and again shortly before going
to air. The situation required a 90- second
'soft reset' to turn it around while the console continued to pass audio throughout.
Most impressively of all, it induced no sign
of panic in the mixing crew.
'It almost pleases me that we've experienced a few system crashes during setup
this week because there is a comfort factor
in knowing when and how it can happen,"
comments Ezratty. "I don't mind saying that
because, in the same breath, it should also
be said that the circumstances under which
it did crash were well beyond any situations
that would occur during a live on -air mix.
And it occurred when we were doing things
we could never have dreamed of with an
analogue desk.
'Capricorn is a computer and computers
go down, but everybody who knows and
loves this console totally goes past that. Its
so powerful that it's an acceptable risk
we've already accomplished so much with
it that when it sets us hack we're still ahead
of the pack. And for a live broadcast, when
were on the air we're asking very little of it.
Most of its power is going to be used in
<

-

-

rehearsals and in practice sessions.
'It could go down during the but so
could an analogue console. Quite frankly, at
Madison Square Garden with a big copper
cable going up 650 feet and a train going
through Penn station you could get some

of magnetic field that copper is more
sensitive to and an analogue system could
be prone to go down. Which one is more
fragile? The digital. But think of your word
processor and an IBM Selectric typewriter;
the IBM Selectric is probably the most dependable, but I don't see people carrying
them around. The power of the alternative
system makes the down side worth it.
If it does go down people will notice and
it is my ass on this show. But the video truck
is also getting a PA feed and in an arena this
size the PA is effectively doing a broadcast
mix because very little of the sound is coming directly from the stage, and with as good
a mixer as is on this show, if we went down
and they had to go to the PA mix, have to
say it would probably be better than a lot of
network mixes that are out there anyway.
And the likelihood of us not being able to
get up after a song is very low. I feel pretty
confident.'
If anything Neuberger's confidence is still
higher: ' After three days of rehearsals, the
Capricorn's been pretty much perfect. I
can't imagine how we could have done this
show in an arena without it.'
The overall challenge of presenting the
Grammys from Madison Square Gardens
involved solving more problems than those
presented by the audio alone. But solved
they were, and in spite of such hiccups as
operation problems with the stage, the Garden's David Checkitts was optimistic about
the future.
'The producers of the show, really took it
as a challenge to take the Grammy Awards
to a whole new level,' he said. They're the
ones who designed the set and turned the
arena into an intimate theatre. To he seen
by a live audience of 12,000 people that
includes fans as well as the industry is going
to make it special. let alone the billion or
so that will see it around the world. We
expect this not only to be the biggest but
the best show we've ever produced here.
Without a doubt.
'I don't think you could move this set into
any other place and have it look like this.
We hope that allows us to have the Gram mys hack, if not every year, certainly in their
bouncing hack and forth between LA and
New York, we'd like to believe they'd
always be at Madison Square Garden.'
sort

Part of the massive OB coverage outside the Grammy Awards show
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA

l Amber Technology Pty Ltd.
Tel. (02) 9751211 Fax (02) 9751368
AUSTRIA

dio Sales Ges.m.b.H.
Tel.

236) 26123 -22 Fax (02236) 43232
BELGIUM

A. Prévost S.A.
Tel.(02) 2168025 Fax (02) 2167064
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Electronics Canada Ltd.
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If so you need the u mate
recording cc mbination_
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It's always been important to mike sure that the front end of

the recording chain

is as

clean and pure as possible. Today's

digital technology reveals any weak link in the chain. This
means you must chose a microphone that is quiet (no self-noise)
and a monitoring headphone that will reveal the accuracy of
your signal.
The beyerdynamic MC 834 pure condenser with its

i

natural frequency response, exceptional signal to noise
ratio (non existent self -noise) and high SPL capability
is the answer to digital technology,
outperforming the competition, it ensures
N<L, recordings contain the original sound without
anyladded noise or hiss. That's why it has
Easily

become

3'gular feature

in studios arouñd

the,world just niteom e of our other products.
For example, the legendary

beyerdynamic DT 100
professional headphone
series, seen wherever

musicians are at work.

Their exceptionally wide
and flat frequency
response allow you to

hear everything in the mix

(including the hiss).
the next time you
visit your Pro Audio centre
ask for a demonstration of
beyerdynamic microphones
and professional studio
headphones.
So

want to
carry on taping the hiss....

Unless, of course you

For more

information or
17

a

brochure call our freephone on 0800.374994

Alber- Drive Burgess Hill W.Sussex RH15 9TN

Number One for `NEVE
Configured 32/16/32 remote patchbay. loaded 32 x 31102.
Routing Modules 32431 Switching Modules 32430
VU Metering. P.O.A.
Configured 28/16/24 remote patchbay, loaded 28 x 31102.
Routing Modules 32431 Switching Modules 32430
VU Metering. 4 x 32264A Comp /Limiters P.O.A.

11.1

Min

Configured 24/8/16 righthand patchbay. loaded 24 x 1081's.
Group Modules 1943.1's, 4 x 2254E Comp /Limiters,
1272 Line Amps. 16 Meterbridge P.O.A.

Configured 20/8/16 righthand patchbay. 20 x 1066's.
Group Modules 1943's, 4 x 2254A Comp /Limiters,
406/407 Line Amps. P.O.A.
48 Frame.

Configured 48/8/4/2 Fluted 48
remote patchbay. 8 aux. outputs.

a

83010 moduler,

-

PRO AUDIO

Loaded 40 x 611E Input Channels, Rlghthand Patchbay,
VU Metering. Year of Manufacture 1165. P.O.A.
We have a large selection of NEVE Consoles and individual NEVE Mic
Pre's Frames Group Modules etc. Also IN STOCK 'VINTAGE NEUMANN
MICROPHONES'. All equipment is owned by A.E.S. Pro Audio.
We will purchase your Neve SSL and collect anywhere worldwide.

A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY

THE NEVE SPECIALIST!!

Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364
Telephone International: 44 1932 872672 Fax: International: 44 1932 874364

Studio
soon

RATES: Recruitment £35 per single column centimetre. All other sections £30 (minimum 2cm X 1)
Box number £10 extra per insertion

Published: monthly
Copy deadlines: contact Rebecca Reeves. Classified Advertisement Manager

To place an advertisement contact: Studio Sound (Classified).
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd,
8 Montague Close, London SE1, UK.
Tel: 0171 620 3636 Fax: 0171 401 8036

All box numbers reply to the address above

APPOINTMENTS
YAMAHA MUSICA ITALIA
cerca SALES MANAGER per
Professional Audio
Pienamente responsabile della gestione della linea di prodotto che è in espansione su più canali di distribuzione.
Requisiti indispensabili per la posizione:
Esperienza vendita/marketing in Italia
Ottimo inglese parlato e scritto
Disponibilità a viaggiare in Italia e all "estero

Ottima conoscenza del prodotto Audio Professionale
Sede di lavoro in Italia
Età massima 35 anni

Uso auto aziendale ed interessante retribuzione con incentivi legati al raggiungimento degli obiettivi.

Inviare Curriculum a: Yamaha Musica Italia s.p.a. Viale Italia, 88 - 20020 Lainate (Milano) Italy
Fax: (02) 93571298 Email: tediwai @mbox.vol.it

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

TONY LARKING
PROFESSIONAL SALES LIMITED

WINTER BARGAINS!!

SOUNDTRACS
TRIDENT
DOLBY
e Jade 32 automatlon..E19,995 Series 80 32124 p/bay E9,995 XP -SR 24
E5,995
W Quartz
48 p/bay
E9,995 Series 80C 32/24 p/b E14,995 M24 -A
E995
1 CM4400 28/24 p/bay.. E1,995 OTARI
NEW KRK MONITORS
Solo Logic 32 ex dem... E3,995 MTR90 24 track,
AND SPARES
g Topaz 32
E4,4S0 rem auto
E11,995
AT VERY LOW PRICES
Topaz 24
£1,750 MX80 24 track,
PC MIDI 24
£1,250 rem auto
E7,995
CALL NOW!!
.

DIAL A
,d... FAX
u...d.,.

CALL NOW!
TELEPHONE

01462 490600
FACSIMILE

01462 490700
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Digital audio links
for broadcasters
11111110111
O
O

=

BCF256

O

Over fixed or ISDN links suc aE those
used for studio networking. ETLs and
temporary outside broadcast, this full
duplex Broadcast Communications Frame
facilitates FM quality stereo c gital audio
up to 20kHz. The new ECF2 `6 provides
a host of features inducing ancillary data
and integral fail -safe ISDN back -up. An
optional digital I/O is availabl E.
-

f-

-

AUDIO COME
RR
Whatever

0Zj

your broadcast application,

jonly APT provides the most comprehen-

ti
T E M P

p

R

o/

I

sive, proven and compatible solution to high

Co

quality digital audio links. Characterised by the

to

lowest available coding delay - APT codecs
provide the mDst robust and economic audio

k4/7.

'e
`e
s

distribution available, in applications
throughout your broadcast
operation.

\kiipr-DRT128
Designed for the reporter on the move,
the DRT128 Digital Reporter Terminal
enables speedy direct dial connection to
the ISDN through an integral terminal
adapter for the simultaneous transmission
and reception of broadcast quality audio.
Robust and lightweight, the DRT128
provides a variety of transmission options
- including stereo.

O
W

X

NXL256

The cost effective solution to netwprking
over dedicated lin <s, the NXL2 56
Broadcast Network Trans : eive - is an
apt -X based codec with provis pn or
back up feed, providing the aurance
of programme cortinuity. A robust and
compact codec, the NXL256 is designed
for bandwidths from 6.5kHz mcno to
15kHz stereo.
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P

R O C E

S S I N G

Headquarters Tel: +44 0 1232 371110
Japan Tel: +81 3 3520 1020
United States Tel: +1 213 463 2963
URL: http://www.aptx.com
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
USED EQUIPMENT LIST
ÄUDIó PHONE
+44 (0) 1225

ca6alipaisa

,ei

447222

TOYSHOP

ngt

CONSOLES
Neve V3 . GML - 48 than.
nlem' Hence
Neve 8036 fined 24 e 10645

£20 000
4

e

2254E

cialists

-10 - complete with time code lard
Sony PCM 2500 DAT recorder
Panasonic SV 3800 DAT BRAND NEW
Studer A 812 CTC the ultimate C15k n Av'
Studer B67 2 in stock
Studer A 80 - :rums avana ^lo Ironf1

-

-

-le

teuipment

C38.000
Neve 8128 48 channel in line 50 patchbay
fiero
£35 000
Neve 8108 56 channels 48 or,
with b alb
C30 000
Neve 511 -mini 2 eq uric pres 1..
6750
SSL 4048 E.G 48 mono 8 stereo 156
dual line TR G comp mic amps
677 000
SSL 5316 20/4. 16 mono 4 stereo 8 IC'
reset. 5 dynamics ext pit)
115 000
Trident Vector - 46 Ch in line film par'
32 groups dynamics 5 years old
C30 000
Mien XL2 56 channel 140416 f
3 x psu Amazing'
C20 000
Soundtracs ERIC 64 Ch Tracmie 2 ,' MIN/ 020 000
Soundtrac Megas 24 Ch 24 Mon Midi Mute C3.500
TAC Scorpion Mk2 32/8. 84 flight-cased
C3 500
TAC Magnum 36 channel MIDI extra p L
C9 500
Amek G2520 56 frame. 48 fitted Mastw
auto. 1987 Re capped mint condition
C26.000
ODA AMR 24 - 28 Ch 36 frame. PPM phase
meter extended patchbay private use
[15.000
A 8 N GS3 -32/8. midi mute 1 yr old
£2.500
Yamaha DMC 1000 - Stereo software DA
AD s etc Wooden console Surround
£7.000
Yamaha DMR 8 - 2 systems available with
loads of accessories . DRU 8
Coal!
Studiomaster 84
£175

-
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MULTITRACKS
Sturm,
E

Worldwide

1

Expo

Pcfïs

-

-

1

1

í695
f595

Trip

11151

[195

-

"

C395
C150

MICROPHONES

12.500

leall
C250

£895
C495

f295
£495
1495

[150 ea
C150
C250
C750

0125
£250
£295

[250
C250
C175

.i',.r

po:vei

C195
£95 ea

Neumann U87 Ai - the one you au want
£800
Neumann UM 57 6 in stock valve M7
£1.250
Neumann SKM 150 - complete set. boxed
[1.000
Neumann KM 150 boxed. excellent
C500
Neumann /167 - new psu near MINT
01.995
Telefunken Scheops M 221b with 934 capsule

a'.eel AC 701 based mic e 6
[595 ea
ABG C34 stereo multi pattern small diaphragm nuc
Dead cute. as new
£795
AKG C 451EB's - with CK1 capsule e 4
f175 ea
AKG C451 EB

e CK8 black 2 in stock
AKG - CK1 CK2 CK8 capsules. from
AKG C1000 cardioid condenser e 2
ARG 012E
classic Ios bass drum thud

£175
£1.400
£40 ea

Focusrlte
Sennheiser u'

MIDI
Mai
Mal

S

3.

S

I

100

Ft 700

6Mb ex,

C995

.

MISCELLANEOUS

-

White

01.100

C275

Valley People Alison Research 5 original Gain
Bron compressors racked with GPO p/b in flight case
Original Zappa co- design
[650
Aphex 602 the original 2U Quality exciter with large
VU s MINT rare i5100 per hour')
£495
Drawmer DS 201 - dual gate
C250
Focusrile RED 8 dual uric amp ex demo
£1.050
A 8 0 F769 XR
vocal stresser e 2
2495
n
Valley People -..ro,
£995
TC

OUTBOARD

000

Studer A B. "" 5r .'41 ,nly 770h Al MINI ,.
with 24 channels internal Dolby SR
A bargain Amazing auto align machine
C25. 000
Studer A820 24T with remote locate trolley
extremely low hours t 500h Excellent..
1225.000
Studer A 827 remotenoc Fully serviced and excellent
condition
£70.000
Studer Dyaxis 2 with multi-desk control surface
removable optical V 2 3 software
£9.995
Otarl MTR 90 Mk 2 - remote locate. < 000h £11.500
Lexicon Opus Workstation 4 e 2Gb Exabyte
option CPU-2 AES.rEBU etc
£14 000
Dolby XP24 - 24 channel Dolby SR
E6.995
Timeline Microtyne - complete system as new C1.750
Timeline Lynx system supervisor
£795
Timeline Lynx pair Lynx modules latest software
racked returbished. 3m warranty
01.995
Adam Smith - Zeta 3 module
C750
-

C2.995

."20

Sony DOE 1100 - Digital Audit
í15g large remote 3 in stock
C995 ea
Technics SPIO turntable w SME arm trolley
and pre amp 2 available
C125 ea
GPO 316 MOM lack -fields loads various
E1 p.h.
BBC - high gain line amps rack of 4 psu etc
[150
-

Loads and loads of guff. cables. racks etc
Call for details

C250 ea
C75

f125

ea

e 4
£150 ea
angles e 4
C20 ea
AKG D25 - boxed suspension mounts
£195 ea
AKG 0224E - quality dynamic
C95 ea
Octava 219A now called 319 BRAND NEW
[225
Octave MK 012 wl3 capsules BRAND NEW
£250
Lomo 19A9 Russian valve mic stunning
t795
Nevaton Al BRAND NEW SPECIAL
£495
Nevaton i'6 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
f495
Nevalon 4: BRAND NEW SPECIAL stereo
f495
Nevalon :18 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
[495
Nevaton 44 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
C395
Nevaton 419 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
£395
Sennheiser MKN 40 boxed. excene'
C495
Shure >r.I 58 NEWT'
C99
Shure SM 57 NEW
£90
-

/AG

A51

-

-

[7.
1

Orben

C45 ea

-

r

Oto

HH

0350
£450

'..

C995

FX EQUIPMENT
.18 II
oel:r,'.,i
IC '.'íJ00 BRAND NEW SPECIAL
L ex icon PCM 70- 2 more available
Lexicon LXP1 quality reverb
Lexicon 97 Super Printe Time
lexicon 1200 - Time compressor sturnng'
Roland SON 2500 - DDL
Ursa Major Stargate - better than the movie'
Yamaha Rev 7 digital multi effects
Yamaha E1010 - analogue delay classi: e 2
Eventide BD 955 profanity delay DUMP.
AKG BX 5 classic spring reverb. 3U. ricked
Klark TeRnik DN 780 - with remote
Aphex Oral )(nation packet of three type C
Delta Lab ADM 1024 DOL
Delta Lab DL 2 acoustic computer
Delta Lab DL 4 timeline DDL.
Delta lab DL 1700 very rare multi Ix
MOB Window Recorder 16 hit san9fir

D og

C600

£995

locate expa

s

:

CL495

£695

AMS

C295 ea

000

C350

-

i

P utter

2T MACHINES
Fostel

FAX +44 (0) 1225 447333

compresso IN 51USC
£2.000
BRAND NEW SPECIAL
£call
TLA CO - 2 Ch valve eg BRAND NEW
£499
Fairchild 670 - s/n 841 1971 50Hz m ides
[call
RCA BA6C fantastic valve limiter
C2.995
RCA BABA - nearly as good as above £2.000
Neve 33114 - 3 band eg: Cric amp discrete
F495
Nere 3114 - older version of above
£495
Neve 33122 - all discrete. 3 band only 1 left
£395
Neve 1272 class A line amp can be onvertr./
cuci
0250
Neve 1271 similar to above
£175
Neon :117 - discrete Cric amp
C250
Neve 1289 stereo return,'
C150
Neve '258 size of a 1073 noise gate e 2
0200 ea
Urei 43A pair original black
[2.000
Helios comptmic pm w'3 b eq very are
[495
SSL Log¢ FX a38.5 stereo

BRAND NEW

TC Finalizer
1

.

.

MONITORING
D ynaudlo

7 Monroe M4
2.15 wan ML a., OS
856 X over Mega _...
...
£7.500
Ouested 215 parr - huge. 2e15'..
02.995
Rogan LS3 /7 main monitors no amps
Threshold 5/1000 power amps Two 1000W
urioblocks enormous in every sense'
£2.500
Tenney Lockwoods
450

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LONDON N7 8NS
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483

VISA. Mastercard, Access. Eurocard and AmEx
accepted
IA small surcharge applies to most credit card

transactions)

Audio Toyshop Ltd
Tel: +44(0)1225 447222.
Fax: +44(0)1225 447333.

-mail: toyboysáaultio- toyshop.co.uk
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Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

BORED WITH THE ELECTION?
When they no longer say what they believe
and you can no longer believe what they say ..

.

VOTE FUNKY FOR AN AUDIO REVOLUTION
Comfort yourself with the best in new equipment including

...

VAC. RAC, DBX, SPL. GENELEC. FOCUSRITE, EAR, CRANESONG. TLA, JOEMEEK. MACKIE. MUTATOR,
ALAN SMART. MTA. AUDIOMATE, TC, AMEK. ALESIS. TASCAM. PANASONIC and rather a lot more at

fundamentally honest prices.

Excite yourself with the largest selection of used pro audio in Europe from ..

-

STUDER (A827, A820, A800, A80), OTARI (MTR90 MX80. MTR12), TASCAM (ATR 80. ATR 60, DA88. DA30),
NEVE (5106 36/8/2. 5308 24/8/2. EOs Compressor etc). AMEK (2520. Mozart. Angela, TAC Magnum). MCI
(JH600. JH500). SSL. CALREC (UA8000). HARRISON, SOUNDCRAFT and piles of outboard ALL IN STOCK.
The other parties may advertise long lists. but only Funky Junk has it in stock ...

...

THE FUNKY MANIFESTO
BEST PRICES - BEST STOCKS - BEST
AFTER SALES - BEST SERVICE DEPARTMENT - BEST TURTLES
AND GOLDFISH

Send or fax for the written word; three page list of used stock
Funky Junk: if the prices don't slay ya, the tea will .. .

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SOUNDSCAPE
SOUNDFORGE

From £500 to £ 10,000
12 months guarantee
CLASSIC SOUNDTRACS EQ
Excellent build quality

TRIPLE DAT

COMPUTERS

7Z i v e

r

Adventures In Audio
Outboard Specialists

L USX
E

PRO -AUDIO

LONDON'S NO.

1

Joe Meek

TLA

YAMAHA

Nearfield Specialists
Dynaudio G KRK Spendor't Yamaha
PROTOOLS

PRO AUDIO COMPANY

Lexicon

Focusrite

TASCAM

0171 231 4805

TEL:

Village

The

DIGITAL AUDIO SYSTEMS

SOUNDTRACS DESKS
FOR SALE /WANTED

:b

MACKIE

Main Dealer

Main Deale'

-

Call Nick Melville- Rogers 0181 440 3440

Call Tim Jones at
DDA AMR24 36/24

Studio Systems

with 60 channels Mastermix Automation
(84 channels on mix)

WATFORD UK 01923 267733
email: tim @studiosys.demon.co.uk
web: www.studiosys.demon.co.uk

ex-Surrey Sound Studios
excellent condition - well maintained
As used by Simple Minds, The Beach Boys. Bruce Hornsby,
1 ^1 Padiohead. etc. etc
T-' Sreare' a,.nc' Oros- C
in

Authorised Soundtracs Service
and Spares Centre

£25,000 + VAT
Tel: 01372 379444 / Fax: 01372 363360

Automat.' Surround
Film Mixing Console$219500 (310)399-8393
Otani 54 -P Custom 2 -Man

MASTERING AND DUPLICATION
o

Telephone: 0181 5212424.0181
lrrt:::,:;ar.krronlydgcia.u/e.,:u.,

50.3
-.r-

6360 Facsimile: 0181 521 4343
ì'

1

DESIGN

AP';. ¡,H
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;c
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& ANALOGUE

ONE -OFF CD's DIGITAL

bgrorr.dnuon.in.ab

MN' Mit ".f

MASTERS (INCLUDING DCC FORMAT!)

FAST TURN AROUND. DIGITALLY DUPLICATED, LOOP BIN

DUPLICATED & REAL TIME COPIED CASSI TIES
CUSTOM WOUND BLANK CASSETTES 5 SCREW SHELLS

Alpha Business Centre, 60 South Grove, Walthamstow, London F17 7NX

TUGS IN OR OUT,
ON -BODY PRINTING, D.A.T. TO O.A.T. COPYING

Compact Discs Pro- Mastering Digibin Cassettes Reprographics Print
32 Bit Technology ISDN Lines MD2 3 Bawl DSP One -off CD's

COMPUTER DISK DUPLICATION & BLANK FORMATTED

3.5" DISKS
CASSETTE CASES: SINGLE

unit m2

real time and loop bin
cassette duplication.

albany road

Laser printed labels and inlays
Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality and presentation
Unparalleled service. best prices
Ultra -fast turnaround

R PM

6 Grand Union Centre, West Row, London W t O 5AS
Tel: 0181 960 7222 Fax: 0181 968 1378
,lo@ ..
hop llww rpe,, -..
wmm.ce co uL

merseyside

134 2sh

DISK LABELS

ARTWORK

-

4 PACK

6 PACK

-

VIDEO CASES

CASSETTE LABELS

.

-

REPRO

-

FILMS

PRINT

CREDIT CARO PAYMENT FACILITIES.
AUDIO & COMPUTER SUPPLIES

facsimile: 0151 430 7441

BERKS

Unit M2

.101

ssfoP

VIDEO

CD LABELS.

LABELS
DESIGN

-

-

telephone: 0151 430 9001

37, NEWBURY,
8614 7119
TEL: 01635 552237 FAX: 01635 34179
MODUL: 0860 224 202
THE STUDIOS, P.O. BOK

MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTIONS

-

PRODUCT LICENSING

-

SALES

.

DISTRIBUTION

Albany Road
Prescot

Merseyside

WANTED:

L34 25H
Tel: 0151

430 9001

Fax: 0151 430 7441

Neve. Calrec, Audix, Neumann. AKG.
and Telefunken equipment.

(N.W.) LIMITED

Top prices paid.
Dan Alexander Audio, San Francisco.
(415) 546 -0200 fax: (415) 546-9411
e -mail:

da.audio @internetMCl.com

CDR Replication, Sound Analysis and Verification

STUDIO SOUND
CLASSIFIED

PRO TOOLS,

The copy deadline

SONIC SOLUTIONS
EDITING & HIRE
AUDIO RESTORATION

May 1997 issue
is 16 April.

CD Pre-Mastering, Loop-Bin Mastering, Editing,

Compiling, Cedar No Noise, De Clicking,

-

1 Tel: 01784 470352
(Nr Heathrow Airport / Staines)
Fax: 01784 470395

!OD

TFLISTTREMGIEFOITIRI6
at the BEST PRICE IN TOWN

CALL TODAY

Tel:
+44 [011 71 620 3636
Fax:
+44 [011 71 401 8036

jbs records
REAL -TIME/HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.

Computer printed labels.
Solo, 'V." reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records div, FREEPOST
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR

for the

Tel: 0171 483 3506

MUSIC and SPEECH

01992 -500101

INLAY CAROS

DOUBLE

DISK CASES

Analogue /Digital Mastering and Post Production.

Repeat Performance Mastering

RIFE

CD CASES

prescot

c.d. replication. print.

Hard disk CD mastering
One -off CDs from £10.00
Real time cassette copying
Copy masters, digital editing

OHM

COMPACT DISK MANUFACTURING IN THE UK.

where sound Eclri(e counts

precision wound cassettes.

MARANTI

ALL CD's RECORDED ON THE

HILTONGROVE

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS
Real time & high speed loop bin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.

TEL: 0161 9731884

FAX: 0161 905 2171

Contact:
Rebecca Reeves

PRODUCTS

Sound
Insurance

& SERVICES

Mark Griffin Furniture

the best CD labeller
in the business!

PHONE KEVIN HARDING FOR
YOUR FREE QUOTATION

Create, print and apply perfectly
centred labels on your audit
or archiving CDs

HENCILLA CANWORTH
INSURANCE GROUP

0181 686 5050

COMPARE
US TO THE

Insurance House,
27/29 Brighton Road.
South Croydon CR2 6EB

Design and installation of racking.
storage and accessories

t .S'eH'

..

I

t'+ifiri lal

r

r,

t

Control Room?
Patent Pending

We guarantee

No fingers sticking to 'abets
No curling problems No label misalignment

Just peel, place and press

equipment layout.
This means that very different rooms can be made
subjectively identical. providing the closest thing yet to
absolute reference monitoring.
you're serious about your new control room,
you should be talking to
ANDREW J PARRY

Easy to use

If

on 0161 86/ 0857
ELECTROACOUSTIC

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY
We provide design only or design and
installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free cooling,
V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
call Mike Hardy o'

Ambthair Services Ltd -)rl
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269
:

Pressi

Please call for a brochure
Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios, (Lower Farm),
Northmoor, Oxford OX8 IAU. UK.
Tel /FAX: 01865 300171

N halever the scale of your project. almost any
mtrol room can benefit from the design principles
of the Early Sound Scattering room.
Instead of relying on creating a reflection free zone, in
this new configuration of room the unwanted reflections
are masked by many randomized low level reflections
from the front of the room. allowing consistently accurate
response and imaging throughout the room regardless of

Web: http

COMPETITION!

C°

40 Clarendon Rd West. Chortton. Manchester M21 ORL

It

á.

PressIT

CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE

Need U.S. production of your
audio or ROM product?
CD AUDIO, CD -ROM Replication
Vinyl Records - 12" 8 7" with DMM Mastering
Neve DTC 8 Sonic Solutions Digital PreMastpling
Lyrec Dolby HX Pro Cassette Duplication
Graphics Design 8 Printing

All Manufacturing In-House, Since 1977

EUROPADISK;L°TD.

and elegant as well

t Labels Around The kit comes
with 50 white labels, two on each A4
(or 81/2 x11) sheet. Also available are labels
in five colours & crystal clear Elastic for
both laser & inkjet printers.
Super Software PC label des gn software
plus Mac and PC templates on CD.
Also includes photographic quality c ip art.

DEALER ENQUIRIES

WELCOME
(Plus ES P&P &VAT)

(

£49 95

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TRADERS LTD

UK /World: +44 (0) 171 631 0707
Bloomsbury Street, London WC B 3C E
fax: 631 0704 email: howiel8 @g obalne:.co.uk
5E

1

75 Verick Street, New York, NY-10013
(2121 226.4401 (800) 455-8555 FAX 12121226-8672

/ /www.pncl.co.uk/- mhardy /as himl
Email: mhardy@pncl.co.uk

DAT SERVICE CENTRE
DAT recorders that record and playback perfectly may fail
to meet the Sony DAT specification. As a result tapes may
-'sound different" or even produce glitches when played back
on another machine.
To guarantee confidence. have your machine professionally
calibrated by Music Lab. Complete calibration, service and
repair facilities from [75 plus VAT. Contact Jason Sullivan for
calibration prices/quotations on most models.
Even

International

Peter

Studio Design

tele: +4410)1743 356161
fax +4403) 1743 359292
mobile:
0385 586079
:

MUSIC LAB

einoll: 100714,2673@compuserve.com

Tel: 0171 388 5392 Fax: 0171 388 1953
FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AM PEX- BASF -MAX E LL-3M -SON Y -KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

('LOSE MICROPHONE SYSTEMS FOR
ALL ACOUSTIC INSTRUMFVTti
DM' RAI.ANESC000ARTET:CHRISI
.'.II
CLUE: STEVE PHILLIPS. NII,11I.AIr,\
.. ssIBLE MUSIC; HOLY TRINITY. BROMPIi
11

i

i
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I

I

v
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MICROPHONES SYSTEMS
1

THE

Authorised

Is

On AS sheets for computer printing by laser printer.
As continuous roll with holes for dot- matrix printers.

Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.

S(o o ° rfast

klibigibtra

Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre
Sidingbourne. Kent MEIS SRS England

if (017951 428425 Fax (01795)
Worts

W. W.t

nnp

422365

,/rrw sup.d..r

co uW.bei.

Specialists

Long established dealer In used equipment
and records
Phone: +44 (0) 181 - 207 4472

SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES

Fax:

FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE

qtr
TAMMY

SPARES AND REPAIRS
Shentonfield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate.
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 49t 6660

/LAX:

+44101 1455-552306
Rrwd. 1.uttrrwnnh LF:17 411..

Lockwood Audio

Spools. boxes. blades, splicing and leader tape
Custom wound cassettes Cl 120. labels, library cases. inlay cards.
Bulk audio C -Os. cases, pancake. Broadcast cartridges.

+44 (0) 181

-

207 5283

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
NEW TAPE HEADS

LONDON LTD

Supplied for most makes,
Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling.
Same day turn round.

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
11

Brittania Way. Stanwell. Staines.
Middx TW19 7HJ.

TEL: 01784 256046
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Prism Sound

CANFOR l )

produces the DSA -1
hand -held AES /EBU

(///(&

analyzer, the Dscope
FFT analyzer and
high -quality A/D and
D/A converters.
The DSA -1 is the only
hand-held tool that
measures camer

the tàntord catalogue
provides professional
audio users throughout
the world with direct
access to a range of
9000 items. This latest
edition of the industq+s
essential source details
an added 500 NEW
items to the extensive
range. With headquarters in the
UK and sales offices in France, Germany, Switzerland
and Ireland. Canford offers a service which caters for
the urgent needs of audio industries wherever in the
world. For more information, or a copi' of the Canford
catalogue contact:
Canford Audio plc, Crowther Road, Washington,

Tyne and Wear NE38 OBW, UK.
Mel: +44 191 417 0057

O

Fax: +44 191 416 0392
E -Mail: @canford.co.uk

parameters and data
content. With
programmable
go /no-go limits and Watchdog or Channel
Check modes it solves interface problems fast.
For more information on Prism Sound range
of products, call:

0

E -mail:

Tektronix' Television Products
Catalogue

These precision -built devices are made in
the U.S.A. to 'all -tube' designs for those
who want the best. Their well -earned
reputation for quality and reliability is
backed by an impressive list of owners and
users on both sides of the Atlantic.
Want to find out why?

Inside this invaluable product catalogue are full details
of an ever -broadening range of monitoring. generating
and measurement products from Tektronix - the leading
supplier to the broadcast industry.
Tektronix' involvement in many international
standards organisations means we are able to bring
test solutions promptly to market. Our record it
addressing the video and audio industries' test and
monitoring needs for new
technologies is second to
.r M
none.

KLOTZ
Professional audio cables
pre -made leads
and multi -core systems

,..

Tel: +44 (0) 1628 103300
Fax: +44 (0) 1628 403301

;data

TEKTRONIX
4th Avenue.
Globe Park, Marlow,

Now available in the U.K.
For Sales. Service & Rental Call

Bucks

C ontact

tickle music hire ltd

Adam Hall Ltd
Tel: 01702 613922

0181 964 3399

río

Fax: 01702 617168

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS,

FFD distribute: Canare and Supra high quality cables
and connectors. Switchcraft, Neutrik, Edac, Hirose and
cannon connectors. Microphones and headphones from

Sennheiser, Beyerdynamic, Shure.
Carbon boom poles from VDB.
Plus much, much more. Get a copy today!

eurocable

eurocable

range includes audio, video and control
cables. Main characteristics are the extreme flexibility
also at lowest temperatures, the high quality of
materials and the excellent features. Among the audio
cables, multipair cables from 2 to 48 pairs are
available along with instrumental. microphone,
starquad and wiring cables both analog and digital
AES/EBU. besides speaker cables from 2 to 8
conductors, 2.5, 4 and 6 sq mm, with coaxial,
twinaxial and parallel manufacturing.
Come and see us at:
n usikmesse. Frankfurt
booth C21, Hall 6.1.
ES. Munich - booth 023. Hall 3

Dealer enquiries welcome for the
Canare range of high quality
audio /video cables and connectors.

the sound,
the looks,
the value.

Our showroom
for sale

a

in

LINK S.n.c.

Uxbridge also has

00156

full range of used location

-

Roma - Italy

64 Oxford Road

Fax: +39-6 -4073138
E -Mail:

New Denham
Uxbridge UB9 4DN, UK

LINK.PRO @IOL.IT

Tel: +44 (0) 189S 813730
(0)1895
Fax:

9

44

813701

L

Circle

YOUR
NAME
ADDRESS

the number you require further
information about
2

3

4

5

6

APRIL 1997

7

8

-

Via Tiburtina, 912
Tel: +39-6 -4072831

recording equipment

Worldwide distributors wanted

London SEI 9UR.

SL7 1YD

D

The new April '97 Product Guide from FFD is
now available. 160 pages packed with 6000+
audio and video products.

8 Montague Close,

msmicsCsimage.dk

William James House, Cowley Road,
Cambridge CB4 4WX

Anthony DeMaria Labs

For an immediate response
either FAXBACK Rebecca
Reeves directly or mail to
Studio Sound, 4th Floor

Hejrevang 11
Denmark

Allered

Tel: +45 4814 2828
Fax: +45 4814 2700

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 424988
Fax: +44 (0) 1223 425023

t'

Xpressionl ProAudio,
Harbeth UK +1444 440955 fax: 440668

6

Have you seen the new catalogue
from Danish Pro Audio covering the
complete range of Brüel & Kja3r Series 4000
Professional Microphones and accessories the Microphones that are famous for keeping
their promises about superb transient response
- clarity - high SPL handling - low distortion wide dynamic range. If you want to learn
more about Brüel & Kjær microphones and
microphone techniques
then get the new
catalogue.

3450

!tr_

from
Harbeth:

3

Danish Pro Audio ApS

,i

monitors

0

8

1
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POSTCODE
TEL
FAX
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It's goodbye from him

AUDIX
International Distributors
RS AKUSTIKA- Austria
Icl. 43-6274-6720 . Fax: 43- 6274-6721

As Shinto celebrates beginnings rather than endings, the column that

1111/

0E3

w

e

has challenged so many malpractices, misconceptions and maniacs
is about to metamorphose into a solution to the problems it identified
SEEMS HARD to hello 1. hub this is the
twentieth column in this series. Nearly two
II

years since Tim Goxxlyer said. 'would you
like to % and I said. you Ixt!'. I must admit
to having enjoyed the challenge and judging
by the kind reactions I have had it has not
been a complete disaster. I remain convinced
that iconoclasm has a place in technologically
advanced societies especially where the technology advances at a rate where the user finds
it hard to keep up.
I was determined from the outset that each
column would he a quality item. The problem
with a regular column is that it has to be written whether or not there is anything to say
and the temptation is to waffle on to fill the
space. I'd rather quit while I'm ahead than fall
into that trap. The search for burning issues
has been very difficult as even the most prejudiced of individuals can only have a finite
number of hobby horses. Frankly. thinking up
a topic for each column has sometimes been
pretty hard. The exceptions have been where.
quite out of the blue. someone somewhere
has been very obliging and chosen to speak
using the end of the alimentary canal which is
normally devoid of illumination of either the
optical or the intellectual kind.
I don't see any need to suffer fools and its
nice to be sufficiently articulate to ease the
suffering. It has been particularly satisfying to
lampoon the high -end hi -fi fraternity where
conviction is so often in inverse proportion to
knowledge. I've recently fitted conical spikes
and an oxygen free interface cable to my line
printer because it improves the quality of the
printout. Naturally enough, lesser mortals
with untrained eyes can't see any difference,
but I can still justify the vast amount I spent
because I've convinced myself that I can tell.
However. enough is enough and the V('atkinson File has gone off to be resharpened to
make sure that it remains abrasive enough
whilst its owner remains paradoxically as
blunt as ever. So its goodbye from him: at
least in this manifestation. However. as any
patent will remind the reader. other emlxxiiments are possible.
Whilst all walks of life have a proportion of
denizens who distance themselves from reality, the audio industry does seem to have
more than its fair share of those who walk in
darkness. I am convinced that a lot of this is
due to the bizarre way in which the industry
goes about recruiting and (not) training. How
else can we explain the myths and old wives'
tales which would not kx)k out of place in a
mediaeval religion: the vendors of snake oil
and pigs with wings which remind one of the
quack doctors in a travelling circus?
In days of yore when the only thing with
wings was Paul McCartney, the tea boy might
watch someone razor -blade editing and even-

wally it would be obvious what \vas going on
and the da v would come when he could try
it. Aye, things were right simple back then lad.
We 'ad 'oles in our shoes and we lived in a
box at side of t road. It really was possible to
learn a skill by copying. But you tell that to
the kids of today and they don't believe you.
Unfortunately those days are gone for ever
and even nostalgia isn't what it used to he. The
successful audio engineer of the future will be
one who understands some principles because
he has learned them first hand rather than getting then second hand or worse from his less.
Many of t(xlay's employers don't know what
they don't know and avoid employing anyone
who appears to know tcx) much in order to
avoid kx)king stupid in comparison. Thus in
many cases we are locked into a circle of selfsustaining mediocrity.

AUDIOSURE- South Africa
Tel: 27 -11- 887.4668

MD- EDGE SARL.- France

means learning the principles of a subject
which can then he applied to any task. If the
task changes, the educated person can work
out what to do whereas the trained person
suddenly becomes untrained. I remember well
how many people became untrained with the
introduction of digital audio and it is sad that
many have stayed that way.
I wish that it were otherwise but what else
can explain the seeming dissatisfaction with
the sound quality of many digital systems? It
would appear that the theoretical knowledge
needed to get digital systems to perform in
practice as theory allows is quite rare. Unfortunately the problem is not confined to the
digital domain. Why do different models of
power amplifier sound so different? Why do
people shy away from EMC compatibility
instead of welcoming it? Why is it that the
loudspeakers in so many control rooms produce too) much sound of their own and not
enough of the input? The result is the large
number of CDs having defects which are
audible with good monitoring.
It has been a delight to find that Studio
Sound shares some of my views on education
in audio and we have decided to do something positive rather than just bemoaning the
fact. Consequently although the Watkinson
File is no more. the unfortunate reader is not
going to escape the hairy one that easily.
Starting soon I shall he going hack to basics
and producing a series of tutorial articles.
These will assume nothing and work up to
something useful. An if a few myths can be
disposed of along the way, so much the better. Oh, and these articles come with a free
no-Fly zone for pigs.

Fax: 33- 1 -43 -91 -1239

ASIAN GOLD- Thailand

Tel:

662 -932 -3657

Fax: 662 -932 -3658

.

BAYLAND MUSIC-

Russia

Tel: 7- 095 -148 -5455 . Fax: 7- 095 -148 -9804
BENTLEY MUSIC- Malaysia

Tel:

603- 244 -3333 . Fax: 603- 248 -0129
MELLON MUSIC-

Tel: 301 -3823 -840

Greece

Fax: 301 -3301 -412

.

F'IDI:L10 SARL.- Lebanon
Tel:

961.1. 200 -040 . Fax: 961 -1- 602.550
GRISBY MUSIC- Italy

Tel: 39 -71 -710 -8471

Fax: 39 -71 -710 -8477

.

Sweden

H B L-

Tel: 46- 18- 103710

Fax: 46- 18- 1037.37

.

IDEAL MUSIC- Slovenia
Tel:

386 -66-392304

Tel:

1NRESA MUSIC- Central America
502 -254 -0339/40. Fax: 502 -254 -0557

Fax: 386 -66-392252

.

INTERMUSICA- Hungary
Tel: 36 -23- 338 -041

Fax: 36 -23- 338 -087

.

LE SON-

Brazil

Tel: 55 -I1- 831 -8199. Fax: 55 -11 -831 -3938
LYD SYSTEMER- Norway

Tel: 47- 22- 710 -710

Fax:

.

47-22-710-712

MEDITEC TRADER- Singapore
Tel: 65- 272 -9992

Fax: 65 -274 -7776

.

NIHON ELECTRO HARMONIXTel: 81 -3- 3232-7601

Japan

Fax: 81 -3-3232 -7424

.

PHASETRON- Philippines
Tel: 63 -2- 800 -0276 Fax: 63 -2 -800 -0275
.

PRODUCTION AUDIO SERVICES- Australia

61-3-9,415-1585 . Fax: 61 -3 -9415 -1595

Tel:

PROSOUND- Taiwan
Tel:

886-4 -2420138 Fax: 886-4- 2420175
.

STUDIOSOUND & MUSIC GMBII- Germany
Tel: 49 -6421- 9251 -0 . Fax: 49- 6421 -9251 -19

SORES OY- Finland
Tel: 358-9 -549 -94440

Fax:

.

STAGE EXPERT-

Tel: 401- 3121381

.

358 -9- 549-94300

Romania

Fax: 401- 3360207
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The critics agree

the Audix Nile V are...
"Sumptuous, possibly the nicest sounding monitors
I've heard this side of a King's ransom"
-Nick Batzdorf Recording Magazine
.

"Impressive... there are few models in its price bracket
that offer such excellent imaging"
-George Petersen Mix Magazine
.

"Really impressive... incredibly smooth and well balanced from highs to lows...
the NileV is a speaker you can live with day in and day out"
-Bruce Bartlett, Pro Audio Review
"Gorgeous... with a well defined bottom end... and a high end that's silky"

-Bobby

Owsinski,

EQ

Magazine

Engineers everywhere are listening to Audix Nile V's. These speakers are turning heads in studios with their natural sound, outstanding detail and compact size. The Audix Nile V's minimize ear fatigue
with a silky smooth midrange between 3 -5kHz. You won't hear the

'honk' other near-field speakers produce.
Audix Nile V's are constructed with a handmade 7" Kevlar® long
throw woofer and a 1" softdome tweeter. Every woofer and tweeter
are matched with a custom crossover and front ported cabinet for
the most balanced sound possible.
Best of all, you won't need a king's ransom to move up to the nearfield monitors that editors are raving about!
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Audix Studio Monitors
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For further information contact SCV London. 6 -24 Southgate Road London NI 3JJ.
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US: Prepare

to be boarded
It's time to forget useful
information and prepare for
more glamour, more hype more
technology and more
reinvention writes Dan Daley
THIS SPACE once before I've addressed
that most insidious of American inventions: advertising. At the time, I was referring to recording studios and their recent
discovery of marketing. It used to be that
a studio would build its fortunes on its reputation and having its word spread from person

to person based on their experiences there.
But in the age of the project studio, that
approach has gone by the board.
In case you haven't noticed, the manufac-

turers of professional audio equipment have
realised the same thing. The days when a
piece of professional gear would become successful based on word of mouth are equally
over. At a time when more manufacturers of
more items are trying to sell more things to
more people-the broader market brought
about by project studio technology and an
MTV culture that says not only can anyone be

star, but that you can produce and engineer
the recordings yourself-the professional
audio business has been transmogrified from a
pleasant cottage industry into the dreaded
widget economy. in which tape decks, desks,
outboard gear and all other things audio are
designed for and marketed to a mass market.
But when these boys go at it, the notion of
marketing takes on a whole new meaning.
The thought brings to mind some recent
examples of product roll -outs, including the
new Euphonix CS3000, which is being
debuted at trendy theme cafés around the
world (such as at the Harley Davidson Cafe in
Manhattan in February). The grand daddy of
them all is still the participation of JBL Professional at the 1996 MTV Europe Music Awards
in Paris, where JBL set up shop next to Burger
King and across the way from Jose Cuervo
Tequila in Les Halles, broadcasting the message that professional gear-and a successful
career in music-is available to anyone, not
just the pros. Combine that with Fender's line
of clothing (hey, who says you have actually
play the darn thing?) and Gibson guitar ads in
Esquire and The New Yorker, and you're
watching the professional audio industry reinvent itself to range much further afield than the
burger-and -caffeine- infested netherworid of
all -night recording sessions and club gigs.
What does a reconstituted pro-audio indusa

Celebrity endorsements are on the rise, as is
the use of comely models as eye -catchers in
advertisements. Somehow they seemed appropriate in the guitar shredder mags, but for
tape? With so many new products all coming
out closer together (a la the abbreviated generations of the computer industry, since so
many new systems are software- based), confusion is beginning to become an issue. That's
a problem for a manufacturer that wants to
distinguish its product in a crowded market,
but it's anathema to users who havent dealt
with the issue of compatibility and who have,
for the most part, stopped reading manuals.
It's also causing a rush through formats.
MiniDisc, a format once considered deader
than a door nail for the mass consumer market, has been revivified for the mass audio
market even as it's viewed by some of its
adherents as a bridge technology. The thinking is, if you make it simple and cheap
enough, users will be less reluctant to toss it

when the next format comes barrelling
through. Just set aside a couple of days to
transfer all your masters from one to the next.
You will have the time -there won't even be
a manual to distract you, just a laminated one sheet 'quick -start' (another migrant from the
computer industry).
Let me be clear about this: there's nothing
wrong with this; it's simply the normal evolutry augur? Does it affect quality? Not directly, tion of the economics of an industry. Music
anyway. But like any mass-market product, technology could not be made and operated by
advertising and positioning are already start- elves forever. And while the pro-audio landing to replace word-of-mouth as the founda- scape now has more paths and potential land tion for building a product in the market. mines dotting it than ever before, that same

Europe: The down side
Until and unless a high sampling is agreed, 88.2kHz or 96kHz record ngs will require down conversion
for commerial release. The possible quality compromise is becoming a hot topic,writes Barry Fox
HE DEBATE on a new standard for
DVD-Audio has taken a fresh twist.
Future 'super-fi' recordings will be made
at high sampling rates and there are fears
that distortion will he introduced when
the signal is down-converted to 44.1kHz/16 bit
format for release on conventional CD. There is
already a rate spilt between DVD and Red Book
CD. The audio for DVD -Movie is locked to
48kHz, by Dolby Digital AC -3 surround. CD is
locked to 44.1kHz. DVD -Movie and ROM drives
will also play conventional CD Audio and ROM
discs. So they must clock at either speed. DVDAudio players must also clock at a higher speed;
96kHz is the figure used by Pioneer for its
demonstration players and recommended by the
ARA. Acoustic Renaissance for Audio.
The record industry trade bodies, IFPI,
RIAA and RIAJ, are insisting that any DVD-A

CD the main release standard for many years.
DVD-A may never catch on. So down- conver-

sion is a key issue.
And according to James Moorer, of Sonic
Solutions, the lack of any clear mathematical
relationship between 96kHz and 44.1kHz will
produce spurious spikes in the converted
waveform. There is of course a simple relationship between 96 and 48kHz, but the Red
Book is set in stone at 44.1kHz. The use of
88.2kHz sampling, as proposed by Philips
when the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio first
started talking about a super -audio disc two or
three years ago, is locked out by the adoption
of 48kHz audio for all other DVD formats.
In a paper presented to the AES last year in
Los Angeles, Moorer builds a persuasive case
to show that the numerical requirements for a
96-44.1kHz conversion are substantially more
disc must be of hybrid type, with two record- severe than for a 96 -48kHz conversion, since
ing layers. One layer will be high density we are not talking simply about the frequency
DVD standard at a depth of 0.6mm and the response of the filter, but the generation of
other will carry the same music in Red Book (semi-periodic) noise'. This must be music to
standard at a depth of 1.2mm. This single- the ears of some members of the DVD Coninventory disc will deliver Super-fi in a DVD- sortium, who resent the royalties they must
Audio player and conventional CD quality pay to Philips on CD. The use of a 48 /96kHz
sound in an ordinary Red Book CD player. audio standard helps divorce all the new DVD
The hybrid disc will thus carry signals at two formats from the original CD standard. This
sampling rates. Mass market inertia will keep has been a running theme from Toshiba and
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Time-Warner dating back to their original SD
(Super Density) disc. Optional [When the SD
Alliance teamed up with the Philips/Sony
Alliance on MultiMedia CD, one of the main
sticking points was the choice of a name for
the new combined technology. Philips wanted
to retain the tag 'CD', while the SD Alliance
flatly refused. The compromise reached was
DVD. The hybrid audio disc will effectively be
a CD and a DVD disc combined.l On the face
of things the argument against 96kHz conversion scents specious. Most studio recording
equipment is now switchable between 48kHz
and 44.1kHz, and Decca's own equipment has
always used 48kHz. Likewise the digital video
recording systems use 48kHz. Surely 9644.1kHz should prove no more troublesome
than 48 -44.1kHz? Bob Stuart of the ARA and
Meridian, acknowledges that there is some
foundation' to the claim that 96-44.1kHz conversion can degrade quality, but only some
and only now'. As Stuart points out, advances
in digital signal processing are so rapid that by
the time DVD-Audio discs and players are on
sale, conversion technology will have overtaken the problem. Moorer's paper acknowledges that if sufficient care is taken with the
numerical issues there will be no difference
between the conversion from 88.2kHz to
April
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map opens doors to many people who might
otherwise have been shut out altogether from
music. Entire genres, from hip -hop to new
age, owe their success, if not their existence
to mass- market pro-audio technology.
What we have to be careful about it to
maintain a slightly elevated sense of scepticism (not cynicism; that's my job) about
products, and to try to return some empiricism to the process of evaluating them. That
means weaving our way through a thickening jungle of advertising hoopla (although a
lot of professional ads are now fun to look at,
even if they don't really tell us anything).
Communications is the key: the trade magazines are one way, but with so many more
people in this business playing with so much
more gear, I'm betting that the Net turns out
to be the word-of-mouth of the future. Cruise
around some of the pro -audio forums and
check out the comments. It's eye- opening.
Advertising has become a lot more fun in
recent years, not just in this business, but for
the same reasons-it's crowded out there,
and you have to push the envelope further
to make a dent in the collective psyche of
consumers. But be aware that you will be
appealed to emotionally a lot more in the
months and years to come in this industry,
rather than being attempting to be clinically
persuaded by what you see on the spec
sheet. (In fact, if you haven't noticed yet,
those spec sheets are disappearing from
ads, too.) So enjoy the colourful spectacle
unfolding before us. But remember to read
the fine print.

Technology: cert X

.

44.1kHz and a conversion from 96 kHz to
44.1kHz'. The issues thus becomes, how difficult is it to attend to the numerical issues.
The debate over the new DVD Audio standard has as much, if not more, to do with

industry politics than recording technology.
It seems to explain why Philips has now
backed Sony's proposal for Direct Stream
Digital, the bitstream system that uses a very
high multiple of 44.1kHz for sampling into a
very rapid stream of single hits. James
Moorer's paper refers to DSD as the 'Lingua
Franca of mastering formats since it can be
concerted to any release format with no
additional degradation'. He acknowledges
that 'real -time processing of DSD signals
requires special hardware' and gives Sony's
DSD board for SonicStudio as an example of
this special hardware.
Otherwise the job can be done in non -real
time, much like video compression. In many
respects this reinforces the ARA's warning that
the use of DSD makes all types of signal processing more difficult. Although DVD -Audio
is several years from any mass-market launch,
and the record industry is decidedly unkeen
on any new format that could unsettle the
existing market for CDs, the issues are important because standards set now will shape the
future of audio through the next century. The
DVD Consortium is debating the relative merits of 96kHz PCM and bitstream DSD.
Optional lNever forget that when Philips
demonstrated CD in the late 1970s it was a 14bit system, with a smaller disc (to make car
players easier to fit in a dashboard], and
reduced capacity and playing time.
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The censorship lobby is intimately aware that arguments have grown
up with the media it would censor. But it is technology, not people,

that is increasingly responsible for their outrage, writes Kevin Hilton
backed the implementation of the V -chip.
which can restrict access to specific material.
you. But everybody born since the
Children are the main concern in this mat
1950s has grown up with television. ter but the policy makers are assuming that
(One of the let's -embarrass- the-kids parents have either no control over what their
stories in my family is of me as a baby being offspring watch or the effect it may have. As
propped up in front of the set to keep me Livinia Carey, director general of the British
quiet; during this period I apparently devel- Video Association, says, 'Parents may decide
oped a strong liking for David Janssen in The to sit and watch a film with a child and explain
Fugitive.) While it is a good tool to keep the things as they happen, to lessen the shock'.
The situation has escalated and now politirug -rats quiet, parents don't want their offspring vegging out in front of the tube all the cians are trying to clamp down on what may
time-which is where the warning stories be harmful to adults. As someone who surcame from. 'It'll ruin your eyesight, they'll go vived the brutal TV of the 1970s, I like to think
square.' 'Are you watching that again, it'll rot that I can tell the difference between what
happens on a rectangular screen and what
your brain.'
The influence of TV, video and films has happens outside my front door. As another
been much discussed over the past five years, director, David Cronenberg (whose film Crash
particularly in the wake of the series of mur- has been branded 'degrading'), astutely points
ders, shootings and road -rage incidents that out, 'Censors tend to do what only psychotics
have baffled, bewildered and shaken society. do: they confuse reality with illusion'.
Among the usual suspects lined up for blame
were the cinema, video player and TV set. In
his mistake has already been made by
1993, when this debate was getting into its
some TV producers. Forget Cronenberg
second stage, I interviewed movie director
films, forget drama serials about women
John Carpenter and asked him about this
issue. He said, 'It's an old, old story- people taking their clothes off and turning into wolves,
looking for some answer of out chaos. the really problematic area today is the bafMovies are the most obvious, easiest target flingly popular genre of true life crime, rescue,
and the type of thing that can be legislated hospital watches and dangerous drivers. These
shows are usually fronted by respected news
against'.
In the US, Carpenter is one of the film mak- readers and journalists and presented as an offers who has been singled out by the moral shoot of current affairs. In reality they're
majority as somebody who does not show any human misery served up for our rather prurient
'restraint'. Something that has allowed direc- delectation.
tors to show less restraint is technology: cornAgain technology has made much of this
puter effects and animation can destroy possible: smaller, lighter cameras, microphones and recording
buildings and morph peoequipment that enables
ple into other things; digital
While it is a good tool small crews, or even one
audio sampling and editing
person, to make an full
can create sounds that in
to keep the rug -rats
production. Then there
themselves can churn the
are the variants, which
stomach; and prosthetics
quiet, parents don't
are more akin to undercan be used to distort and
want their offspring
cover surveillance gear
disfigure the human form.
Some people tend to get vegging out in front of than broadcast spec.
When it was first used,
a hit misty-eyed in this
the TV all the time;
there was something
debate, yearning for more
innocent days. One quote I
which is where such exciting and different
read recently had someone
about cameras hidden in
warning stories as,
briefcases to catch out
harking back to The Wizard
wrong -doers -now it's
of Oz, that gentle tale of a
`They'll go square!'
wicked witch who turns
commonplace and not a
come from
little boring.
people into stone, wants to
A side issue is that
kill and eat a dog and herviewers are getting used
self is eventually melted in
graphic detail. Charming.
to poor quality, both in vision, due to the use
While it cannot be denied that what we of 'upgraded' domestic video formats, and
watch has some effect, regardless of age, the audio. How many times have you watched a
present crusade threatens to install a nanny programme where subtitles have had to be
state. The UK is perhaps at the centre of this added because the location recording is so
debate but moves are afoot both in the US and bad? It may be immediate but it's not real life
in France to tighten up classification and cen- because it's being filtered through a TV
sorship. In separate announcements, President screen. And that soft picture quality really will
Clinton and the European Parliament have ruin your eyesight.
NE OF THE TRUTHS that we grow
up with is that television is bad for
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NXT loudspeakers
The NXT flat -panel loudspeaker was launched in a blaze of publicity,

making a number of dramatic claims. John Watkinson examines the
new loudspeaker's relevance to accurate studio monitoring applications
IN ALL

WALKS OF LIFE we are constantly
faced with new messages. not all of
which are useful. Credibility is established
if what is said about what we already
know is true and balanced. However,
what are we to conclude if the description of
what we already know is at variance with our
understanding? Sadly NXT's white paper
comes into the latter category as it has chosen
to promote its transducer technology alongside a unique view of how existing loudspeakers work:
The first paragraph of the white paper
claims that all previous thin flat panel speakers have been failures. Perhaps they should try
telling that to Quad, Apogee. Martin -Logan
and other manufacturers who have been selling such things for years. As the works of a
Quad ESL -63 is only 40mm thick. I would say
that was a pretty successful thin flat -panel
speaker. And as Quad is owned by the same
group as NXT. somebody must be spitting
teeth. I just hope the current excitement doesn't drain funding from Quad's R&D effort.
'Hitherto the perfect loudspeaker was conceived to operate like an ideal piston.' the
paper continues. That's news to me: I need
only quote Stanley Kelly: The most important
parameter affecting the performance of a loudspeaker is cone Flexure'.
The NXT loudspeaker is a flat panel which
is driven at some point by a transducer which
may be electromagnetic or piezo electric.
Fig.la shows a moving coil inertial drive
where motor thrust reacts against the mass of
the magnet. Fig.lb shows a moving coil hen der drive where the motor and the magnet are
both fixed to the panel. A piezoelectric hender
drive can also he used which will be familiar
to those who have ever taken the hack off an
alarm watch. In fact it all looks so familiar I
wonder what the inventive step is. because the
white paper certainly doesn't reveal it.
The vibrations from the transducer propagate in all directions through the panel and
reflect from the unterminated edges to produce standing waves which eventually decay.
This decay will be due to energy loss through
sound radiation and through the internal
damping of the material of the panel. NXT
claims that the conversion efficiency of
mechanical energy to acoustic energy has
been confirmed to he almost l004ó for an NXT

Fig.2: At LF

a

panel'. It then says '1009,6 refers to an acoustic
comparison with a piston of the same area'.
Frankly I don't know what this means. It is
alx>ut as informative as claiming that a light
bulb consumes 100°ió of the electricity supplied to it.
Let's look at how such a free-edged panel
will work in the real world. starting with a
low- frequency analysis. In order to produce LF
sound all transducers. whatever their principle
of operation. have to generate a volume vekxity. At LF the only thing that matters is the size
of the panel with respect to the wavelength.
good
Where the panel is acoustically small
deal smaller than the wavelength -the volume
velocity is obtained by simply integrating the
displacement over the entire panel area.
ofer that I am lisNow, the moving -coil

-a

'

MAGNET

I

l
COIL

Fig.la: Inertial panel drive

Flg.lb: Two ways of exciting the

bender panel is acoustically short-circuited and is less efficient than
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tening to as I write is quite capable of delivering the goods at 20Hz, where the wavelength
is about 17m. Consequently any NXT panel
which will fit in my house will be acoustically
small at that frequency. It is fairly obvious that
the greatest volume velocity will be obtained
when the panel moves as a rigid piston. As
Fig.2 shows, any antiphase motion whatsoever
will reduce the LF output because the air will
simply prove from a forward moving area to a
receding area. making a bender driven panel
very inefficient. Consequently NXT's account
of how its panel works is the exact opposite of
what is required at LF where the pistonic
motion it eschews is just what is needed.
However. unless the NXT panel is made of
some material with the mass to modulus ratio
of blancmange I can't see how it could achieve
at only 20Hz the 'complex and dense wave
structure' shown in their white paper and
reproduced in Fig.3. In my opinion it doesn't.
I reckon that at LF NXT's bender driven panel
will be very inefficient and the inertia driven
panel must move as a near piston dipole,
where it offers no advantage over existing
dipoles such as electrostatic panels and gradient woofers. All of these suffer dreadfully from
front -to -back cancellation and in my view NXT
panels of reasonable size will never be able to
radiate much low- frequency. Why else would
the frequency response curves in> page 104

NXT panel

a di -pole
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Fig.3: Vibrational modes of NXT panel from NXT white paper
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The lowest frequency response quoted is
for a panel of 1.5m2 which manages to
respond down to 60Hz. although the number of dBs of loss at that frequency is not
quoted, nor is it made clear whether this is
on a wall or not. As the Quad ELS -63 has a
diaphragm of only 0.4m2 yet manages to
respond down to 60Hz I rest my case. In
practice NXT panels used in full -frequency
range applications are going to need sub woofers and as these will have to be con-

ventional much of the advantage of the flat
panel evaporates.

NXT claims In contrast Ito a conventional dipole speaker] an NXT is
termed bipolar meaning that the
rear radiation may be summed constructively
with that of the front. Clearly not only does
this improve efficiency, but it also removes
the necessity for an enclosure or baffle'.
In my view this is misleading in addition to
stretching the definition of a pole to infinity.
At HF the radiated power from the two sides
of a conventional electrostatic dipole speaker
will be summed by the ear as you can easily
demonstrate by getting someone to hold a
blanket behind an ELS -63. At LF both the conventional dipole and NXT both fail.
Turning to mid range and treble frequencies where the NXT panel can at least radiate some power, an acoustic analysis turns
up some interesting results. Firstly the 'complex and dense wave structure' means that
the spatial attributes of the radiation will be
unusual. The panel is acoustically large at
HF. Different parts of the panel will be
vibrating in different phases. In order to see
what happens a particular point in front of
the panel it is necessary to integrate all of the
radiation reaching that point from the whole
panel area allowing for the path length differences.
As I understand it. the wave structure is
frequency variant. this means that the frequency response at a fixed point will be
highly irregular on a fine scale of frequency.
Equally the polar diagram will also he highly
irregular on a fine scale. The reason that the
NXT panel works is that these irregularities
are beyond the frequency resolution of the
ear because of the finite width of the critical
hands. Consequently the frequency response
to a human will be a smoothed version of
the theoretical result. as will the polar diagram.
The directivity patterns shown in the NXT
white paper bear this out. with some lobing
visible although the polar diagrams are
meaningless because the reader is not told

hethcr the scales are linear or logarithmic
or what the units are. The directivity is compared somewhat unfairly with that of a 'typical 6
2 -inch cone speaker' which is
predictably unimpressive at HF. Its a pity
they didn't make a fair comparison with a
complete speaker having a tweeter or with a
Quad ESL -63 or an Apogee ribbon speaker
both of which I believe have a smoother offaxis frequency response than the \XT panel.
NXT makes a play about how the panel
suffers less 'power drop with distance'. This
is compared with the inverse square law
drop of a conventional speaker. although the
curve shown for a conventional speaker
doesn't actually exhibit an inverse square
law. What is not said is that the inverse
square law only holds in an anechoic room.
which few of its listen in. Neither does NXT
bother to specify the size of the panel its
comparing with a conventional speaker. My
guess is that its a couple of metres across.
The NXT panel is acoustically large at HF
and the acoustic near field extends some
way away. In the near field the drop with
distance will he less, but beyond it the drop
will be almost the same as for any type of
speaker and will be dominated by room
w

1

acoustics.

y greatest

reservation about

NXT is that I can't see how it
can produce sharp stereo
images. As NXT refers to the 'non-specificity
of the acoustic image'. it would appear that
it can't. A distributed mode transducer of any
kind produces a message at the listener's
ears which confuses the precedence effect.
Many of the multiple versions of the original
sound which NXT launches will arrive within
the 700ps time /intensity trading region producing an apparent sound source which
could he anywhere within the subtended
angle of the panel. Consequently. if the
reproduction of an intensity stereo signal is
attempted. the virtual sources will he
smeared by an amount equal to the panel

width.
So what's it for? Well. there are plenty of
exciting applications for NXT where the
shortcomings aren't a problem. Talking
domestic appliances. lightweight speakers
for laptops, talking notice boards and headlining speakers in cars are all perfectly gcxxl
places to use it. It's a shame the white paper
dresses it up to be more than that because
there's good money to be made in those
applications.
But don't throw out your studio monitors,
and if you want gtxxl stereo imaging with
thin wall mounted spcal,cr, I would try a
Bang and Olufsen deal
fU
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Ira It's never `only software'

E
We should resist the temptation to underestimate the complexities and importance of software

a

development, argues David Hoare, technical manager at Giles Studio Equipment

i

Software!' is a time- honourRJJ
phrase, heard in many situations, usually
rather dismissively. From the purest point
of view. it is obviously a true statement
what could he simpler than writing or
designing something that is only ever in one
state or another? Depending on the context,
however, the phrase has far-reaching and con standy changing implications for an R&D team.
Is software a component or is it a subsystem? The simple answer is both. Software
resides as a component on disk or chip. and,
at the same time, makes the whole system
function. Software is certainly the most critical part of any product, as it comprises a
highly complex interaction of 'I's and '0's.
binding together the complete hardware system and its user. It could he said, by way of
T'S ONLY

-

primitive analogy, that one megabyte of
software is equivalent. in mechanical engineering terms, to eight million parts. moving
both synchronously and asynchronously. All
parts must he in the right place at the right
time -all of the time.
To the design engineer and manufacturer.
this mechanical system would offer a serious
challenge, but with software. it is the design
engineer who is probably challenged the
most. The design engineer must consider the
system as a whole, encompassing all of the
associated effects caused by his software and
make sure that any undesirable consequences of error are avoided. The
manufacturer will he concerned
about the best source of disks or
chips because, to him, it is
another component in the
overall bill of materials.
From the point of view of
the electronics, components now contain
more and more complex functions within
them. The days are
almost gone whim
electronics integra
tion was an exercise
in looking througl
countless
dat,
books, from count
less
manufacturers
and deciding which
chips performed what
functions. while asking
'will it interface with the
next chip in the circuit ?'.
Technology has now integrated these chips into a sin
gle microprocessor, ASIC or
other forms of large -scale integration, all generally controlled by software. This. obviously, is a little tongue in
cheek, but it does illustrate an increasing
trend towards total electronics integration and
a

overall software control. A move which generally helps the manufacturer.
Software is becoming increasingly more
complex, more pivotal in the system requirements, and certainly more costly to develop.
On the plus side. software tools have improved and this helps to ease the burden. The
key to high-quality software is ensuring that
the product definition is of such a standard
that the programmer can systematically break
down the design into manageable blocks for
coding. It is often the case. however, that the
product cannot be described in sufficient detail on day one, and it is only after the development of some code that the product really
starts to take shape and develops a character.
Classical software design calls for low coupling between modules and high cohesion
within modules. These 'simple' design rules
my to ensure that only minimal data is passed
between modules and. therefore, changes in
one module have little or no effect on the others, and that ('Ode within a module is 'tight'
and efficient. The main benefits of this
approach are that code is more easily
debugged and maintained. and can he
upgraded as. and when, new ideas and features are introduced. Our recent experience

Mics Plus

Speakers in a
Professional Snak

.

.
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has evolved around the development

of the

Audio Multiprocessor, which comprises a
hardware platform-combining DSP and
microprocessor chips-integrated with some
exceedingly complex processing algorithms.
The latter aspect requires continual development and expansion. to allow for changes in
the audio industry's working practices. customer demand for different processor types
and general market forces. The successful
integration of hardware and software is critical to products of this type. A key part of the
process is to ensure that software running live
on a development system will run just as
smoothly on the target system. Therefore, the
whole development process calls for a multi skilled approach to unite the hardware and
software disciplines, with strong team -work
very much the order of the day.

OMBINED WITH the increasing degree
of integration that is possible are the
ever greater operating speeds now
achievable. DSP chips. for example, are
reaching far greater speeds with higher data
throughput increasing a design's complexity,
while also significantly increasing its capability. A single instruction can now perform
many operations and, for example, a 'barrelshifting' technique can shift large blocks of
data in a single cycle. Software is becoming slimmer and more concentrated,
and more 'real-time' than ever
before, which is good news for
the audio industry' in particular. New software- intensive
products should also enjoy
a
shorter development
'me, with a resultant
:,aster time -to- market,
although progress on
this front will have
minimal effect on
the manufacturing
cycle itself, save for
a
reduced
chip
count.
For any company,
which has successfully developed an
efficient and robust
system with inherent
flexibility, there will
always he a need to provide more functionality
and more
features to
improve the salability of the
product concerned. Some may
cringe, some may nod sagely, and
some may recognise the implied
hours of midnight oil- burning. but all
design engineers and manufacturers will
recognise the phrase. 'it's only software!'
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Phantom Power

switch S

LED.

LOADED CHANNEL STRIPS

phantom
power is supplied
separately to each
mono channel

MUTE GROUPS

AND MORE'

DC

NOW SHIPPING: THE

Trial Control.
-20dB to 40dB line
gain, 0dB (Unity) to 60dB
mic gain (Mono chs.)

LARGE- FORMAT CONSOLE VALUE.

Polarity switch.
Aux sands
S

1

-4

level controls

pre/post switch.

IICS BEST

MACKIE'S

Separate

SR408

FOR LIVE 11 :I .;1I:

level controls for each Aux.
Pre /post switch for Auxes 1 -4

AND

selects pre- fader/pre -EQ or
post- fader,'post -EQ operation.

Aix saris 5-8 level amnia
8 pre /pest switch. Again.
separate Level controls for each of
Auxes

5 -8.

Different. though,

is the

pre/post switch. On Auxes 5 -8. you
can select pre-fader /post -EQ or
post- fader/post -EQ.

t2ktlz Ill Shelving

ED. 115dB

of boost /cut.

W Ea. Sweepable from

-

500Hz tc 15kHz. with

a 1.5 octave
bandwidth. Separate controls for
t15dB boost /cut and frequency.

N ever before has so much
been so affordable.

manufactu ring processes
and design expertise that

established our 8Bus and
we've created

4 extra stereo line channel
strips for aux returns, which
;nclude: 4 -band equalization with
12kHz Hi shelving EQ. 3.5kHz Hi Mid
EQ. 800Hz _o Mid EQ and 80Hz Lo
shelving EQ. plus 150Hz fixed low
cut (high pass) filter at 18dB/
octave, low, cut in /out switch,
other features same as mono

Using the automated

SR Series,

a

channels.

(Fixed at 3I.Hz on stereo aux

B

return channels)
La Mid ELL Sweepable from
45Hz to 3k-lz. with generous 1.5
octave bandwidth. Separate
controls for ? 15dB boost/cut

RECORDING.

M'11

submix section bus strips

` eature 10C mm log -taper faders.

"Air"

console that's equally

suited for sound recording.

5- 8/Ext. /L-R, talkback level
control, solo level control.
program level control, talk button.

recessed phones jack (there's one
on the rear panel, too), and 400
Hz /pink noise source with
separate level control (uses

talkback routing switches).

All inputs B outputs fully
balanced (except RCA tape inputs
& outputs).
Each channel has rear panel
mic & TRS line in jacks, insert
with separate send & return
(balanced). & direct out.

controls, center & L -R
assign switches, pan controls.
mute & solo switches with LEDs.

XLR

Flip switch for stage monitor
applications exchanges the master
control of any selected aux send
with the corresponding subgroup
fader and routes the aux send to
the sub insert jacks, slide master
fader, "Air EQ, and balanced
output connectors.

Built-in Clear -Com'
compatible interface: ties the

EQ

and frequency

center. (Fixed at
800Hz on
stereo aux
return
chs.)

80Hz La Shelving ED. ±15c111
of boost 'cut

240M;

EU In

switch.

law Cut Filter.

Sweepable from

30Hz to 800Hz.12dB /octave

(Fixed at 150Hz on stereo aux

return channels.)

L Baal.--mime

111111

mar&

For consistent signal
level across the stereo
panorama. whether it's cranked
hard left, right. or center.

-- Mute button end LED. Mutes
channel and all aux sends. LED
lights when channel's in mute,
as well as when it's being muted
or previewed by Ultra Mute'

Sebnlx I -8 assign switches.
Assign

the

1

-2.

a
3

channel to any or all of
-4. 5 -6 and 7 -8 submixes.

Center assign switches.
Ditto for L -R aid Center mixes.

L

-R S

Center- moanted master
section includes fader link L/R
itch, center master fader,
center solo + LED, L &R /L -R master
level faders, L &R solo switches +
LED indicators
sw

Independent
assignment.

L/R: Center bus

On -board s upshot group
muting with extena. computer
control capabi.ities.
12x4 matrix miter w /Center,

input contrcls matr.x mute
button + LED. matrix master level
control. and matri:: solo + LED.
L

& R

40 (or 5G) mama channel
strips with Mackie's renowned
high -headroom /low -noise discrete
mic preamps, polarity switches &
sweepable 30- 800-lz low cut (high
pass) filters at 12dB/octave.

'

UltreMuta section

mute groups and 99 snapshots
capability, mute select switch +
LED indicators, Store /Preview/
Snapshot /Clear/Do It switches +
LEDs, 10-unit snapshot indicator,
group irdicator, Mode /Up /Down
switches.

Telkback seed= includes
talkback m c input (phantom
powered), assign switches for
Matrices A-B -C -D/Aux -4 /Aux

100mn log -taper channel
fader. New logarithmic faders
provide consistent fades
throughout their travel. and
feature a dust- shielded super
smooth design.

Solo button end LED.

1996 Mackie Designs Inc. All

has 99

rights r

www.americanradiohistory.com

1

SR40.8 into any Clear-Corn party line intercom system. with ground

isolation, ignore switch. call button
+ LED, and a trick or two that even
Clear -Com doesn't have.

Rear panel includes RS232 data
port & MIDI In and Out jacks, as
well as an exhaustive list of
balanced inputs. outputs.
throughputs and shotputs.

External 400 -watt power
supply with redundant power
capability.

4 -pin XLR lamp sockets end
dimmer.

